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PROSPECTS FOR SURVIVAL OF MOSSADEQ

REGIME IN IRAN '

CONCLUSIONS

1. On the basis of available evidence we

believe that the Mossadeg Government

can survive at least for the next six

months unless ill - health or death re .

moves Mossade from the Iranian politi

cal scene.

2. If Kashani should come to power, the

most probable result would be the pro

gressive deterioration of Iran, possibly

leading to the eventual assumption of

power by the Tudeh .

ESTIMATE

The Oil Issue

3. An early settlement of the oil dispute with

the UK is unlikely. ' Political forces which

Mossadeq himself encouraged in the past now

require him to insist upon greater concessions

than the British have given any indication of

finding acceptable. On the other hand , Mos

sadeq's prestige would be greatly enhanced if

he succeeded in effecting the sale of oil despite

the British boycott.

The Economic Situation

4. The loss of oil " revenues has not seriously

damaged the Iranian economy, primarily be .

cause of an excellent harvest, although there

have been some price increases, curtajlment of

urban business activities, and reduction of im

ports. However , the financial position of the

government has been seriously affected . Un

less the government restores revenues from

the sale of oil, substantial budgetary cuts and ?

or extensive internal borrowing and further

currency expansion are inevitable.

Factors of Political Power

5. a . Recent events have produced far-reach

ing changes in the traditional factors of politi

cal power in Iran . As a practical matter, the

Shah has almost completely lost his capability

for independent action , but is a useful tool

for Mossadeg, should need arise . The former

ly dominant landowning class has also lost

political initiative. The Armed Forces, if

given effective direction , are probably capable

of coping with any type of domestic dis

turbance presently foreseeable. We do not
believe that their effectiveness has been mate

rially reduced by Mossadeg's changes in the

high command. Mossadeq's popular prestige

makes him still the dominant political force
in Iran ,

b. A major threat to Mossadeq's continued

control over the helerogeneous National Front

arises from the activities of Mullah Kashani,

ambitious Moslem leader, Kashani's extreme

intransigeance on the oil issue and his uncom

promising demands for the termination of all

foreign Interference in Iran severely Uimit

Mossadeq's freedom of action . He has suc

cessfully separated many National Front poll

ticians from Mossadeg. Although Kashani

has expressed optimism publicly with respect

* This estimate has been prepared in response to
an vigent, specific request and is an Interim esti
mate pending the preparation of a more compre
bensive one which is under way.
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to his ability to control Tuden , he is basically
opposed to their aims, probably can weigh
with shrewdness and accuracy the potential
value and danger to him of Tudeh support,
and is not likely under present conditions to
seek their help .

c . While the Tuden Party has become
stronger in recent months, it is almost cer
tainly incapable by itself of overthrowing the
government by force or subversion at present.
Although the Tudeh Party has an organiza
tion , has a significant degree of favorable pub
lic opinion , and has the cooperation of the
USSR , it still lacks a legal status and the

power in the Majlis and control of the key
Cabinet positions which would be necessary to
take over the government by constitutional

means. The Tudeh Party will ,however, prob
ably support Kashani in the belief that if
Kashani were in power its opportunities for
taking over the country would be improved .

Likelihood of an Attempt to Overthrow

Mossodeq

6. Since Mossadeq's return to power in July
1952 there have been continuous reports of
plots to overthrow him . Kashani and Army
officers are frequently mentioned as leaders ,
but the reports confict on matters of essential
detail. It does not seem likely that Kashani
will seek to repłace Mossadeq so long as no
clear issues of disagreement arise between
them , so long as his influence on Mossadeg

remains strong , and so long as Mossadeq is
willing to assume responsibility. So far as
& military coup is concerned , we have no evi.
dence to indicate that any group of officers
has the capability which the initiation of a
successful coup would require.

Probable Outcome of an Attempt to

Overthrow Mossadeq

7. In the event that an attempt is made to
overthrow Mossadeg, the following means are
available :

a . Violent Means :

i Military Coup : A military coup against
Mossadeq is not likely to succeed because Mos
sadeq has had the opportunity to eliminate

elements in the Army hostile to him , and none
of the Army personnel reported as currently
being involved in plots against Mossadeg are
believed to have the prestige or influence to
obtain the necessary support from the Army.

11. Mob Violence : A contest in the streets
between the forces supporting Mossadeg and
Kashani would be bitter and destructive . The

lineup of forces would depend in large part on
the specific issues involved at the time the
rioting broke out . If there should be a break
now between Mossadeq and Kashani, we be
lieve that Mossadeg could rally greater forces
than Kashani . The lineup would probably be
as follows:

( a ) Mossadeq : the bulk of the Na.

tional Front rank and file in the cities; Dr.

Baghai's Iranian Workers' Party with their
organized street lighting forces; the Somka
( Fascist) Party, provided the Tudeh sup
ported Kashani; the Pan Iranian Party ; and

the Army and part of the Police Force, pro

viding they were given spectic and direct
orders.

( b) Kashani: his followers in the Na
tional. Front; the Bazaar mobs and the

bands organized by his son ; the Fedayan
terrorist organization of Moslem extrem
ists; theTuden and its various subsidiaries ;

and possibly some support from the tribes
if the Army sided with Mossadeg .

iii. Assassination : Assassination of Mos.

sadeg would probably result in the accession

to power of Kashani. (Note : Kashani would

probably also come to power i Mossadeg
should retire or die a natural death .)

8. Constitutional means: An attempt may
be made to overthrow Mossadeg after the

Majlis reconvenes on 9 October. It appears
unlikely that Kashani could persuade the
Majlis to vote to oust Mossadeg in view of
the absence of any issue which could serve
As a basis for attacking Mossadeg, the re
sources at Mossadeg's disposal for controlling
the deliberations of the Majlis and Mossadeq's
record as champion of nationalist aspirations.
Moreover, Mossadeg in opposition would pos
Bess much of the strength which enabled him

to regain power in July 1952 , and his return

to office would not be unlikely ,
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Consequences of the Assumption of Power

by Kashani

8. If Kashani were to come to power , the con
sequences would depend upon the circum
stances of the take - over and upon the group
or groups supporting him at that time.
Kashani might come to power by :

Q. A vote of the Majlis unseating Mossadeg .
0. Assuming control over another National

Front regime if Mossadeq were removed from
the political scene.

c . A deal with the Tudeh Party by which
Tudeh was given representation in the gov
ernment.

d. A coalition with various disgruntled
Army leaders and conservative elements.

If Kashani should come to power, the prob
able net result in Iran would be a situation
worse for Western Interests than the current
one. The regime would be more dimcult than
the present one to deal with on the oll dispute
and more resistant to all Western influence.
The effectiveness of the government and the
security forces would decline, as would the
economic situation . There is no assurance
that the regime would not be overthrown by
Mossadeq, by internal dissension , or by a mili
tary coup , with trend changes we cannot
presently predict. However , the probable

ultimate conscquence of a Kashani regime
would be the progressive general deterioration
of Iran possibly leading to the eventual
assumption of power by the Tudeh .

j
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EJECT

Dority Director (?12::8):

plaiement concerning Iran nie ty the

Secretary of State et 1.19 Fess coofer

Coco of 23 July 1953.

1. NiX YER TOES COSTCepondeatRechtower
oirei tlie secre

tary 1 :8 followires. In
substancos :

7.ero ere indications of provine
muachariy

strencin in Iran , brat cassents do you taka to Kre

on tiis situation ? "

2 . The Secretary of Stato replied (end 1!! s is cearly verbatia ) :

rimle groting activities of the 11l.el comunist Party

In Trel and the Solaration of teen L L. iranie. Corsa

bent tes ceuced our coveragent vocem . so Civelements

make it rore difficult to {tant aid to Iran . "

3. Go citer quectiors reierdie Iran were raised and the .

Secretary medo no furt !:er rofcrences to I7a ;) . Tre Leclerond

material propered ty this crianization and eclivered to Yr. Lincoln

ta' via Y's , Jernejan's office , Sen oct 1983. " cvetr , !!r . Jornecan

has kept two copies of that papor in thie rost Division follow up the

Secretaryle btetesent og Iren with Issistant Secretary groede or

X. Jerniceen hins81 ,

.

*** DCI

.

7/23/53

uric . to DD/ P.

1 co - LCI

3. cc

j
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C?undestine dio izerhajan (at ralú ) las been plugging the

similitry coup" line for severalfaths.Afewreferepces to be
Ectivity tolov : ****

1.Hay 1953 Atpresent the American Ambassador: et Tehran is

engaged in a fresh 'double cross , 'With theaidof such

spiesand traitors as Ala Zahei Eesrisaleb end

jir .shrafi and of bogus religious leaders such as

BehbehaniTbese elements want to make a military

coup to liquidate therossades Govt.rnd establish as

new govt , Inong those involve Ero those Ceran fescists

now in the service of the nericans,

7 Jay 1953 "The murder of. Afshar Tus was one of a continuing

series of plens which the Azeriiats and Pritish Ere

making ith the son of RežaSan. The chief instigătors

of these plans are the American Wabessicot end the sou

or reza Than : In the pest these plans have included

the cavan incident, theBahtlari incident, etc.

15.Hay1953 : Tab Persian monarchy nas established by the perial

lists and its ccntinuei existence serves their cliposes :4

Tinus the Shah and the15:erican I perlaists iretroing

to stifle the voice of the people through a pilitary

coup

7 July 1953 il the intrigues of the avericanand British'szpere

ialists and thesubversive sctions of the Shah for

staging a nilitis coup Ere related . All these actions

are part of andeplan tiktis being carried out all

over the country . It has involve the Afshar Tus.

affair , the Bakhtiari uprising, distribution by the

army of arts to the Kub - 1 -GLvieh tribes, Deetings

betreeń army heads and tribal lead - rsat Kerner:shah,

meeticgs in torasen , staged deconstrations at l'esbed ,

erasgiven out'at kehebad, tribalconferences

the tribež section of the D.s Eassy ,etc.

3
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THE BATTLE FOR IRAN

I. INTRODUCTION

II . IRAN , ANCIENT AND MODERN

" A. The Nation

Imperial Past
Dreng

2
The first Persian empire , that of the Achaerenid dynasty,

was founded by Cyrus 'the Great in the Sixth Century B.C.- through conquest

1
Seeappendix BFor a brief biographyofHosadeg .

2
Persia was derived through Greek from Persis, the nare the Greeks

used for. Parsa , the tribe and province of the Achaemenids In 1933 Rez
Shah insisted that foreigners use Iran , the native usage which means " l :
of theAryans rather

Persia :
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«6::::::!نه!::تة:::::::أن":!يه::.::..::از

iss to R4 .1. Esmis'...

15 oí

ü netvork of imperial roads . The 2.5cj iieuitured in toit

200 years , until it was destruyed by Atexnder the Ciofa.

the Greeks were son succecud by the Perthian dynasty , nies in turn

was followed by the Sassanids , who ruled for 400 years from the third to

the severith centuries A.D. and Wirestored ihe glory of ancient Pursii .

In 651 , higiever , the ab invasion soapt across! Persia , which for the

next nine centuries was posted by a succession or foreign coupuerors .

notive persian dynasty rose again at ilia beginning of the 16th catury

when the Safavids Cje in porrr ; their mule 1 : 514d2427 2:30 Yours und
.

reached its peak under . Shan Abbas from 1597 to 1620 . Invading Aft : 15

overtve to Savsvicis in 1772 and inside in turn driven cut b ; Nadir Shah ,

a Turkis - spising tribesign titing lovlind of C # :9,1.; o Cor025 thii

inclused invasioits of birdio and the Caucasus . The succeeding dynasty ,

that of the Cajars , jastheil the early 1920's en fieca kon a colonel

in the Iranian army's Cossack Division, seized per in a military coup .

la Secoire Shah in 1925 , deposing the lows and founding the

Pahlavi dynasty . W toen iron was occupied in 1941 by Sriiish and

Soviet tips in order to guarantee the Allied supply route to the
Reza Shah

ebattied Russians , abdicated iind was succed by his 507 , honrad
2

Reza Pahlevi , the present Shah .

2 , The people

of Iran's population in 1952 of writer ; 3 million , vore

1931 70 ethnic Iranians of Indo - European siochi persians made up

3
Six 3 for biographic details on cs Sh.

...?

vari
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IN 1234 or sof it
is

is er
sincrons.

: Turkic is, prii :rily th : Arbaijani
of the sizesiern

incos sit ! so including the
Turkooisliqöi tris ?? greps .

Hans made out of the population , and the remainder were

ron -Muslims , including Ardians, Assyrians, and Jews..
fersion ( or

forsi , as it is known in Iran was the official language , Sp20 by

:n2st ethnic Iranians, although Twikic and arabic dialects weic viso

nos ! # 11 Ironies are Shia ius115, in cuirast to the Sunnis

O precindia in the illusii : + 381& . Sii : 5 believe that the true

Hasim osho federship an 18? Continued through the line of

Trixi (: , : 3's5.1 :-1: ) in tipies of 11 : 12 : 00 $ , in contest

DLRG

HARD

*

XY.CO.UOLA

Win

EFLAU *

76.artwatch

video

... ,

toile 5:::19 iris ! Eine Criigis 5 : 00dins : 'itard Here

selected by thehe consus of the 'uiis city. Also there is

3.0 organized Shia hierarachy, crtvin tiilts uistinguish spicial 190

bers of the religious comunity. A cleric of Tinted theological

training is a "nullah , " while onewasstudies at a higher insti .

Eution is artwjlanid" and 91:alified to adjudicate questions of

religious orci , The post importoni Pianiin religious orders lave

bine :! ::: Wiribry title of "Ayatollah ,'' and the leader at the Shrine

at the ciis oi Coa inay issue decrees which have the fores of anyto the

fciiniul . i discordani of chay so the title "Sayyid" as part

of his , tie is wat necessarily a religious figure.

racial structure in the early 90' ; included in elite coposed

c thu th , his court , endih 200 uF ore ruling families sealth

G AV
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Zoriladiria irtcultural 1 :

oficis, pros !,
iddia e ! ihat included

The urban ini cuticles: consisi : d

Worters, bankees , und mercions.

is : iniy of all, merchants , craftsnen , icter level clergy , instears

and as a sup had not benefited grecüly froin tre écroic devel3.net

The day
and educational opportunities of the previous two decades .

laborers , street vendors , and service workers were at the bottois of the

urban class structure , josti of the country's sople were working .

in the 1950 ora , as tenants, bound to

their landlords by an asrnost . feudal systen. Outside the Iranian social

structure were the trilos , whose social system in times of peace inpeded

in

the progress and modernization of Iran and was a source of weakness.

lines of stress , however , the tribes hire a source of strength ;

( in the 1951-45

jarins they remained reiaiively untouched by the general collapse , but

internal nuire theless iraiional

Wiile
retaining serienstability , the tri 525,contributed to confusion

and disorder through their clannish narrow -minciuness , tribal rather than

national loyalties , and readiness to resort to violence .

!

is a peopie , Iranians have been described as having an incense

national price that has resulted from a fairly homogeneous sioc's cold a

2,500-791r ristory . in spite of this pride in the

achievements of past dynasties and the high level of intelligence among

those who have had the means to develop their potentials , the national

irenent of the 1950's acconplished littie .

!
Jolin Marlow in Iran : A Short Political Guide , Prevericka , Proeger ;

View York ; 1953 .

G
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... ierings are notiva inteilige

ore often 108.pani.od by ito? indirimlinin tirat inhibits Corporation , by

dc ;nicis:a 1918 nespises onthusiasm , by an inpatience thai derides

calculation , and by a volubility that emers discretion . Their nationalis :n

11:15 has lackedán air of caterion purpose, of willingness to sacrifice ,

of the dedication that has given impetus to the national movements of

othor , 8355 well - endowed peoples .

3 . hira e continy

in 1930 Iran was still basically an agricultural nation

with a backward ,economy . )

Farzing, stock raising , forestry , and fisheries

probably accounted for half the gross national product ; wheat was the

major crap , iollowed by barley , rice , coiton , önd tobacco . Manufacturing

was growing in importance, with textiles--cotton and wool--!eading the

cenoni, itch , and glass industries , although food processing was stili

the most important non - : 1 activity .

Oil , of course , prior to 1951 when the effects of the dispute with

the British were severely felt , was contributing about a third of

budgetary revenue and nearly tivo - thirds of Foreign exchange, il revenues

产
in

started to crib wien the warendad, sring fromâ7.13 million

15.03 zillion in 1950 ; by
1996 to ... »

1952 , they were onlyf3.3 million. In 1950 , 31,217,000 metric tons

of oil ière exported , but this fell to 9,158,000 metric tons in 1951 and

to a pitiful 144,093 metric toris in 1952 miei tle British left .

5
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4. Politics no..

1 : 1l 11.4 curly ;

been an absolute monarchy or had Lorier iin ruis of orci inviders .

in July 1505 , however, popular resentment 3.jöisist the exces525 of Zwartir

id - Din , a Sant of the Cajör dynasty whose excursions to corage kronewilliy

tünkrupting his country's treasury, gre : so strong that widespread dean

strations id riots forced him to prociai!n constitution . This relatively

ed

iiberal document , supplements in 1907 and amended in 1925 , 1949 , und 1957 ,

:

provided for a sovervient or three branches . This one of the execution

was vested in the cabinet and in gover :nant officials icting in the Shan's

nenie . The judiciary sus cuaposed of a hierarchy of civil courts up through

the Supreme Court , while the logisiative branch comprised the parliament,

or Majlis ,
of 136 mewhers, elected by the people every 2 years , and , after

1949 ,

the smaller Senaie , half of whose 137 is die appointed by the Shah änd

half clected .

Whatever poner remained in the hands of the Cajar Siah vanished soon

after World War I , in sich Iran had insintisind a slightiy pro - Cermün
a

the forces of !

neutrality that was violated by Turkey, Russia, and Britain .
In Febcuary

1921 , a young reformist politician, Seyyid Zia cd-Din Tabatabai , and Col.

Peza Khan, commander of tire Iranian Cossack Civision, combined to overthrow

the government . Zia ed- Din bucane Prainier and Raza Khan commander- in -chief

of the army, but the two soon quarrelid, and Zia edüin fled into exile >

Cin Hay 1921. Reza Khan reizained

5
The Cossück Division , at that time the only well -organized and effective

unit in the army , Cüne into being as a result of asr ed - win shall's visit

to Russia in 1373. The Shah avuired his cossick escort and asked the C255

to send hiin Russian officers to organize a Cossack cavalry regiment in the

Iranian army . it grew to a brigoice and then a division, ung its mita

Russian officers and noncoins were retained until October 1920 , when Reis

$ 1237 replaced Col. StarrossaIsky as commander und iher Iranians ook over

for the remaining Russians. G
6
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15 listy :: : 111:: Vit ,

centrally controlled arcy ,Xployed it to
typiiify Ecart zijn,ind

quell in retellious tribes . F1: Kliin took over s prosor in 1923 , und

19 yars liter he became Shon .

*
,

Wrong

verrigot

::

...

The two focal points of Reza Sian's dictatorial rise were rationalisin

atrü müdernizatiün , and in this fie yréniiy resibitú hittä Ataturk in

Turkey , although his methods and goals were less radical , lie improved

the statis's of women and checked the power of the Shia clergy, but he

stoned stort of Ataturk's romanization of the national language --försi

retained its Arabic script. is a nationalist , he was suspicious and

Sworden tovard the Soviet Union indidallenging toward the Britisi ,

par : iculúrly as to the oil concession, which he felt did not sufficiently

benari : Iran . He brought ir first American and then German economic

advisers to reorganize the country's
finances and to serie à counter

weighs to Soviet and British influence .

Əs

Reza Shah's dictatorial rule ended with the occupation of his

country by the Soviets end the Sritish in August 1941 -- an episode that

will be discussed below-- and a month later he abdicared in favor of his

son , hrad Reza Pahlavi , who was proclained Shah by the itajlis . Hie

left Iren at once and eventually didd in exile in South Africa in 1944 .

The Iranian government he ieft behind faced a difficult period , with a

Russian occupation in the north and a Sritish one in the south . Tran

remained a neutral Zoute , Sut the riliies coilerolled the transporteiion

8
Nis biography appears in ^ ppendix B.

G
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Stin,sides,

Crippling inition .

Suddenly brought to power inandCountry, incerts Shin,

partially

***: had beeryucated in Europe and to was tolizistof:
constiti:

tical government, was unable to provide siro3 leadership

to his governitint . As a rosuit the power of the Majlis increased , 9

iarge number of transitory political parties and partisan nyrspapers

wäre siarted, the tribes again becane defiant, the charay 6 03m2 stranger ,

ariü ile Cuiñemunists--banc es a party in the 1920's -- returned in the

guise of the Tuden party . Tudeh, headed by leftists and foriner Communist

PartyRibers, received
funds and direction

front.c90.ndicruited

both members and sympathizers throughout tronuring the war ars and

wil its overt apparatus was crushed in 1954 .

Little lore than a partient of 2 + 2 Shah's sovernment in the 1920's

and 1930's, the itajlis emerged fron t'ia yours of occupation as a revitalized

if irresponsible
It irsisted on consisting ting appointment of ine

portical force.

4.5 . Financial advisory mission in 191: 2 , it imposed limits on the gorurn

ment's right to negotiate oil concessions , and it took on the selection

of a new Premier as its privilegio- although the Shah retained the right

la its dealings with Premiers or

to approve or disapprove the choice .

The constitution

Shahs , ' the Majlis had a powerful weapon -- the quoruin veto .

stated that the Majiis could only be considered convened when two - thirds of -

its 136 deputies had reached Tehran , and half of tirose present in the

tlie

capital constituted a quoruin . Mus, if 91 depuiies were in Tehran ,

absence of 16 of the could keep the asse!ably from functigning .

Political parties in the Western sense had never been strong in irin ,

und during the war years their nurber had multipired . Only the Tudos was

G
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" ingri iyil : " 1ics ,S.

tavoie loger on Syrii . S.! :: in tra!, political forces

in ; s war 1 : an had wrica thesives out into ieft , right , and center

Poups . Teich ind its sympathizers tire on the left . The right was

ora niwrojenegus sind incluid Or . Holan: ad Hosacea's ilational Front ,?

8

tra fanatical religious organizations pedayan Isian and Mojahacin Islan,

111e several wall fascist parties, first Tohren University students and

professors , Conny stoli kerchants busine The Center vas

moderate and inclined to be more pro -lestern ; it included the Shah, incst

arcy oiiicers , the Democratic Perty , and the 12ty mrchants and land .

Dissrs who favored the states 9:10 . Aived by ander control cver the

pensant voi , cenior candidatus usually hon ihe najority of Majlis seats,

trust in the late 1310's in varly 1950's , the nationalistic policies of

the right reguleriy won the voting support of the left and center .

02t:: en Russia and the best

1. Aggression frun the North

Is an iost kärs and territory to Czarist Russia in 1813 and

again in 1323 and has lived in varying degrees of ciread of its northern

neigh Sor pver since . Great Britain as t'ie counterbalance to Russian

power-- the Sritish goal was to beep Iran as a buffer between Russia anda

ਲਈ
ਖਇਸ

ਨੂੰ

ਆਪਣ"ੇ

ਬਹੁਤ

ਖੁਦ

ਤ

-

੧੦੧
ਆਦਾ
,

ਸਾਹ
ਆਇਆ

।
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For exe, in the 16th Majlis , ciected in 1950 , ' the National Front

was composed of Hosarez and eight followers wu nonetheless were usually

able to carry a majority of deputies with them on key voies .

3
Fodayan ! slan , nunbering at most a few hundred ' inembers , carried out

icrrorist acts in support of its goal of restablishing Islamic

lair and practice to a toninant place in Ircio . Mojahidin

Islam ws are political ; iis religious perheed in the Majlis included

millöhnyaiollah Kashani and Shams Cantabadi , two influential , politically
oriented religious leaders .

KG
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diside Iran into ones or ini

secure Pussia as an ally in the minst the growing pair of

perial Gereany , and the result was that northern and centrai Iran as

far south as Isfahan was open to Russian econonic and political influ

cice . The British cona wa's Butheasiern Iran adjacent to Indian Baischic

stan until 1915 , when in return for rights to the oil - rich southwesiern

• 20:12 the British recognized Hussian claims to control of the Turkish

Straits .
1

During World War I , Iranian neutrality was violated by the Turks ,

the Russians , and the Dritish ; the Russians entered northern Iran to

counter Turkish advances through iran toward the Caucasus, while the

British sent in troops and orgonized Iranians into the British-officered

South Persion Rifles to counter Gerinan attempts t subversion ... the

tribes and sabotage of the oil pipeline , The Russian wiiitury collapse

in 1917 feft a vacuuin in northern Iren and the Caucasus that the Solshe .

Britain's unti- 301
viks , Turks , Gericans , and British attempted to fill .

shevik intervention in Russia and Iran ended in 1919 , but a treaty 155

concluded with Iran in August 1919 that would have made Iran : virtual

Pritish protectorate . This treaty was never ratified by the Hajlis ,

homuver , and when Reza Khan and Seyyid Zia ed- Din seized power in 1921 ,

Iran formally rcpusiated it .

From the start , Soviet Russia's official policy to :vard Iran was ,

friendly . In a January 1918 note , the Soviets renounced all Czarist

privileges contrary to the soumreignty of Iran and pronised is. aid the

Tianians in expelling British and Turkish occupying forces . Their mote

G
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Discount ! is ind all railroads, forhors, and highways built by then

and declared the capitulacivas ( privileges and exemptions guaranteed to

** ssian citizens in Iran ) 1 :nd void , The Sovie :-Iranian Treaty of

Friendship of February 1921 formalized the provisions of the 1913 note,

renounced any interference in one another's internal affairs , gove Iran

the right to maintain nav ! Forces in the Caspian Sea , and perniited

Aussia io sind troops into Iran if it shouid become a base for a

third -war threat to the Soviet Union . ( inis final provision, which

originally plied to white russian forces, was subject

to servis srpretation of what constituted a threat and has a

siga :ficant factor in restraining forceful British response to the Spanian

to over one oil industry in 1951. )

Trenien relations with the Soviets in the 1920's concentrated on trade,

mich tuilt up significantly until 1926 , when a sudden and strict erborgo

was pinced on iranian agricultural products , mainly fron the northern pro

vinces. The embargo forced brän to conclude a commercial treaty with the

Pussians that introduced barter transactions and gave the Soviets exclusiva

aurketing privileges in Iran . This had several results : The Soviet share

of Iranian foreign trade rose iron 23 % in 1923-27 to over 38% in 1923-29 ;

Iranian indusirial developinent was deliberately discouraged by the arti

ficially 1c :t prices the Soviets put on competitive manufactured goods ;

and , Iran began to turn toward Germany as a foreign trade partner .

Germany , in addition to increasing its purchases of Iranian products ,

also be involved in the construction of the Trans - renien Railway , one

>
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inicinal airlines in iis ini's

:::: :::: :: :: ::rolling sick
3 diced instrialization in

Iron by setting up foundries , coal pinios quint , o rent factory,

Aran financial
textiic and pricinills , and a machines Tectory .

oiviser replac : d the American Dr. hrthur Hills3 :3h in 1327 , and the

Tiermans sid Iranians signed a trade treaty in 1923 and a tresty of

iriendship in 1929. As a result , Cerzany's share of lian's forzigo

trade rose fron sz in 1932-33 to 45.5 in 1949-41 , and by Hugust 1941

ile number of German suvisers , tecnicians , and busin ::ssen in Iran

reached 2,000 .

The nature and extent of this German pinelvatic.inie Iran cena

very significant en forma ? airind forces invoussis in 1911 and

Iro.5 le riest and::نه
rapidly moved deeply into ilio Soviet Unisi.

oost feasible route for badly needed war materials to be sent to Pussia

by its new allies in the West . Further , the possibility of a sorinan

takeover in Iran was a risk the russians could not alioit . on 19 July and

16 August 1941: the British and Soviet diplontic missions in Tehran pre

sented noies demanding the expuision of the Germans in Iran , but Iran

insisted it was neutral and that no conger existed . On 25 August , the

final Allied venand's waro presented and the invision bigan ; the Soviets

caterad Irun from the north in three columns , the British'fron the south

in two . Iranian armed resistance was negligitte except for a sharp fight

in Khuzistan that cost 55 British casualties . The mi Mansur cabinet

sosisne on 27 gust , and the official surrender cook place the next day .

G
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cpital ioii.. Irairios ; all 9:05 e io bic colindor tendier

to the Alli ; lun was to fircilitate the transport of Allied supplies .

fora Span's position was inade 706551c Ly the poor performance of his

Gizly and by the subsequent costile Allied soropa, anda caripaign , and he

abdicated in favor of his 22 -year -old son on 15 September 1941. Ai though

Fost Cormors are interneo orisent back to Germany , a number of key isants

escaped and sought to stir up the tribes io sülülüye ünü rebellion ; Bj.

- Holthaus

Julius Schulze worked wing the fashion , and Frafiz utaye tried to stir up

the Kurds and sabotage the railroads . A run'ser of prosinent Iranians vere

fund to be listed among !!!'s actual or potential agents , : nd mariy_

ther - including Maj. Gen. Fazicilah Zahodi, e in 1953 became the leading
1 : onian military man in the coup that custed sitten and wo succeeded

him as frier were arrested and sent 1.2 dcientiga casips in Palestine .

Five de facto situation of the occupation is confirmed by the Tripariite

OF

Treaty of Aliiance signed by the Soviet Union, Britain , and Iran on 27 June

1942 . Is this treaty , tive Allies provised to withdraw their forces from

Iran not later than six months after hostilities with Germany and its

3ssociates mod ceased . Although the Pranians ſcared Pussia and disiiket

the British presence and methods employed in seizing and running the

transport system , they declared war on Germany in September 1943 , presumably

to ensure icing on the winning side . ban 200sevelt , Churchill , und Stalin ' .

tzt in Telrin in fovember 191 3 without ever officially consulting or

advising the Iranian government ) , they signed the Declaration on Iran , which

recognized brania zssistance to the wr effort , ; ronised economic aid ,

and reaifiried Iran's independence , sovereignty , and territorial integrity .
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for theirsolution of oiiin ...

over Iran's icjetion of his oifer , which was icked up by U.S. 59:
or

dur leland Sorris ' stotinent that the U.S. Guvernuaent recognized therriso

-

severciso right of Irun to reuse to grant oil c09c5sions, ied to this

resignation of fremier Sales with the new frenier under heavy Soviet

pussurc , muadilcsadeq introduced a bill into !!!ajlis king it

a crisis cuí any cabinei linii ister to cater inio negoiictions with or to

grant oil concessions to foreigners without the approval of the Majlis .

Tha bill wits passed on 2 December 154!! .

frustred in their attenpts to obtain a solid ciastocil ia

noritera lun , the Soviets becere reluctant to leave 12 : 71.sijul. 09. 29

veer 1,5, the United Stat : s proposed thallAllicose

evacuat ? d ty 1 Jinjary 1995 , but the Soviets insisted on the larch 55

dite previously 3zrced to by the British . On 12 Dece ! : , tie " Autorius

Republic of Azerbaijan" was proclained , a national assoly electei, .

Ja'afar Pishevori , a veteran Comintern ä vent , was named Premier . At the

Sara tine a Kurdish uprising took place investern Azarbaijan , and a

Kurdish people's Republic proclaimed with lazi Haha.xnad 25 president ;

it prompty allied itseif with the "Autonomous Republic ."

on 22 January 1946 , the Shah asked Cavo as - Saltaneh io orin a

ne : government . After dismissing General Arfa , who had pro -British

tendencies as Chief of Staff , Cavam vnt to idosco : in february to

negotiate with the Russians . The Soviets preos.id ; t their troops

remain ind :finitely in parts of Irã i , that han recognize the interna?

outonomy of Azarbaijan (whose pregier muid uiso se desiyaniet zovernor

LEG
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to Tech, niere he füced a political crisis . The i !ith Majlis sesua

to and its two -year term on 11 March 1946 , and it had voted that on

elections for the next is could lie held while foreign troops were
od

still in the country (U.s. forces left Iran 1 January , the British on

2 Harch ) . The depuiies üiterpts to meet in voie is extend their

!! wure 10 :5irstad y Teduh demonstrators , who until after 11 March

physically provenied à quorua fron gathering . QaVärs was tous left to

marie

rule the country,wil ie 15th Majlis could be clected .

Ir in the bree !! t?? ter of the continuing Soviet occupation

Herciopeit tired Nias Security Council , ond under U.. and 1.s ,

pressure , che Soviets 4 baril 1946 cons ! : - : d in spremnant with iran

that cali..dd for evacuation of all Soviet troops within a Quath and a

haif offor 211 Hirch 1946 , the establishment of a joint stock oil con

pary which would be approved by the stajlis within 7 months after 24

Harch , and errongenents for improvement of relitions betreen the

SAR
Iranian sowarowent ant the people of Azarbaijan .

Accordingly , Cavan worked out un agreement with Pishevari that would, an

fiave conceded Host Communist demands while icaving szarbaijan under the

rodinul authority of Tehran .. The Soviets appeared io be gaining influence

in Iran , in impression that was reinforced sen on 2 August 1945 Cavam

brought three The Party inunbers and a un syapithizer into his

" popular front " cabinet . In the entira , den 1 :ad provoked on oil

G
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Hers ' strike in his :
2

vinicocolord 5 :botige .

The inclusion of Tuven in thesouri.* Boy't a sisong

Sritish reuction Pritish troops bilremoved from India : . Pasra, in

1729, with the stated ,purpose of securing cupplies of Iranian oil *

Britain needed . Then , with encouragement from British Consuls and

ailitary advisers in their region , a coalition of Caslışai , 3ahtiari ,

and other tribesmen was formed which in a decastration force captured

Á sattint
Bushire , Abadeh , Kazerun , Bandar Agir , and besieged Shiraz .

was ultimately worked out in mid -October between the irisal 103 der , as

han Cashqai , and General lunedi , the conding the garrison : 1:22,

on 17 October
in wich the syvernani recognized the trib : s ? mands .

Cavan risiged and took oiiice isoin , det! Men Cabinet ne forme did

not include the Tussahiios ; on 24; Hovoler Cava ordered the anny into

Azerbaijan to supervise the elections for the 15th Majlis . Given this

chance to redeem itself for the failure in 1 !?!! , the arby responded

enthusiastically . There was little resistance from the lightly afined

Azarbaijan forces , and on 14 December the " autonomous " regina

collapsed . The driny also captured the Kurdish stronghold of Wahabad,army Xusdish

In Tehran , Tucsa headquarters
executing the leaders of that rebellion .

were raided , and the vay was opened for the elections to begin on 11 January.

When the 15th Majlis ses fically insugurwies in Agust 1947 , ilie

opposition led by Dr. Mosac'ég began to fight the ratificötion of the Soviet

oil agreement ., In the face of Soviet pressure on the Iranians , the new

U.S. Anbassador , sorge V. Ailen , in j speech on 11 Septeher befora the

Trans-Minerican Cultural Relations Society , made it clear that Iran is
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Citing ... ulicy .. :: Funing the four of aggression are

in the world , Allan said :

United States is fi : in in its conviction at any proposals

30 y 02 over 15 governsent to noilier should not be accompanied

by rats or intimidation , When such cethods are used in an effort to

057.in acceptance soubt is cast on the value of the proposals .

Our determination to follow this piicy as regards Iran is as

$ ! gs nyere else in the worid . This purpose can be achieved

to be extent that the Iranian propie siete a determination to defend

their own sovereignty . Patriotic Iranians, when considering matters

# !:0:15 iicir national inicrest , Hay tharcívie rest assured that the

Perican people will support fully their freedome to make their own

choice .

Iran's res :urces helang to Iran . Iran can give them away free of
Chase or refuse to dispose of tsun at any price if it so desires .

Thus oaviscid or 4.5 . suport, on 22 October 1947 the itajlis rejected

ilie Sovici vil a content toy a voie of 102 2 and instead passed a bill

chat fortiorier oil concessions to foreign governments or portners

and caliud from negativtions with the inglo - Iranian Oil Company for a

greater store of the profits . This e39 172 was to have far - reaching ofrecis

on Iran's relations with Great iritain and the trited States .

2 . The Oil Dispute , 191 : 3-53

The involveinent of Great Britain in Iranian oil went back

to the original D'Arcy concession of 1901 , the first of a series of grants

that were rinegotiated at various times to keep up with the growth of

the oil indstry und world cerind for oil . The Anglo - Persian Oil Coinparty

it ? s founded in 1999 , but it took in a new complexion in 191 ! when the

Sritish government became the ing jor shareholder . The reason for this

Thie ! zit pork rinis , 12 Super 1947

G.
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l'urning oil . on the brink of joy 18 ,

of a source of vil , which was both siiicient and chwin.glo -forsian

fringin - Iranian, after_1935)31Cupiny,

Scontinued to exiract oil under its

original concession for the next 30 or soors, building pipeiines es

wel as a large refinery öt Abadan . The concession 1.5 ratestiaied in

1933 to giwa Iran a greater share of the ret profits and te odify the

09025sion area . Man ? ; ?75 ond technicians continued to be either British

or Indian , with the Isonians providi: : skiliad or miski!!!cor .

Following the passage on the Majlis legislation of 157 rejecting the

Soviet oil cuticession , the Ironian government presented to glo -Irania

a list of 25 points to be discussed . Chief any busara British taxatica

on Iran's share of company profits , lii's rights to the company's installa

tions at the end of the concession in 1993 , a iacuciion in the number of

British employees , the royalty basis-- that is , the price to be paid to

dron for cach barrei extracted and soid through A106's biarketing and

transporting systern, and Iranian tax and custoa exoptions. hifter itagtry

discussions , the so-called " Supplemental agreement." raising the royalty

payment from 1 to 6 shillings a ton ind giving Iran 205 of distributed

profits and general reserve was sent to the Majlis on 19 July 1949.

Eebate began shortly thereafter, but the term of the 15th Majlis

e : bafore a vote on ratification cald be tukan . lections for the

Tbiliajlis wore finally copiated in March 1939 , cand send liis

eight liational Front colleagues led the 53lloting in Tehran . Ali ensur

GG >
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muth in which im . Ali ..., > ?orter Chief of sinif , bere

sier . issio ' s report to the majlis stated that liia

agron did noi autely secure Iran's rights and should not be

ratified. Rarira's Minisier of Finance then withdrew the agrecient

end reopened negotiations with the Aisc , which by February 1951 was

willing to cigree to a 50-50 prorit sharing similar to tha üzrcement that

ونن, o hau worked out in Saudi Arabia . osaare , however , had asked a

SP ; of experts to siury the feasibility of nationalization of the oil

indstiy; their view was thit Iran iacked sufficient technical expertise

to ruin the industry, that the cokessions couid not legally be cancelled,

.that heavy consution would be de Britain , and that both foreign

en
cxchange ödorestige wou !3 : icsi by hosty nationalization .

Rozca ? posod diciemntion311zorion as itipraciical waver tlie

circunstances , he was assassinatud on

; March 1951 by a member of foday ön Isliain , the rightist religious

terre ist group . Hosain Aļa briefly succeeded Razmara as Premier , and

the majlis approved the principle of rationalizing oil . When Ala resigned

in April , the majlis voted to recommend Mosadeg to the Shan as Premier ,

and he was appointed to the post on 23 April..:Acting swiftly; the majlis

approved on 1 May 3 nine -point nationalization law . . This act began a

Sunter of hectic but fruitless bargaining that culminated in iingasse ind

the departure in October 1951 of Sritish managers and technicians :

R2039se the true issue in the dispute was political , in that the

Ironians and cone to identify oil with their clit

resurgent rationalism , inte tivo yovernants sere never able to understand

i
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oil. or broke and that the beach was losit inca ut , it,

first for workable ter. ..od Tate - ofter nationalistic . - nior adequate

compensution . The Iranians, assaging that the best couid not do without

ite is oil , were convinced that by hiring non - British technicians and

leusing tänkers they could operate the oil industry in their own . To

the British , the Iranians seened irrational and wasteful ; to the Ironisns ,

the Bricish appeared uvertüüſiüeii anu curvescenäiný. is öicsuil , indir

negotiations were so nproductive and siutually frustrating that tie

British even considered military intervention to seize Abacan , although

the strong possibility that the Sovie Vrion would invoke its 1921 treaty

with Iran to oppose such a British ingve served as an effective deterrent .

The legalistic approach of the British government, ilich is the major

stockholder in the AOC resjarded the oil concession is a treaty or , at

ihe very least , an agreement between nations , was to take the matter first

before the International Court of Justice and then to the Sucurity Councii

of the United llations . In the end, the Security Council deferred to the

decision of the ICJ ás to its 0147 jurisdiction , and when in June 1952 the

court ruled that the concession was not a treaty and hence not a proper

soatter for it to consider , all legal approaches were exhausted.. The

dispute was at an impasse', and by October 1952 vipiotic relations

10
between the two countries were broken off .

3 . Iran ind U.S. Foreign Policy

Uniied States foreign policy oder President Harry Truman has

10
th more detailed but still necessarily brief description of the oil

dispute is included as Appendix 3 tu cis history .

6
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credited States at it conna !0nger afforo to urort

Give ! Twit - ilitarily and financially -uslinst the very ra

iri of Soviet sgression,and subversion . In össuring this burden ,

Truhen said in a message delivered before Congress in March 1947 :

ܝܝܢܚܫ
I Lilieve that it must be the policy of the inited Staies to

support free peoples ivho are resisting ottempted subjugation by öred

minorities cis by outside pressures .

i helseve that woust assist free peoples to work out their

Covo srinies in their own way .

i helieve that our liels should be primarily through econonic

16 Financial ait which is essential to iconogic stability and orderly

political process,

11 : e orld is not stitic , and the status quo is not sacrci,

Put ko i uliow changes in the sto !!! 5 cos in violation of the

Chorier of 1 ':: initri Reiiciis by h 12thods as coercion , or by

Such sulterfuges :: : liiicat infiltration . in helping free and

in :: t in ? ( 1on toimintitiir their free ! ? , the United States

will be giving ifi: ct to the principles of the Charter ...

Chidic fail to aid Greece and Turkey in this fateful hour ,

the effect will be fir - reaching to the 1st as well as to the East ... !

lisosaliy crediicd with originating in 2011airent thicory behind the

Truman doctrine is farge F. Kennan , ivho in February 1946 as counselor of

The U , S. Embassy in Moscou sent the Departażnt of State a long telegram

in which he analyzed Soviet postwar policy ains . iiis teiegrand struck

عن

عالمنانے

عمده

به

نامها

ونفتقدة

انها

مونده

responsive chords in Washington ; Jares Foiresi31, then Secretary of the

the telegram wide
Navy and later the first secretary of Cefense, save the

circulation witzin the national security bureaucracy . When Kennan

returned iron his tour of duty in Russia , Forrestal 5 ;20nsorcú him for .

the post of director of the National War College , where he stayed for

less than your brore beconing had of State's giv Policy : 1 ::ning staff .

Pubiic Papers of the Presidents of the Uniiod Sistës: Harry S. Trunun ,

1947. 1.3 . Coveringat Pinting office; Washington , 0.1, 1953; pp.173-9
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tel : lives originally written for forrestal in to spoise to a

paper son Muumisia puid soviet pointer prepared by a forrestul staffer and
12

sent to Kerinan for comment . In Jancary 1947 , Kernan addressed the Council

on Foreign Relations in New York on his vices on the Soviet Union , and

Foreign Affairs editor itwilton Fish Ariostrong askėú hrin for a paper along

the lines of the talk for publication in that journal . Bater than wiita

another peper , Keanan asked Forrestol's pergission to publish the oriche

vad done corijer , and when this was forthcominn , sent it to Arnistrong

with the request that it he signed " x " .
:

In the " x " paper's description of the emirciss of Soviet poiver ,

Mennan noted the innate antagonisin beisoo copiialism and socialist that

W35 deeply indeed in the nincs of Soviet iedrs . Hoscon invariably

assumed that the aias of the capitalist wr1 ? iere .38tagonistic to

Soviet interests , and that , said Kennan, " nons that we are going to

continue for a long time to find the Russians difficult to deal with ."

Thus , he continued) " ... the main element of any u.s. policy toward the

Soviet Union must be that of a long - teri , pürient but fire and vigilant

containment of Russian expansive tendencies."ussian expansive tendencies . " These could be contained
mit

" Boy ingadroit and yigilant application of counter - force it # series .

of constantly shifting geographical and political points , corresponding. :

is the shifts and manoeuvers of Soviet policy , but which cannot be

12 Mucs of this background is taken fron John C. Donovan , The Cold
Warriors ; U.c. illath & Co., Lexington , Mass . , Toronto , aici lordon ; 1974 .
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in that of freeof

neon Achaton, he was not the of a continent policy ur octrine;

he toetely desçribed what was happening .
That he did it well, in a way

ist füet the opproval of_number of key policymakers of the Lion is

obvious , but it was continued Soviet intransigence in pursuing openly .
Marta

aggressive policies that led to the U.S. reaction to the /Korcan invasion

IS

in 1950, had the Korean War in turn institutionalized a set of

operational preaises along these lines :

Thic Soviet Union would resort to military expansionisio ir

it were not checked by visisle countervailing military power ;

8. local imbalances of military poiver which favored the

Sorists or a Soviet satellite would icad to further " Korcas'';

The most appetizing local indance to the Soviets was

in Central Europd;

The global balance of cover would shift in favor of the

Soriats if they were able to swallow the rest of Central Europe , i.e. ,

West Germany and Austria ; only the Greco -Turkish flanks had such a

critical function for tiie balance of posar ( Japan was next most

criticii

Local imbalances in secondary and tortiary areas must not

be neglected ; the capability and clearly comunicated will to defend

Whatever areas the Caunists chose to attack was necessary to prevent

thern from picking and chosing easy targets for biackmail and aggression .

A number of sinall. territorial grabs could add up to a critical aitera..

tion of the global balance , and our failure to defend one area would

canoralize nationals in other such localities in their will to

resist the Colunists .

E.

It wins against this background of U.S. Policy and planning that

the status of Iran in late 1952 was considered, and although Dwight D., .

13
In later years , writing in his Hennoirs-- 1925-50 , rennan said that

the x article's most serious crfect was " the failure to make clear that

what I was talking about when I mentioned the containinent of Soviet porter

was not the containment by military means of a military threat but the

political containsnt of political threat. " Haiiver such hindsight

is warts , his words were generally taken to mean political and

military containment on a universal scale .

mobrce Coment's on the ' X ' Article , " by H. Averall Harriman ,

Arthur Krock ) and Dean Acheson , Foreign Policy, lio , , Sunner 1972 .

15 in the view of Seya Crown in the Faces of Porrer ; Constancy and

Change in US. Foreign Policy from Trunan to Johnson ; Columbia University

P1255 ; on yoresLondon
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50; consont tomro " ? racion , " !! . S . Policy

in Iran continuato stress the need to coniiin Soviet pois there as

Oishere ,

The 9.5 . involvement in Iran's oii proses was iciitedly

reluctant ; had bucked the Iranian govern : int in 1947 when it resisiud

the oil concession the Russians were seeking to errone in the north .

Our sisterents at that tiite probably did fosch to 12.00! 2:30 Tronian

moed to challenge the British concession 25 1011 , god, that chalienge

greit into a biter dispute , the United States food itself caught in

the middle of an argument bethen its sii : Curopean aily and an

underdevelopeddle fostein country 12,116 it wils providing military

and economic vid , : As a result , tha U.S. role hace not so much one of

ediitor but rather as an honest broker !!!ing to bring so clients

1.110 on agrcerant for their sual Hon.fit . Trun's Sicretary of

state , Ocan Acheson , had proposed in July 1951 thist the President

send Averell Harrirnan , his foreign policy adviser, to Tehran to reopen

negotia.ions. Despite violent anti -Asericòn rioting by Tucch the day

hoc arrived , Harriman did get the trio sides talking again , but to little

avail . when the British brought the case before the Security Council

in October 1951 , Mora Jeq argued Iran's position before the Council ;

vrierward , he visited Washington and met with Truiran önd A cheson , but

their talks carne n. closer to reaching a basis for settic : ent .

is recowniau in Acheson's siory of his years at Soute , Present at

the Creation , W.W. Burton Co .; Y Dik; 1969 ; pp . 93-511 and 630-635 .
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;

Cli" ! 1 :. Ad 3. lopak ! 1914 Rerican wil industry are at

Fortn , siisnui sucess . By lie and of 1951 the Conservatives, unter

Churchill, wre back ingever in eritain and less willing tan talar

to be frusisisted by Iran , and ilosadiq's position, increasingly cependent

on Twith support, grow more precarious .

.

6G
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Din , o ! For th:

i costi, 36 min:! asio picit

all ' is country's win : rais Kereopl for sojil , silsor , ind precious ston ( 5 ) ,

oil its foresis soducviiivv....!!, sil corals ond irrigion

works , as well as a conopoly to construct railways and travays . Although

tie 75ting weirmly fro:n neighboring Russia Rwad this

Sping concession to be cancelled , ce lieuter , who was a GermanyWin

British citizushin , persisted and by 1889 reindi fio parts of his

original cu:16 : 51...:::in of the writing o ? ? rsia's

Und : r lotius g . , Poor's phoi 3 for oil with it

great success , de concasso xpirut in i 199 , the year :: . Poren died .

Persian oil induto iritisieriut, Wilsi:: knox

Oirey, wins first fortunashuvnein ustralian widzis. The i

pusche price of the Cessionsabout 50,000 $ , n ! in 1903

ind enterprise began to sell siguras in " litie irst Exploitation Comparije

Exploratory drilling proceeded , and by 1994 , tig producing na !! s wire in .

British

Shortly th :reuiter interest in oil as sharply simulated by the efforts

of Admiral Sir John Fisher , First Lord of the Adnically , to convert the.

paya liary, froin búrning coal to oil . As a result, t'ie Surnal Oil Company

Sount to involved in Persian oil siin , joining with Direy and Lord

Strathcona, sied the new concessions Syndicati , L , wich catused untii

· 1997 en urah Cil bought D'Arcy out for 209,99 pound's ciish and 900,000
L

mounds in 175.
Peste: h's first sushire in !,!:25 fest in May 1993 ,

i 19:57" , isi ) : 11, nayii 161 : 7 , witer Cubiiciun financial

' G

.
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orating te

To company has ! : n as ! Si sos parinsy 5:29. local

Histo!

Parrange somfor its security with both the shicks of scrals and
1

e Cakitiiri ! : ibal kans ; the Forries his paid on ennual rent31 endins

progised continued sutongay fron Tehran, while the latter were to

receive 3 of net oil revenues ( to be paid out of ine Persian goverin..ant's

en Hission Churchill becana First Lord of the Adairalty in 1911 ,

To ensuite
his persistent pouding changed the royal llavy over to oil .

( 517)

**** rce of chop vil , thic Sritish government baca... a major shareholder

in the S0€ 1 :1 12.14 , adoing 2 million pounds in copiialization and signing

it 30 - year ret for fuel oil ist cut reics ( Churchill wrote in 1923 that

is contre ! sve Sritain no less 1997.5 liian on its1

martine oil phases ).

Difförn :65 as toly profits were to be shared Listen the porsian

gavernment and the Alpsc legan afterpatients The company claimed that

Persia's share of the profits applied to the carnings of the three sub

sidiaries actually operating in Persis based on article 1 of the D'Ercy

concession , which defined its litzits as " throughout the whole extent of

the country ''), Persia clained itas cntitled to a share of the profits fron

išll operarios, including extracting, producing, refining , and marketing

its oil, werever these operations might take pisec . are were also

probioos ver Erilish claims for wistine danaye to pipelines by 33htiaris

iciis ::yen and Turkish 1s. Tie Dritisis : tunzoliitie a

souloni calling for icly profit -- shrine arrangients et rouge in

* 1923 , de renom , totiera!!og under theold til 13.

G
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تن

-Sparco :: . ?, sind.5 by 1 : 5ing the

125+ Cajør shan . I visited thin itir bauning shihisz!? in 1925 ,

and his account of she triparnass of : ints to C.

that of the 29,00 employees in the oilfie1 :15 3.1 c refinery', 1,009.rs

foreigners , de expressed concern that so enjorsions ivere being

trained for intered posts . It also said that the Sritish siisíf

enjoy d an obviously higier sieodard of living than the others, and that

while the rotinry 3 , prosperous, the sending districts

::cd not fult ariyositive impact from his rajai industry in issir area .

Finally, tie s jis man's respons of curring is pre

Fiction in ons mot 95 vorio .......!!å loss to ?ursis .

So , forsin issutisfaction contindo baild up untii rover1932 ,

Bolsen ihana.it nolified theCEO in 0.18%asion, signed

Under the Cojor regid, was uildi!!! Sino guld 9. grinted

on the basis of equity and justic . This new concession was not sasily

arrived at the British government referred the angulizant to the League of

rations , wese Councit sent pr . duard Bones of Czechoslovakia to reconciis

be two sides . Two icgal points were is established that were io affect

lije later disie in 1951 : the right to 30.141 the 20.103831o. 125 rocny

ised , nad thi : Rp the viroine di tariiish that such a

cose could be brought to the Council under srticle 15 of the Covenant ( lich

provided for ü hesriin on disputes 5W :12 :aers !! .. ? ! 273 likely to lead

rcourse exis ! ) . The two pistis firally wil jou j H Curession

reno 19. Sisi nyt ? is ( .. hersien

O
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THEOL. uid rerüite ! Dhillings my w of oils: 1 .: ::: Poisia or

crid, pius 20 % of the diviend's overás 11,250 disisi to

regivers, with individend 4750,000 : per . To

avis rersion iaxation , the company agreed to pay a small ulliriwal

royalty.on ionags , and it would continue to pay British taxes out of

Soss profils.

11 wis ne oil !, siis as usual until the surnar of 191 3:20

ny invaded the Soviet Union . Because German influence in Iran ( os

:rsic as it in 1935 by acra Shon ) had grown significantly and

1:"635thisthe Sost route for Allied supplies suing to the

1 : 5cried Soviois , i ulli : s determined to scnt in occupation forces .

Russian rock over the five northern provinces, British forc :: s

int into the south , and the area around Tehran was neutralized. Following
Iranian army collapsed aroh

Hedays or surile and desiłtory resistance , they shaharciasted in four

or sis yang sen , tirsd Reza Palsi izvi; pran was, an occupied country

uniil 1915. badan continued to produce petroleum products for the allies ,

but the Soviets took advantage of the sicuation and attempted to obtain an

oil concession in the north . in late 1954 , the Soviets were advised by

perico 3a'od that the cabinet had ruled out tie granting of further

Conssipris til after the var . When pressure was applied throuyh the

ving parties , Salesesiynod, at which point to Hajlis pessed , bill

introduced by Sr. liepostoj ilosade forbidding way discussion of our siyning

ogiensts for oil concession with any foreign raprs.initives .

bill pu53 : 1 , spila .... ist opposition , thereby $ !: chins a Russian con

( 5 : :: :::: :: :: :: :::: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : : : : : : : ::

G G
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in nasss ,,Jos

roiiry orzecia wayin

the bill rejecting it , th : 1.:gissions tor :distit : forsiden to

grunt onyCession to exouri oil io foreigners; further, this instructed

the governsent to iook into possible violation of the rights of the people

in connection in the southern oil concussion held by the AIUC .

With Vincipation over , the Britisi bilansjors bagen

tu iwve it thousias ! gé gelesai sirike i's seiiic with is pay

- , but this was only the sürt . In 1997 the Iranian inistry of

Fir.risce sont aviontion to louco to discussingy the Pranian

government, various boy griseancas, scrion of foreign stafi, ex

pixisiy of incal visirituelan Fizilities, and the aroc policy of couren

iroting roninigtivitias outsicalran . To 3 copiain's , ! iic

Company , bicily feeling sicura in the legality of its ( 0.168sion ,

:135 relatively wresponsive .
Tranun

The law of 22 Ocidier 1917 instrueret the averant to open dis

cussions with tha ilog to secure the nation's rights to its oil resources .

These discussions" started rors than 5 years of bargaining and debating ,

proposal and counterpreposal, choryo and coriarcharge , until they eventually

reached the security Council of the unitariations. The Ironions led off

in si 19 : 3 : ith a spase incisorinchan that listed 25 points that were

to be discussed with ibe corpuny in 22ting this 1947 lsx . Thic inain

fteias on his list includzi British taxaiion of Iran's share of oil profits ,

Tran viiiuristais to $ 100 iosto! lbiicas 29 : ide the ca .. ? iry at the end

of 11 lit had already s porised piose , in frin ) , reduction
diyotining

in t:: **** of forcaiga **p!uyées , leof the conessian ( sy 1993,
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i.is, S.

Sives Seyidth : fx !: . * !, caring 1.10.31ntly

Shorci ! ore in : .... Hry 15 tint by a Tudo Party

dober to a sassinate the shoh it Tuliron Liriversity , ircuitr Saled iduti

liud niser profits und -rinin proyess es bis in goals in these ,

discussions; e pointed out that Iran's oil roynities for 10:17 were just

overfy miliion , wiereas the MI5C had paid seines saillion in

Gritish inco ? tacsi' Specifically, Irun wentes control of the consiyes

oparations as well JS 350-50 split of the net profits , un S Hay 139,

4:02 Chirieart Sir Mil11.a Fraser to Tehron with a draft of the

" piazd! Aroment, " and this draft was basically the agreeant signed

Isy the seven -it und espany on 17 Juiy . This royalty point vascreased

from 1, 5 stillings per ion , and !ron 1 : 5 to sit 20,5 of the distribuied

profits livith a $2.5 million :) jau general reserve ,

1 :211 short of the 52-50 sharing Iran isted und ichichina.comin tic

process of agresing to give Suudi Arabia . The arscent was sent to the

lebresien
die van A

11ajlis on 19 July , 2nd Gebat : bigan on 23 July , lastinglays batur : the

15th Majlis formally signi qui of existence . The oil agrecoent bill us well

es the net.coction bill were left over to the next Hajlis .

Fiecitions for lie lots Hajlis bazen in the fall of 1549, and were
National Front

finally completed in March 1950 , with Dr. lositiza ond sis eight, followers

Tescia , in ihs balloting in Tehran . Mliansur Secare Prodier , and in June

for study

the oii greecent was turned over to the 13- tan special oil cornission that

inclusale and five other nebers of thic itational Front . Six S

ister , : Shish disaissoo Kansus and appoint fonsrulli Roura , Corner

Cic of Souif , es irrier . 90 caission marted 5.ck to the 10jlis

G.
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ist: yout, ... ; :: "Oi, for read royalties

Vulcliron vich ile / ? 0C .

1351

In ?***"" Xt!! A ferdi: " ** ni stilar to Aranaco's ,

including inic 50-50 profit s ! iring, wi it was too liic; thislational front

was intent on ? ionalizing oil and it coninsied the Hajiis . The oil

comission indicated it,too,fivered that cours , despite the report from

Hiexiris winted by farora to study the icosiblity of nationalization .

fic experis ! dicinted out Iran's 1.k of t # chaicar una finacial xpertisa ,

plus the .ets that the cession coidot icgally be cancelled , that brin

vould ta 135532 for p insonilica in Copensslion, at hinavy

Toxos info cijn exc.3.3 ind presii sui 191t , önü soi is wild be

Univisc to . ? ! . 0.0 : 12 Priliin . un 7 c.0 68.is Kara was shot end

umber of F :cayu: Ismerishisi icrrorist ***, id

:::: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::

Hirun the Hajlis in en urinously accepted the principle of

nacionalization, the British Foreign office notified the prvaier that in

But of niionalization would not izgally icrisilinsis the vil coiny's

operations. Shortly tierrailer , strikes brod out in the south as a result

of܀p::ܟ te gjiry's cuiring i boriship allorance for ironian workers in certain

istop :5p?hrisieven's. Portial leg wis diclored 3 26 harch , and in

Gürly April riolinij began in bedan inat did not end until troops fired

into the grow ?; fo were killed 30 30 wounded , and tivo British oil workers

i usailin ; eraiso bili.d.

is Gr's oft:0ins iront versprezentin Seir draft of an

܃܇܆:::4;:.:،ܐ܃܃܃܃܃܃܃܃ܕܢ܃::::ܛܼ:::܃ܙܢܺܝ:ܕ;ܐ()܃܇܆܇܃܃܃܃܃܇܇܆܇܃܃،ܐ:::;:»:!,

G.
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::ددددان،م,نت:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3:06 ? ; S 1 : !

ienin -point list in brun 3 odered trornant takeover fron

tie Alc. The company's response is to !: 18d 12 te Hyumthily sv.000was avance

iyoicnt org2 jllion Tanid to is's that entira oil jinblea kit soubini etes

to arsitration , a request that Iron did not ackno :vtedya . On 25 May the

Prilish sovrinlent Ergught t !cuatter Sefore the International Court of

Justice , the sun ay ii despeicieú tie itin spurdan Pätschuis Brin

Jawa Group to Cyprus; Luis Royal hlavy cruisers and three frigatas mere

urcany in the Persian Gulf arca . In judition to mie Soverontress?,5

the 4190 ste ic to poini an urbitrator , is provided in the 1933

ceticossion one si Tranien view of those appeals to The Hague was

! I did ni recognize the file co'rt to deal with

::::!آه,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::25.

Thi : United Stiles con seriousiy irrülved in ihese discussions for

the first tine in aiu -ray 1951 . i Stiic pron ! $ ! : ! enint of 19 ray urged

both sides to try to iind an agreeable coprosise solution ; it noted that

the nited States recognized l ! is sovereign right of Ton to control its

resources and industries but said that this techniczi ki.. capital ,

indand transport und Marketing facilities we all controlled by the ATOC ,

17 5 ::rter stitec tot 1 ! . $ . pii companies indicated that they would

not , in the face of lailateral Tranian sction gains the 12c , se willing

to undertake operations in Iran or provide technicians to work there .

sie pienso ! :).. ithal in nor is it ? in , nich 1:15 is abjit of U.S. ; 4.5šure

to cit this notionsilzstion concept od warsto Curris ,

Posikit Tiwi's Grying, conveyes veuh * 183 Gray in tend

G
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Talis yi wodiraj :) !!

ti 4 !20 Over Sunt oil is :: Sim . 20 jich wild put tlie

other 25% into a to'k , yazsanbly in * 2 :2:tilly paidas Copensition .

Tire Sritish , Sys later , propesad init at 102.7 5.: + $ 12blisi :

!! y the 410C to operate the oil indusiry on thif of Iran ; the profit

it would 50-59 . MO corporis !Wc tis : t ! ) oints of view

purch ;:05sible , :90 C ) 21 Juic the Criiisi ni biciü itis !!! : ith

3 request sent injection to hit the notis.11: 11 pincess until

Site irund
tic court mica) is origina1 !!.. application .

airoidy PS: to 1.2 11 : : 15's juridiciicit, it was not ieprz .

Sonicit in its court is in order to go in the status quo is of

1 May 195 !, with a cordoi super isconsi::: or wa Iranians , wo

Brizons, and one individuel Jahwiiity capíed to run the
,

industry .

Iron iynored this order and prepared to instacogers of the

rational Iraniin Oil C.binguny ( ! : 10C ) jnion bax , bile the * ? 0C beijan to

siowo ih otput of the refiosry go pranure for cvacuation . Export

of oil sisó rie , und in the face of a tisoisge 1 .** introduced in the

Majlis , ' this British siff resized . Hasadao wote to President Treinan on

27 June , calaising Sut the British lite and is actions of the

Britis Phivions , i his wisledio rurain is contreci spis ; 245 to

in oil industry . Prisn's rep ! ? > Jüly stressed tie U.S. uisire

Per a Nora i 11:Salonas "ints ICJ

order ; so offes :r? S... !:is orci ; : icy invisir , mercil

Harri , i prin : 5vrkutan. AV G ... to iccept

G
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on 15 Holy was hardly picisis; :: course of a si svi onirana

siast the United States, cercus rougit with the Mutional front end

other eles; tha jolice and then the gray iniirrond, end 15 people

Suresiiled , over 200 vunded ( the Minister of 1.terior , sun : ral 73hedi,

sesid is a result of the criticism he received over the händiing of

02.5irsion ) .

Saking to find suns coton jrcünü for agreeini, Hurrican persusceu

less to water into further discussions onbio isnt the low ,

contingent on the British copiing the principle of ristisiization .

fizit io leto virar por ärzt Hritish gission to Irun out found this

iar cei insistent wit an improveasnt in conditions in the oil oca ,

including " in co ! Lo prorocution of British staff . " Copronise versions

of th : 35 S 117.00 tic tiro suverivisnis ir vorlied out by Harriman ,

:100 Pric linister Atlee and foreign Secretary irrison agreed to send

Richard Stokes , Lorit Privy Scal , as the list of a high - level delegation .

loran . Stokes ' proposal , after preliainary meetings with the 100

5toff ionen , was very similar to tie cariier. Critish suggestion that

vo MIOC purchasing organization , with Iranian representation , handle the

Iran ,
gark :: ing of the oil as a onopoly , with profits evenly divided .

of 200, 3d mod give up the idea of nationalization ind said it

:** 10 discuss only three points -- ihs purchase of vil for Britislı seeds ,

4900 claias for compensation , and conditions required for continued es

70 ) Sriiiss chicos . At private secting of larrian ,

5.se , Siches , i latier S.551. th..t a British general Anjer

11 : siunsuid notpai2 , tot waar direction of the 100 .

G
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ܝܐ܇܆!!:ܕܐ:܀܇܃܇n܃܇܆-.܃:: : . : . 4.: * : ! ... ! : - 15,1 5,223 AS

U.S. 1. hasador Srandy was ta k * rin 11 Spither by :sskor

Lay londra ), he'sby 1 : 7 :29 fr : Vishingion that

His proposals were not svorkable sind they did not conform to the practical

and commercial aspects of the internacional oil industry , · Iran toid the

Soll Drilis Sinif siiil in ' . Birini itinist icove i ! le country within

ock für 27 sepieci , w : ! Oci ili isii of Wie AIDC personiti

:: ! y leit Iran ,

in the mentir , 19: e .Critish govornat asked that th : Cuscle

usiusred by the " ... Bucurity nilas potential time to world

poco , and on 1 October Council orlopul the : ? stion of inter

Wention on iis agus le fic : math 5 POS tram's case .

17 Suri y Council lisie tot sits, annis Briiish resolution

from 5 to 19 octor, nisiliy recir!: in idjourn lhe question until

after is : ICJ lad rulid on ils : 'v jurisdiccion . In the suitish general

ci : ctions siostly thercurior , the Conservatives were returned to power ,

with insion Churchill 5 Printinis!: motiny 2 : As Foreign

Cecretary ; in a $ 2 in Corons, en reclarat there were tirse cients

that would " involved in a satisfactory 30 / :stion to the proble -- first ,sa volt

the 3runi.Cand: dificient eration of the oil industry ;

second, nic benefits ist la starea butonloon wore the developers of the

oil is 50172° S ; und iin.dly , Fair ! : $ation * : t be paid for the act of

::: i i : i : ? .

The ichnetni?, s'2 1 : ;; ! 3rents ctenitally were

VU !! , intration of th: 1. Kirstinis 2 20637 1730

G
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of the present thecliration is to sitios ir rel.:03

girectly or indirectly to : ication of irreti : s or coavati's

5:03 .Furnt in the riiificiion of this declaration ." ::: :: :: :: S

at issus ery whether the dispuis related to o iroary or convention mod ,

if so , was it a treaty or convention covered by the coclorationi

It inaily ruied that the Lord "subsequenth puferred to " osti : s " und

not hsitusions" ne tirat since the oil concession wits not å treaty, it

did not have jurisdiction , ihe British Chus iosi ingir icj cist and ith

it their chance to have the security Council pass on sir resolution ,

Themirr.:::$$ immains ! at ün 43:39. iniis tienaticos

involved? saitid Sirly contains for the CJ sui: 3 , Willor copronise

coluiis rere sought . InDer 1951 , csis of the lotornational

* for Diconsition and Developint ( ! 3RD) Proposa ! thoi c bank

inc , is trustee , the production and refining of Iran's oil and then

sell it to the loc vt current Persian Guif oil prices , iran to receive

payment at these prices, loss an agreed discount whicit would go to the

110C , The British wors willing to go along with this if Hide technicians

guld to esployed , but Iran rould not agree to cither is iechnicians or

the Ciscount . Tie BOR ! tried again , proposing a neutral board of aanwc

595 responsible to : 5.1k ich would arrange a burk export contract

for the suie of oil torusts established disiribution cionnels ; the profits

" Oudt u divided free ways a big sbre la iron , no : io in ulk purchsur ,

:؟؟.ان)::::::::::::::::::::::::. 19.57ir ,ok uisting of

02-777 Bini :00 , 1:29. of Britisi technicians, id li ssiling

rice of inc oil, sotiations : timayy .. 17:20

G
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::: the thiry.ortunity

! , yet " acquaire " from its oil recurcus ; ! Sus non ton subtly

get

pressed 03. toilet oil 1 :

relations betresa the Iranian : od Prizish veronts deteriorated

standily .. Irin attupted to sell is cil 310 : in the tooks at Abadan

to italia und Jupesc ii::: 5 ; but AIDC Selina in this couits p ! us the

Cooperation of the international oil industry will the srilish invited

namry 195 ?, inzerce
ins of oil

chivered,

103 Cruiull isitish contos cioc ' ; le io !! d that by closing oil

!!.... :n sisiipi

for : ison information culture caters in Inn.

in reich 1910 with a stitis C :0.705 :10 , but his proposals

incia ad ! orge officiting w.. ! for paid royalties ind other parints

sinop by a Cessution of oil production in 1951. Wan iris British in

and unsccepi: 51 . , "
00 : ber 19S ? Poscribed his fint proposals as " unreasonal

rosades broke off dipionistic rclotions with the white linds.m .

premier in the meantimiz hid scored iniernal political victories

of his wo) , icoidered by t:: icwjlis in July 1957 , he asked for six

199.1tns of ciner sency powers to rule by e - cree in order to de31 'i to the

critical connaic situation . When the Shah refused, Mosodaq resigned,,

und Cavia viss ippoja!!! in his plict; the resuit k icur days of rioting

by both Tudehind the kitional Front . bayan resiuned, and on 23 July

Beries again beans pror; his political ally isod wis or . Tahran's bast

arܶܐܳܐ?;r.:-i S::;:,;܀:;:::܃܃.;1::::܃܃܂:ܐ:.ܙܙ::::܃܃ܕܐ܂ܪܝ܀؛؛ܝܼ܃܃ܕ܃":::?ܕ.ܕ

of ih ilajlis ,wo ich wyciosad cre : Roys ior year .

Sie und the So. Citur , d : 133 set for the ti -SINS

G
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i !-a oprio), the si:: M ::: !oco 1 :.. ':.

: !. 0its to turn to to Comunists 1.re coin din silitor of

;

23 Htay 1973 tipirasidoni ( ishower raquistia a lista 1:31 , nu tre

fiscansior reply , as a matics of policy , was cold in its rejection of

Eisenher's latter

his threat and its accompanying bid for help .

I fully understind that the Govern :01 of Irv 056 catering

for i :s1f which foreign indstic policies are likely to lost

advanicus to Iron and the Iranian peopic . In nhat I love written ,

I .. not trying to revise the Iranian svarot 39 its best interests .

Irely trying to explain why, in the circunstances , the governant

of liis iniisi 3ijjies is not presently in a position to exisadora cio

to Pin or to purchas : Iraniin oil .

in case ! 752 should'so desire , the Waiicd sizi s foverant

Soos in babic to continue to 6 * 1210 tecnicot assistance Silissiy

siio illis cerable in the giver during tile post year .

India Concern roilect::dii? your isler ist le present dangerous

situatia in Itand sincerely hop thut before it is too late the

Gorrait un lit vill tako su Si5 : s art in its poser to print

ä 11 : 71 : crioration of hit situation .

folloring lhe august 1953 coup that overthrex.3ds, the oil

cispute was settled 3103 thrins hul bazil proposed to lose < ! --

the oil iric'ustry was mirtionalized, but its nparations ::rc directed by a

group of foreign oil companies. The tails of this sirangeooni ::

work out by a series of coníersacs, but Herbert loover Jr. , as special

oiludiser to the secretary of Stats,adun importönt role in convincing

inns of the isona of dealing with 2 "Consorliusir." Betwen tover's

initial visit to Terun in October 1953 mnd tile ül! " U.14.1nt of a sig

1.gr t in gust 1951 , Britain and irini resnü solcholic relittions .

3 : 7 Citares of the dyreerint, ni Prin CilCanya:

gicá ssic opirations in 10,20 ans wil : 5 oi 5.::::sirn Ir to in

inicri in consorcing? 15 15 il üil Pariisiis, l ! i . , til

G
****

Hip *** ******
Ġ
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FR : V : Firos , -1.1.:11 ani.s.!. - 54 : d

oil Ciny otwy, Si... o vil ty of California , recony

il 3il Ciny, hs Ts Cy', 9.10 ruli sil Corporation , and 5 %

to Pricon3. , 1td . , Copridorina mil ! . $ . oil companies) .

Sincs : 999 ore 100 has carried out 1545 viratinis of its own ,

!, afir the passage of a new oil law in 1957 , has alluisd lialian,

U.S. , und Conacion commissio explore For oil on conduct optigris

1:10 . tiie 00 5.5's 2.-17 ini . De 4,7058r !iu ? NsY '... 20 % of

Iran's oil , liver , ind the pic of production is het high st in the

S.TI , R010.ingi:
rd܂'::::;:܃܃܃܃܃܃܃܃ܝ;;;;;'.|... .

recling 1.7 : illion barrels in 197 !, ich was 10% of world output ind

S507d Torg : bottioi!! : 01:57. Price increases levied by

Iron aninhas Persiap subfpsof Proizilies of retraicun

Exporting Copics in 1971 wind 1972 resulted in a stiited 914 billion

for to years , and the Mia! fast oil crisis of late 1973 raised prices

even higher . Iran is currently very concerned about its -stinated reserves ,

Wich at curr2nt rits of extraction may bar'y ist until 1994 .

accounts for 237 of Iran's G ?, including : 35 % on its forcin excrange

á

earnings und 60 % of its Wory revenues .

GG
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Citron, 3:41:04 . 1:29

Fisirsle !: aruncil diye of 13-19.2. Diversity

of California ress ; Scrolan los siguics; 1 5!

::revi , lici. Irina wi ? : lesy
!15 , us ' 525, Inc .;

Crooklyn , N.Y .; 1999

rive, Julin , Arab Hutilison and Sritish Trialism . The Croiset

? 169 ; 1.0in ; 1951

IPA Sort jolitical guide. Fridrick is , Proeger;

eri: n Sil-- À SEC in ? r ? litics .

15 - in in ihrt l : d .; London ; 1955 .

- !: 02evski , rige bil und State in cos JJ12 Eust .

Civriy iss; .Y :; 1350 .

1.16
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U.S.S. R.

Aglianistan

?

! 1.39

Pakistan

2o' We

Oil Concession Boundaries

. . i
APN concessici , 1901

O concession , 1933 ..

Coisor uiua cessio ) , 1951
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23.April 1951 io 135 st.1952

: . 39 barn about

1331 ( : 873 or 1979 are probably more accurate caiss , but 1931 was always
1.223.3in

given us his official birth year bucu : of the r - strictions on this so

or i ! jlis kapuiies ) in Torin, his motherbeing a war of the ruling

Qujar Gyisisstynių his insider the finisier of rice fui 5.0.2 30 years .

His Failybrood isas thus the elit :, with , tunning class .

His stendary education Camerplate, lissaną was sent to Nasan

as the Shah's financial agent while barely out of Sis vicais tocs.

In 1905 , forced into exit : 5:05. oflis role in the constitutional

Revolution test your , he went to Europ : to study at Poris , lica,

an !! suchitel, carning is 'IL.D. from the 14 : institution in 1914 .

Returning to Iran , he was elected to this lajiis in 1915 , serving on

Financial connittes . is wider Secretary of Finance in 1917 , lic resigned

after only a few inonths in office because he was prevented from carrying

que
ové reforcis in the notoriously padded payroll sysian. Ks Decana soxurnar

of Fars Province in 1921 , but sis criticis:n of feza Szah 10 to arrust

in 1930 and exile to the villages . He was again, arrested in 1911 but was

rccos : d ini!) : gencral political 1sty after ceza sha's dication ,

11:52: 55 juin clected to the Majlis in 19 ':' , were in 1997 he organized

11 stignal frent , 5:1211 , tighcly hnit , sind migly inilaantiil spoup .

LAN : r of the oil comission , 3. ingin inil:: ent caly in this

jlis St 21 :opic , and his.pril 1991 Diint:205 5s iranier

vseto list ...st. fron do witiliis il fronoffies in

1998; a cocktritis

s
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Sindst 1955 , !!!!!! : oin in iis villain of

S .. !! : Lic . Stretiert : 11.rs until his death

Tin Horch 137. i suf %20ironi :: ci chic jowond finally

60Cd to internal breving after operations in Pirin ,

: liitle to expliin lis'vior is a

iiitician , but

most of his actions, les se olisi and

Wiinily irrational 27S, pe prodyti cheuliad . The popular

eridianosi ... , injstorical spinie

:00 ini..ing : ; !! s , sredii.....shin tiedos

10.85 € ...? Siniz . :-)! Sifilis : was

!! por popis : did not 1,75 to foc , and

sis.2010nt ;31;sicilliiity in the 20tiis personality ,

mich in lic speeches spalle of sting is opponents.

iasz ?4's power rose from his constitute ability to appeal to

Intion ! iritions and colors . Py 11.ping to c : 2 } with whated

political problem in logical, rational 2015 based on cc919. ic facts ,

the British iconibile in chiave anything in the oil dispute but to

wi?ythosof ? : ) . - Sadhelder for 20 y ? : 15 by

.: alto ant Iswino nutioalis.; Yosce used is awakened nationalisa

mov :: 6 :5ire for inspire ! Mirsoli in romer ani to defy

Binary do

His Siste sii! #st... t ,

22,4 : 51. , reiigis riigisa , ninai il 12 se stories .

!! : ' )13 : 5 G . : : cilin , dois siis tt Critwin

G
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nisan - 7.7.1ml Front

w.der .So , 11.2.Sur, - 7.7373 , or $ 8.3.9:17, nice prefer , his sing!

ii . was oposition to the British Svers oil question .

: 53 its antagonistic to ti shah for any reasons : ris other

vis ärajär , ose fanily was over thrown in th : Shith's iitiss , the sains

iritsi zilodind then prison . hin ; in dition , ::: :: long

Lieved in cuistitutional reforon to reduce the po:er of the orirüny .

He urposed the army ! use it po brought 2-7 Shah to power and was

ika in source of upport for ilichu stiu ca sunt; by retiring senior

obf16.rs stiing in his own chi: f of 5:17 , the young , French: -iraino

Srisain. Fiği biznis, tad aindu diye of controper the army.

365 , by so sing , le :: ! .. si ; for the ofrivit curs to 11:12 inst

nin , siis on roasionalism, f.:!*sics conigolence , ond lack

of Cins : 1 : 100-.in manipulatiny Tucidi , int tive risk of it sotiing out of

control is it did in the streets of 1972 ! 13kst, ture tiic

sacds of his own eventual coin Fall . But he is a trosi unissual man ,

vnewese Coster ought the lyrld's funcy , Vinws hc örgve nis coontry

199 eurd cisasier . At ny time in 1951 or 1932 he could have hus the

S : ne corporise through which his successors gained a fationalized oil

industry vificiotiy run by foreign experis to give Prin the reverus

iivit financed the Shah's Wite Revolution , He chos : to saison oral

lic ! ory usar Criting the liceu Stues, id wie intornisticnal oil

G
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.. : . : .

:5"

iiriod wider 14 : 3 So, ten cel in the Corsok srinis a

combat ulice ,..ho cortid for clion against issorind bandits

ind insweges, medinis liigus crcs , urs , .rid Terkoranns .
12 : Kurds luks

had become a division Condar by 1912 , after service os head of the

;

Gendarmerie and the Ferran Police, but he w3s arresicd by the British

that year for prononce activity (nis » Found in the papers of

Fruiz Mayer , a principal i ögzat in Tehran , 35 in officer who would

protect senests) and depostolo Paiestisa , vers le was held

Despite his 3riest and subset tirse years in a detention

1 ; ions .

cait ?, he did sie beste furiaticaily :ni-Briticnis cid any xenicptisbic

Patients to Tehran isfter the war in 1915 , hiç
was given

colland of the pars Division and promoted to major geral. In 1993 ,

os Inspector 6 :eral of the army, he has severely injured in a tank

accident , losing four ribs, and after 7 months of medical treatment in ..

Cerinany , some of it by V.S. Arry doctors , he was retired in May 1919 ,

The Shah tiade himalis honorary adjutant , and in llovember 15149 appointed

liin Oirector Cerveral of ihe Tehran Poiice . in April 1951 Zahadi becaine

Minister of Interior in the Ala cabinet and was retained in that post

by Hasade when he became Premier . He resigned in August 1951 , following

There wis a Cossack Origade in the Persien Arsriy solely because * 258

cd - Din Shigh visited Russia in 1873 and was provided with a Cossack

escort by the Cur . liia Shah was so impres : ed by the Cossacks that he

achieu cur sind Sin Russian fitors tonize svesna unit in

priske retninas " 513 ) unior officers ud : 9 :900mas

stil 20 , 0.3s long as it w35 in exis : e : 102 , it wiss tid Sast trained

and most professional unit in this aray

G
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suspect of the
government is partial par

sneina

briefly arrested in February 1953 .

AROESSIR LAHEDI

Corn in Decentier 1927 , General Zobedi's son , Ardessir , was coutud

the rican University in Peirut opit Utah StateDiversity were

his sarned a BS degree in 1950 . Secause of his training and long age

ability, 1957 with the rural laporant ( ission which was

ministering los , technical assist: sce vatit he was forced to resign

in 1952 by liosadhe. During the planning and comitional phases of

thie coup , he acted as the communications Chaneliolis incidir ind

He was borries

performed kry well under dificuit circuias.

for å tise to the Shah's daughter by Cucun fanzia in 1 : 5 n !Ver

Poinarricü since his divorce . He has givined ilie Sheii's is wit,

in fact, introduced the Shah to Farah in ray 1959 , the girl iho later

became Cueen and other of the Shah's sons . Hirdeshir sus the Ironiin

Sabassador to tie United States in 1950-52 and returned again in pril

1973 to the past . In the interims, he was Anbassador to the United

Kingdom , 1992.67, od Minister of Foreign Affairs , 1957-11 .

J. GE , RAOR BATMANGELICH

Camera cangülich friso spelied 63tanqilich or Batinangelij ) kas

Dor ! in 1910 1905 and2010 in 01:27 , tie ironic ? !!ili:: r /

School , and the Corian Staff College . He fought in the turistand

the Allius frasi 1 : 3
Fars Prill 2017.179:75 eird ! 1:
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of Spaís of 92 yil 1.0 103 737 , 13 sétains

Sit josi ile fridir ?? with sicr zahadi util December 1955
frie

en he was wichsve to pakito lo cose him out of the armyla case

Connend , Clashes wiist Gorierüt llüdayet, Cief of the new Suprace Staff ,

were the probable cause of his reassigunt . He then became Arbassador

to lraq in January 1357 , was itinister of interior in 1953-59 , and became

hujuiani io iing Chair in 1959 .

Cс

i - r Serving is Cowarnings

of Xhorasian , 1965-63 , ho riti o private life . !! lad sirwad 25

Perránent Iranian lielcgate to the CCNPJ Hilitary Corviitce before

sotiring fron the army 1965 .

сC

12
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sister's ietin, liin : $ : : by foreign !... uvisi ,

Britis !, and American... its army was moralizid .

peer lisse sind in politici machine , ind as a result is spint the first

10 years of iris reign in conflict with the iraditional political power

structura bent on regaining the influence it had lost to Reza Shah . The

military coup elit custod Maideq in Ayust 1953 was thus a cajor inils

s !! . :: Sant's political rifc .

sira za vas born o 25 October 1915 ; fic studies yours is a

codet at the Military School of Tehrain and then went to Switzerland in

1931 for his secondary education . Returning in 1936 , 119 aliunded tra

Iranian military college , fran which he graduated 2 years later is a

Sorord licuicont . His first porridge , in 1979 , vas to Princess Fabia

of Egypt , sister of King Farug , and a daughter , Sanaz , les the only child

of this marriage , Divorcing Fawzia , he married Sorya Esfuidiari , a haif

Gerinan , half - Bakhtiari beauty to whom he was very devoted, but the roarriage

was childless and the throne needed an heir After the inevitable divorce,

he married Farah Diba in 1959 , and Crown Prince Reza was born in 1950 ,

foilowed by two daughters and Prince Ali S2 , securing the succession

of the Pahlavi line .

Althous' various sources criticized the young Shan as suspicious

isod indecisive to the point of perinanent inslasility , others saw his .

strengths . A OSS report in 19.13 said :

and Shah is a win of auch strong : r pur osa nis

Guerilly realized. He scores 1.531 15e , uistrusis miest

Risors , is honest in lis efforts to sucurs a dooerstic foro

of ssverrent for Iran . He is not easily inf2010 ) and cannot

PG
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1 : 1 , the U.S.ES
irriteren

3

IE : 1.700+
Met:: Stich, in n ycers of

political watering , 1. öror : 27 :? s ? ile inte !!« ival

ia !! < sts , sports , and hobbies wich he rood from European

itis inin't remains aiert inliis principles , otrough

often betreyed , retain reat similarity to Christian ethics

adiic oply . 1.
tragedy in the conflict of this 5 : 21thy

indilecta Hiast we vicious Forsi.
Sempris som

trii ; since the 7 , so for , has not becoa corrupted .

File Shah isok the successful coup of 1953 as a popular mandate to

Curs1 of his entry fr* Silica
factions end the ambitious

Seerals ; ' S ner sis .
alleredeiis position or

liis progr . His asli ajisit toSharid : 115 cilindr forgivnin

::::::دز
or forgotten in the rim of tot, kad si Gineral landi

meis often wroty is Shai's vicillation id lack of dicisiveness ,

those very churocteristics and hilo frustrate is vcl lilc landi

: eventually bring bout His resigirstico ad volvinary iniii , Giren

confidence by the popuiar support he sait during ine Calip, he pressed

ahead to consolidate his power , carefully
controlling political activity ,

mich he has said can be piräilied to function rely only after ccnonic

which

and social development have t3.ght the peopis to act responsibly . His

reiorns touched in 1962 as the ' ite fevolution" have accomplished much ;

Lithout the war are prestige of the throne copied with the Shah's

autoritarianisma and determination , the reforms und Zevelopment probably

The ropic uscaiutine of oil prices in 1983-, las 21:20 2.0 the Sit's

pretiyos sisesan for her extra oi !-wing countries , and he

G
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time to see radicais Sie suure of cas de

los ciclyde tlie S. Han vion ie wolle lista:'s tools
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ADENDIX C

'The world of journalism --ever on the alert for the

mote in somebody else's eye-- found long ago that the Central

Intelligence Agency made great copy . Proceeding on the

theory that their readers will believe anything dealing

with " spies , " " agents ,'agents , " and " the secret world of espionage , "

a number of writers have told what they insist is the

inside story of the CIA involvement in Tran in is53 .

sampling of these is included here , without extensive

comment

Andrew Tully , for example , in 'CIA --The Inside Story

devotes Chapter 7 , " King -Making in Iran " to a version of

most notable for the purple of its flamboyant prose .

Some significant passages are :

It was in 1953 , of course , that the CIA

stage -managed theoverthrow of Premier

Mohammed Mossadegh , that celebrated com
pulsive weeper , who had seized Britain's

monopolistic oil company and was threaten

ing to do business, with the Kremlin . At

the time CIA's coup was hailed as a blow
for democracy , which it was . But after

disposing of Mossadegh , CIA and the State

Department reverted once again to a weak
ness that'so often has been aisastrous ...

In the setting up of the new regime , in
which -CIA took a major part , no consideration
was given as to whether the new men had any

C - 1
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were i -Cist.

tic Oc 1.003 )onlian Oil antionali : 10 :1

of Iran's oil fielas , the international

ipior was thunderous , Mossadegh could not

co that , and the Western bakers would

Dove it to him . Iranian oil wes virtu !ly

bo: Copbud . Mossadeyi probly criolo

swing some reals with smaller , independent

copanies to work the Iraniin fields, wit

t ! Sante Deparément gave these conpanies

lille 4 :ncouragenent - which is to say it

Lo ! " is off. " licen::ile , Iran

W logic its oil revenues 02.25 bicik .

rican financial ail : S ::00 onoga

allough che state begärinenc, wit!!

stable reluctance , donated $ 1,500,000

for a lochnical moral improvement progr

in 1952 am follceci that will a lucci

aid cont of $ 23,000,000 in 1952 .

Of he litter was used to be rei's

{onion exchange shortages , i la radici

financially unstable .

Hanwhile , CIA leazaca hat

was carrying on a clandestine ilizcilio

with Iran's fuctive. Communist party , the

Tudoh . Soviet intelligence agents flocked

into the ancient capital of Teheran in

the traffic jan between uh01 22e Allen

Dulles ' energetic young men was almost

ludicrous , Al.Inost daily , emissarios ( co:

the Soviet danced attendance on Mossadegh as

he lolled recuingent on his couch , alternately

riozing and weeping . Inevitably , the old

(lictator put it squarely up to Ficiis : nt

wisulower . In a letter receivel by the

President on May 28 , 1953 , kossadegh over

pluyod his hand - he attempted to blacknail

the United States by Warniny 22t unless

Tran00 & sore Tomarican financial aid he

vid 5 forced to seek het levere .

UG 3
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ܪܠܐki_f܀܇j1ܐ܂ܐ܃܃܃܃܃܃܃܃܃܃܃::3ܬܪ:;.::t::.;&ܬܵܐ oil ir :

30. , 2 wocie's Lisc , in return for

fizial231stance froin the Soviet . 'The

charger to the west was clear . with Tan's

oil tsin is skets , the R : Ssians

WC :Ne ji : 1 trou 10 ventually

achingactof 2sian foreign

policy since the days of ine Czars - cass

HOSAL Cuc ? .? Or the Persian Golf ,

the 20's life line to the Fal Cast .

ut * 77 . ifia göt ja Tia's

oil , 18vinwor13 vonia be worked

i.in!00:18 : 106 and savisrestige

chat: glo -Tralian Oil haci a stake of billions

of doliinis , nei ir 2179

chac dixie is involved state is

anil 7229n Offices üle E ( 3 00POEN .
sensitively .

: c tinc ad core for che inized Siis

tokon an international ..

repts were thüt Mossadeg !, although populac .

with the masses , lai never been able to i?!1d2c

mine tlic young Shah with his people .
If

something were to happen whereby the Shah

was able to take ovec more finly the reinis

of yoV : n , there was a good choca

Mossadegh could be unseated . In Gily event . ,ant .

the Shah had better than even chance of

winring any populacicy contest with mossadegh .

0:00 onth the Wite loose scalled

OSL :64931, uloiding a diod reply in a well

of polile diplomatic nois seeking her

Qisuissions . Thea President Eisenhor favored

Possidigh wich a bluncely : Everybody

3197 * ?is calculad risk , it yable

!
istar5.

1.1 . is in : : 10n foc sealing withis Cough

G
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situation inTile

cuning is. - Vossedega vesteringai li'

wilhussian Ccoroaici ion Unitex

SoalsAszador
B.She

would lika ü vasiotowe!!:11, 10 .

Almost sinultaneously . Use SE's sister ,

the pretty anä tough - ipindirir.cess Ashraf ,

barched into the royal palace and gave hec

brocher the rough side of her too !le for his

nesiracy in íicin up 10:08:41.

Sa, 100 , tey erf i SHierlant .

Certainly , the Nissin espionage jetwork

must have summised that something *775

Cocinas Dulles , and reincess

Ashraf turned up at the Same Swiss resort .

Meir suspicions Singleon hen an

micile Eastern a 220 frigadier

General II : Norma Schwarzkopf suddenly

was discovered in niist of a lisurely

flying Vacation across the idle st .

He had been to Pakistan , Syrian Obanon

and, while the pus: 1.rs fund, he ultimately

then in Iran .

- 112 Reds had a right to be feriul , for

Schatzkopf had long been in älsat ! :023 to

the Kremlin . Americans Seebel bira most

vividly as the man who ran the Lindcecgh

kidnappiry investigation in 1932 , when he

was head of the New Jersey State Police .

But the world of international politics

kne hiin better as the man who , froia 1942

to 1979 , had been in charge of 120c9anizing

che Stair's national police force . In this

job , Schwartzkopf Spent little time tracking

cowit ordinary crinivals ; he was kept busy

prolacting the government against its

622ios , a job that required the settiny

up of in intelligence systwa to keep watch

on various political clirues which night

soak the Shah's overthrow .

G
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51210 duo of his

Schotirer? I caeran in August

he could explain with a straigst bace tilat

Se had comasely " oree old friends again . "

The 2 : ssa 200l over his

Brus : nce in Irin but Selvarzkopf want his

casual way , icopping in to see the Shah ono

afternoon , spending the morning with General

Zaredi, and renewing cortacts with other old

pals in the police and anny .

7:31 suddenly the Shah seamed to have

100ated his conzage and authority . On

Thursday , August 13 , the Shah haned down a

2.?:se that sounded as if it has been written

in collaboration by Sch33tk and Zahedi .

MOS : legh was ousted as P.cenier and his

sicOSSOW? to ferral 2. The

Shall occored the colonel oi the Tinperial

Guards to serve the rotice on Mossadegh , and... ?

the wheels seemed to be tuuning .

Busior one reason the colonel seemed

seizurl by inaction . It is not until two

days later , on midnight of A142st 15 , that

the colonel änd a platoon of his troops

showed up at Mossadegh's residence . There

they found ther.selves surrounded by an array

of tanks and jeeps ; manned by hard-faced

Army veterans . Mossadegh iad rounded up while

the colonel vacillated .

The colonel , of course , was clapped into

jail and Mossadegh announced that a revolt

against the rightful government of Iran had

been crushed . He also had some unkind things

to say about the youthful Shah , and Iran's

king of kings and his teen took the lint

and hopped a plane for Rote by way of the

then royally safe country of Iraq .
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Certains 1 : 72.as stari

vonallaler Vis at in Priod oi a pw ;

Schwartof supervised the coceiul spedia

of 2.2 en million of CIA'S JO1r .

20:3 !1.2018 5.1** .csi a 7016 12:17 13.

The climax Cine on Wednesday , August 19 ,

folir days after !iossadegh had " crushed the revolt . "

The tese capital was filled with troops , jounted

against it nerv uprising , but none of the locked

Very happy . There seemed no reason for alarma

when a long and winding procession of perfoLAELS

appeared on the scene' for one of these isprotu

pas common in Teheran . In the procession

were U5.138 , Weightlifters , wrestlers , boxers

e all performing choicoruciallic as tirey moved

sly along the stocets . As 150al, Cruis

Flock out into the strcess to watch the slow

and to follow the parade .

Then , apparently , somebody gure a signal.

!! ? weird procession 597122y broke into an

Organized shouting mob . " Long Tive the Shah ! "

2 ! ey cried . " Daath to Mossadegh . " The crowd

joined in the shouting , SCH of hen undoubtedly

keepinis one hand tight against pockets where

their Ierican wages were secuzarl . Soon che

entire capital was in an uproar , and when the

din was at its 1 : adest troops who had remained ::

loyal to the Shah launched their attack .

For nore than nine hours the battle faged ,

with mossadeyn's troops fighting fiercely but

gradually giving ground . Obviously , they were

confused by the tactics and swift logistical

maneuvers of the Shah's forces , who had been

exposed to some American who knew the ropes .

Anyway , loy midnight Mossadegh's soldiers had

been doiven into a little ring around the

Preier's palace and they were forced to

surrender : Troops forcing their way into the

palace captured Mossadegh as he lay: weeping

in his bed , clad ' in silk stripcil pajamas .

Soc body telephoned Rome and the Shah and

his queen packed again , to return to Toharan

and install Zahedi as Premier .

G
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:6 Paired 9. Ereiring tonyh

works in reso : n to its bort. IE

is is, is see hoevers have writion ,

idétie
2 ! ) . V tienivas .. ic was an acivan pela-

cio2 iron ocaining to end . But al die and ,

CIA -- and the American government -- stood

by wille a succession of pro - western and anti

Connistuistrations , uninterested in

the wallsst social refoons , brought Iran

c . in to the cave of Sankruptcy . and ,

of course , tienerican taxpayer has contributed

hinreis Obillions of collass to this

Comit:ption .

Thica, Davil ivice ani 110.25 3. 20 : s in ir " explosive

bestselle2 " 12 invisible Government provided yet another

Vision , RS FOLLOWS :

1953 : Iran

but: guerrilla paids are still iccions cori

td to in operation at c650s a government .

There is no soubt at all that ota CIA organized

önd directed he 1953 con that overtires

Premier Mohamed Mossadegh and kept Sneh

Mohamed Reza Pahlevi on his throne . But fer

Americans know that the coup that toppled the

government of Tran was led by a CIA agent who

W.?s the grandson of President Theodore Roosevelt .

termit " Kiin " Roosevelt , also a seventh

cousin of President Franklin D.Roosevelt , is

still known as " Mr. Iran " around the CIA for

his spectacular operation in Teheran more than

a cocaile ago . tje later left the CIA and joined

the li Oil Corporation as " government relations "

director in its lashington office . Gulf saec

nis i vice -president in 196024

0.2 leyond that gre: :p insicie ihe CIA had

is !!:: t: Roosevelt , in the grand rough Rider

nition, led the revoli againsi une veeping

X : 3.degh with a gun at the head of an Iranian

commender as the column rolled into Teheran .
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: 05 Tron D3S . "

adminiyly : " it was a real. Jos 9 * petion . "

Gondal r'azallah matei, thies in We CIA

chiesa in liplace. Mossadegh , was 1:37 Olec

worthy of spy riction . A six - 10030, 1:35

laäies ' 2n , he fought the 2015heviks , was

Cuptured by the Kuris , and , in 1942 , was kidnapped

by the Britisn , who suspected him of azi intrigues .

During world War II the British and the Russians

jointly occupied Iran , British cits , after

Snatchi zanati , claimed they foung the following

items in his bedcoon : a collection of Garan

automatic weapons , silk underwear , som opium ,

letters from German parachutists operating in the

1slls , and an illustrated reistes oloran's

cst exquisite prostitutes .

After the war Zahedi rapidly red back into

puislic life . Hie was Minister of interior Wien

Hoss : egi becare Premier in 1951 , ssado

nalion71ized the British - owned !!O - Tranian Oil

Company in April and seized the sugebalan

refinary on the Persian Gulf .

ile refinery was shut down ; thousands of

workers were idled and Iran faced a financial.

crisis , The British , with the backing of Western

governments , boycotted Iran's oil and the local

workers were unable to run the refineries at

capacity without British techniques .

Mossadegh connived with the Tuden , Tren's

Communist pacty , and London and Washington Eeared

that the Russians would end ug with Iran's vast

oil reserves flowing into the Soviet Union ,

which shares a cominon border with Iran .

Hossadegh , running the crisis from his bed

he claimer . a ... sick dan

broken with Zaiedi , who balked at tolerating

the iudah party .

la ciezi Septenber 2 , 1953 , ctiage sixty -seven .
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!

Kerii:. Kis gri VICI just

2:10 11 , 1 : 1 hisidiry tare

on 11.11.cailor T ::stite v Technology
Ha ninilasiiiltard . lie left

lied vädernic site to Sve in the ass , then joired

the CTA after the war as a Middle East specialist .
His father had died in Alaska during the wa ; his

un ? . ? , Brigediar. Serral 27 :20dore BaSovelt , died

or ? dva vear later ,

mie Britis and merican sovurndients iad

toy.or decirlo it in operation to over
The ci's est: i :sate pas that it

Woulis002 becau92 e conditions were right ;
in a show the people of Ira !! would be loyal

3 : : 21 :2 operation

went to a Roosevel..., tinent the Cir's top operator
in the sale ? S ?.

:ܐܙ܇܆܇:;ܕ,

erelt accord : Teg.:ly . He drove

· across the borrier , teachi Tolerin , and then

: out of sight . 10 2to , since he had
bass in iran before ür : 1.5 ) : 0wn .

Siping bis headquarters several : incs to

kaap one step ahead of Mossoci!; ayancs ,

Roosevelt operated outside of the protection
of the Anerican Emsassy . He did have the help
of about five Americans , including Soine of che
CIA man stationed in the embassy .

in acdition , there were seven local agents ,

including two top Iranian intelligence operatives
These two men communicated with Roosevelt

through cutouts -- intermediaries - ana he

nuvor saw them during the entire operation .

.

s čhe plan toc revolt . was iced , 5rigadier
General 1. Muinan Soho: 3097 , who used to

appear on radio's " Eang susters , " turned up
in charan . 112 had reorganized the Shan's
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Jersey Stolice
1.2.

an oli iriend o 26A , Cin he was in

town " just to see old friends kiin . " Dit

be spadociho otion .

O August 13 the Shah sign : a clee

dis.issing Mossadegh and n sining alredi 23

Prenler . The cooperative Mossadegh arrested

che unfortunati colonel who brought in his

notice of dismissal . Mobs bioted in the

streets ; the thirty - ticee -year -old Shah ard

his queen ( at that time the beautifui Soraya;

fled to Baghdad by plane from their palace on

tna Caspian Sea .

For two chaotic days , roosavalt esi con

inunication with his two chief Iranian agents .

While , the Shahnar! made his way to 7092 ;

Allen Dulles flew there to confer vitni .

Princess Ashrat , the Snab's attractive twis

sister , tried to play a part in the inter

national intrigue , but this Shah refused to

talli Tohor .

[ n Taharan , Communist mobs Controlled the

streets ; they destroyed statues of the Stah

to celebrate his departure . S : enly , tha

opposition to Mossadegh consolidated . The

Army began rounding up demonstrators . facly...

on August 19 Roosevelt , from his hiding place ,

gave orders to his Iranian agents to get

everyone they could find into the streets .

The agents went into the üthletic clubs

in 'Sehieran and rounded up a strange assortment

of weight- lifters , muscle- nen and gymnasts .

me odd procession made its way through the

1.2 A2S shouting pro -Shah siogans .
The crowd

grein rapidly in size . By mic - 0bring it was

clear the tice had turned against M0 :53.a cega

and nothing could stop it .

obedi came out of hiding and took over .

2 Shah returned from exile ! Mossadegh

to jail and the leaders of the ruden

ere executed .
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Oi enles

sign : a five til Trän 10 .

it is vil . Hesic, De Cosner : goo -Tranicn

Oil Crac coronit , á gecup of menerican

Can- 200 opere , Royal Dutch Shell

got !! percent in the coupegnic Francaise

Bas Tiroles 6 percent . Iran yot half of the

191.1 : 1111llion -dollar income from the oil fields

under the deal , the Anglo- Irönian was assured

a nation Dayunend of $ 70,000,000 . Laa

De ünited States , of course , has never

oéticially admitted the CIA's role . The

Cost Dilles came to going so was in 2 CBS

olevision shu in 1962 , after his retirement

in Che CIA.10 ries:: 8 :::: rit 25 rue

that: " the CIA pcopic pat literally millions

of callishiringid riot in the streets

and 9 other things , to get rid vi ossadegh .

Is where anything you can say about that ? "

"Mall., " Qulia's replied , " I can say that trie .

stat1 that he spent tiy voll.it's doing

that is utterly false . "

دهه
یه،
سید

مضت

ننتهننمه

Primer71

1 : a former CIA chief also inted at the

CIA'S 1722 role in his book mae Craft oE

Intelligence . .. support fron the outside

was given ... to the Shah's supporters,. " ..
he wrote , without directly saying it came
from the CIA .

Magazines did their part as well . In 'The Saturday

Evening Post for 6 November 1954 , Richard and Gladys

Sarkness ce - athorad an article entitled " The Mysterious

minys oi CIA , " which appears to have been a key source

for both mully and Wise - Ross . Richard and Gladys said :

*
Galf oil , standard Oil of Jersey and California ,

The Texas Colgary and Socony - boile .

G
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our! hich of a

dictatorial. Conier 2

return to power of the
cylinde

MonäRiz Pahlevi .

On May 28 , 1953 , resident Eisenhower xe

crived a lecteer en los salih & " ating loa

bara faced attenpt at international blackmail .

The White House stalled mossalegn for ons

month ; then turned down the crafty permiso wich

2572:nt no . This is a calculated risk tast .

It was a daring gan13 , in fact , that Mossadegh

soli 107 remain in polves to Calty 091 his inceai .

It was , as well , a situation which required a

ličtieldoing . The doing began in short order

taron a chain of stranger - than - fiction circun

stances involving (23.len ) Dulles , diplomat ,

a pcincess and a policeran .

On August tenth Dulles packed his bags and

Elew to Europe to join his wife foc i vacation

in the Swiss Alps . The political situation in

Teheran was becoming more conspiccorial by the

hour . Mossadegh was consulting with a hirssian

diplomatic - economic mission . LOy Peder507 ,

linited States Ambassador to Iran , eli ha cold

Leave his post for a short " holiday " in Switzer

land . ! Princess Ashraf , the actriccive and strong

willed brunette twin sister of the Shah , chose

the säne week to fly to a Siviss alpine resort...

It was reported that she had had a stormy session

with her brother in his pink marble palace ,

because of his vacillating in facing up to

Hossaileyh .

'The fourth of the assorted characters in this

dzama , Brig . Gen , H. Norman Schwartzkopf , at en

this time took a flying vacation across the

Middle East . His itinerary included apparently

ainless and leisurely stops in Pakistan , Syria ,

Lebanon and Iran : Schwartzkopf is best

known to the public as the man who conducted

the Lindberg kidnapping investigation in 1932,

when he was head of the tew Jersey state police .

3!1t Ecoa 1942 through 1.993 he was detriled to

In to reorganize the Shah's national police

1 )

ن
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imeconile

we

os contë

counted Whio resin byal ni miliarity with

Sex:13: 10 :pf became

iriant adcc: individuals as

1121. Cal 910llar , his colleague on

the police force , and the Shah hirisalf .

Schatzkopt returned to Iran in sugest of

1.953, he said , " juse to see old friends again . "

Carliinly one general vill deny city connection

with che evenis Chat followed his reewal of

aceaincarcarships with the Shah and zahedi .

30c ghind the Russian propaganda

pris ratilo 1V0 iy at Schwartzkopf's

prosW00 in 1270 , Qvelopments s.:16:d to oniola

iz O - 40-7 :: Order .

.

On Thucsday , August thirteenth , cha Shah

Only issued a double - geri ukasa : rossadegh ,

was susted by royal de coe and his successor

as premieres to be general idi. The Shah

ordered the colonel on the hoperial Guards to

selive the notice on possadegh . O days later ,

at inidnight of Situcday , August iilocanth , the

colonel went to Mossadegh's residence to find

hirself and his platoon surcounded by tanks and

jeeps . The colonel sas clapped . in jail , and

Mossadegh proclaimed that the revolt had been

crushed . 'The Shah and his queen , taking events

at face value fled to Rome by way of Iraq .

On betinesday , August nineteenth , with the army

standing close guard around the uneasy capital;

a grotesque procession made its way along the

sireet leading to the heart of Teheran . There

Wece tumblers turning handsprings , weight lifters

tilling iron bars and wrestlers flexing their

hicops . As spectators gcew in number , the bizarre

assortment of performers began siguting pro -Shah

slogans in unison . The crowd took up the chant

and then , after one precacious moment , the

balance bf public psychology su: against Mossadegh .

C- 13
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s , ito na
a hans ililo alto

รายกาะแมนเน มเลนไปใน the gla i

loyalist 1 Gobos drove adsBlounts :

a tacht cordon azonna be prenice 5 ce ? Spray

sorteredandwith vas penedas he

Bayong in hisbedenstor stk .

pajaaas . In Rome a beni, illeted on Slal prepared

to fly home and install zanedi as puerior and to

give Tcan a pro -Western regime .

!!!!! S it was that the strategic little niciun

of Tran was rescued froin the closing clutch of

Moscow Equally important , the physical orar

thcow ofMossadegh was accomplished by the Iranians

theinselves . It is the guiding promise of CIA'S

thir force that one inust develop and nurture

indigenous Areedom legions among captive or

threatened people who stand ready to take personal.

risks for their oun liberty.15

More than a year later, Crosby foyes , weiting in the

Biesirington Star for 27 September 1.953 , 115015sed oblicuoly

The significance of Airbassado- lienderson , CIA Director Dulles ,

and Princess Ashraf being in Zurich the same week in irguse ,

and mentioned General Schwarzkopf's visit in detail . Without

making any direct accusations, he hinted : " It is possible

that the CIA agents whose departure from Tran was observed

and reported were on purely routine intelligence missions.

It is possible as a leading columnist has suggested

Sanderson's trip to Switzerland was no more than

policy of studied indikference ' on the part of the State

uckers Gladys Harkness , "The Mysterious boings of

CIA . " . The Saturday Evening Post , November 6 , 1954 , PP . 65-63 .

Otsin LeeBy soecial permission of the Saturday Evening Post .

3 1954 Tois Guirtis Publishing Company

EC
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ilie

ossKriote in Wainy on 1clus raciy co the

1.5w ? ... :: 15 takon simply to

nin fainav It is possible that Allan Dul!! 5 is

genuinely fund of mountain -clibing and that Gen , Schwarzkopf

jest happened to show up ini Ternat a critical orient .

" It is all perfectly possible . Dit as long as the

practice of riitting two and two together continues , the

cgument about what 10:21. ]. y happened in 17.11 last sumnez

secas likely to continua .

1

G
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PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN IRAN THROUGH 1952

THE PROBLEM

To estime ! e probable future developments in Iran through 1953 .

CONCLUSIONS
TEAM

1. The Iranian situation contains so 3. Under these circumstances, the Com

many elements of instability that it is munist Tuden Party is not likely to de .

impossibie to estinate with confidence velop the strength to overthrow the

for more than a few months On the Nasional Front by constitulional means

basis of present indirations, bowever, it or by force during the period of this esti .

appears probable that a National Front mare . Although the danger of serious

government will remain in power through Tudeh infiltration of the National Front

1953. despite growing unrest . The gov- and the bureaucracy continucs, Tudeh is

ernment has the capability to take : flec . also unlikely to gain control by this

live repressive action to check mob vio- means during 1953. Nevertheless , uncx.

lence and Tucah agitation andwill prob . pected events , such us a serives cive

ably continue to act agains: specific failure or a split in the National Front

challenges of this sort as they arise. The 25 a sesult of rivalry among its leaders ,

government is likely to retain the back. would increase l'udeh capabilities great

ing of the Shah and control over the ly . And it present trends in Iran cono ?

security forces , tinue unchecked beyond the end of 2953 ,

rising internal tensions and ocontinued
2. Even in the absence of substantial oil deterioration of the economy and of the

revenues and of foreign economic sid, budgetary position of the govemment

Iran can probably export enough to pay are likely to lead to a break dow71 of gov.

lor essential imports through 1953. un. emmental authority and open the way

less there is a serious crop failure or an for at lenst a gradual assumption of con .

unfavorable export market. The roy . tro! by Tuden .

emment probably will be able to obtain
4. Settlement of ti : e oil dispute with the

funds for its operation . Some infalion
VK is unlikely in 1953.

will occur. Capital development will

be curtailed , an urban living slandards . During 1953 Iran will attempt to se !!

will fail. Hullover, we do not believe oil to other buyers , both in 116 Soviet

that economic factors in themusclvcs, will Blor and the Hins . Shortage of tankers

Tosit in the overthrow of the Natiunal will limit sol ! 1 : 1.10 Soviet Lluc to tokon

Frunt in 1953. amounts . Shal indexindent . Wester!
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oil companies will probably not buy sis . US ecr.omic and military assistance.
niticant quantitics of bil . We estimate . Neiertlicless, there will probably be an
that major Westcin : 1 con panies will not increasing disposition to blain , the US .
Pre willing to make an areenient with 20. or.y fur 1 : an's failure to sell sulsian .
Iran so long as the current legal , cu . 1:21 amounts of oil or to obtain an oil
nomic , and political obstacles exist . Sailiement, but also for Iran's financing
Nevertheless, some ?noderate -sized oil sind economic difficulties.

companies are becoining restive, and it is
possible that combinations for the pur.

& . Thorcioic, the US Point Four ard

chr.sc and transport of substantial quan
military missions are likely to find it

titics of Iranian oil may be made unless
en more difficult 10 orerate durir.s

there is direct and strony objection by
1953 than at present. They would prob

the US Government. The Brilish would ably be placed under severe restrictions

probably regard any arrangeinent be .
il Kashani or o hor extremists came to

tween US oil companies and Iran , in the
power. However , neither the Mossadeq

aliserec oi British concurrence, as a serie Government nor a successor Vational

ous breach of UK -US solidarit ;.
Front rezine is likely lo expel these mis .
sions during 1953 .

6. Kashani or possibly another National
Front leader might replace Mossadeg 9. The USSR appears to believe that the

during 1953. Any successor would prob .
Iranian situation is developing favorably

ably be forced to resort lo ruthless tac to its objectives . We do not believe that

tics to climinale opposition . In his the USSR will lake draslíc aclion in Iran

struggle lo eliminate his opposition and curing 1953 unless there is a far mois
paru.cularly if he failed to do so , Tudeh serious deterioration of Iranian inicmal

influence and opportunities for gaining stability than is foreseen in this estimate .
contrei would increasc rapidly . However, the USSR has the capability for

7. The Mossadeq regime almost certainly greatly increasıng its overt and cover

desires to keep US support as a counter . interference in Iran at any time , to the

weifht to the USSR and appears to want detriment or VS security interests .

DISCUSSION

INTRODUCTION

10. Events sior : lhe nationalization of oil in
1951 have pronundly channed the political
climate in Iran . The political forces which
brougni Mossadro and the National Front to

jsw'er are powerful and lasting. The Shah
ur.dine for urly donirant lundos nin class
narr Ins! 11 : grovitical iniliative. gundubly
pirmadiniti . Arseitbeirss , the coalition ni
itb: 13 r. 23:31:15 ond religious scalus stuch
Missad 91 : aciz ins no agrad probrani lor
the future, bunt united primarily by a cuin .

mon desire to rid the country of foreign in.
Huence and replace the traditional goveming
groups . The ability of the Nazional Front tu
remain in power, as well as Iran's ultimals
role in the East West conflict, kill depend in
farge measure on the National Front's sucess
in working out solutions to the serious swinl.
political and economic problems which will
condront it during the nuxt yrar,

11. Although unrest in Iran acrives from a
Complexoi (nitors extinduis far beyond the
oil dispuis wills !!! UX , this disputo nons .
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theless has become the iccal point of political absence of Qulish -FOTTUTTCnce, as a scrious
wctivity . Mossadra rode to puwer on the breach or UK.US solidarity .
issue of nationalisation o ! oil , and his present
political strengti derives largely from ius con

15. Iranian Allinde: Although the Mossadeg
Governtrant desires and needs revenues fromtinued debance of the LK
the sale of Gil , its attitude toward the oil cis .

PROSPECTS FOR A NEGOTIATED pute is conditioned largely by olitical conside
OIL SETTLEMENT erations The National Front has manipu.

lald og nalionaiization into such a powerful12. British Allilude : We believe that the UK symbol of national Independence that no setwill almost ccrliinly continue to inoist that uicment would be acceptable unless it could bethere be some form of neutral arbitkation of presented to the Iranian public as a clear pathe amount of compensation for tre seizure
of Anglo -Iranian vil cumpany properties even

litical v.ctory over the UK . Massadeq has
though nationalızalion per se is no longer an

been under growing pressure from extremists
issue. The UK ww probably also continue to

such as Kashani who maintain that Iran's oil
resources are a curse ralher than a blessin :resist making payments against Inulan and that Iran sirould reorganize its economyclaims without first obtanins Arm Iranian to avoid dependence on oil revenues. On thecommilments to follow through with a seltic other hand, Massá deg's strength with otherment.
elements in the National Front has depended

13. In taking this stand, the UK is motivated largely on his continued success in persuading
primarily by, considerations of prestige and the Iranian people that he is doing his best to
precedent. The Consepvalive government restore cil revenues but that he is being
would lace strong political opposition at home blocked by British intransigeance, Injustice .
If itagreed to Mossadeg's present terms. Pero and greed . Whether or not Mossadeu has the
haps more important the British feel that political strength and proslige lo persuade the
capiculation lo Iran would threaten their own Iranian public lo agrec loan oil settlement on
and the Western ci pesiling generally in other irrms thich the UK could accept, his per
parts of the Middle East. Meanwhile, the formance to date provides no indicalion that
British Seel under /no immediate compulsion he desires to or will do so . On the contrary .
to make a setllement with Mossadeq. In the he has made successively greater demands for
first place. Increased production lo other areas British concessions.
has already made up for the loss of Iranian 18. We believe, therefore , that a negotlaledcrude ou prodoction, although the meaning

oll settlement during the period of this cstl .capacity at Abadan has pot been fully re
placed . Secchaly, although the UK believes mate is unlikely

that lack ofoil or nues sul result in pro PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ABSENCEgressive economic and political deterioration
in Iran , it does not appelr to regard a Com

OF A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT
munist Lakeover In Iran is sininent. Tho Oil Problem

34. Moreover, the British are not likely to be 17. Despite the severance of diplomatic rela
indurrd to make greater concessions to Iran tions with the UK , Iran will probably be reby theprospect of Iran's selling all in the ab
sence 6s settlement with Ainc.The UK ceptive during the com ! ng year to further :

probably beileves that in the absence of an proposals for i seillementofthe oil dispute.

agrement between Iran and a majok U's ou For political as well as monoinic reasons il will
company. can continue to exert adnomic also make every crior to act od to other buy
pessure on Iran and prevent the shipment ers, both in the Soviet Bloc and the West. Il
end sale of signißcunt quanti'les of Inuninn will avoiti intering into any agreements which
oil in world markets . The British would could be construed as violulin , Iran's sover
probably regard such an agreement , in the eignty or ils control of the oil industry .

.
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18. It is unlikely 1110 ! Irin will sell sinniscant
quantities of oil during 1953 unless it can
make arrangemen's wills a major Western

petrolcuni distributin 1.121 ur a conibirition
or moderate - sized films. Alllicum : it is likein
to sign further ire aurrenents with Soviet

Bloc countras cali in for delivery o ? Iranian
oil , the extreme shi112 : e of tankers available
to the Soviet Bloc wü ! restrict shipments to
token amounts. : t also is unlikely to sell

finuncially significant quantities of petroleumi
to small independent Westerra oil companics
in view or the dificulties which these com

panies would have in chartering the necessary
tankers and in breaking into oslablished mas .
kels. We estimate that major Westcm oil

companies will not be willing to make an

agreement with Iran so long as the current

legal, economic , and political obstacles exist.
Neverti : cless , some moderate - siend oil com.

panics are becomincs restive , and it is possible

that combinations for the purchase and
transport of substantial çuantities of Ironian

oil gay be made unless there is direct and

strong objection by the US Government.

19. Barring an agreement with a majorWest.

em concern or combination of moderate sizcd

Arms, Iran will not realize sufficient revenue

from oil to alleviate appreciably either the

government's fiscal problem or the nation's

economic difficullies. The principal chest of

s'ich limited sales would be political. They

would chancc Mossadeg's prestige by en

alling him to claim success in delying the UK

and to claim that his government was making

progress toward restorin : oil revenues.

Economic ord Financial

20. To dalc the loss to Iran of ol revenues

does not appear to have been directly referend

in reduced consumption levels , although in

sestment has been stowed . Wholesale prices

and the cost of living index have risen very

little since early 1951. Since the beginning

of 1952 , there has inen some crop in real in

come and business activity , and a correspond .

ins rise in unemploymen , mainly because of

the posiponement ol gvernmcril disburse

mens under budgetary pressure .

31. Until mid - 1952. the vorriment financed
ils delicils Turtly boi solins OverT..! ( : ..

Sets to 11e sotninni-zullrolled Eank Viell,

3.1 : bertowing from!! sc.public institution
By 1901-1932. the percent tind exhaustore
Marly all its gold and foreign c1c1:31We ho!.

in s ENtep fur lhr lei muninun required 25

Duriing for the currency. Since mid - 19,2 .

the government has seen meeting its defi : il .
Currently running 300.000.000 rials

month . principally through unsecured loans
from the Bank Nedi.

23. Mossaden is noi likely to make substantivi
reductions in government expenditures . Al .

though he at one time cons.dorid reducing
the armed forces budget . more recently he

Appcers to have realized the linportance of
these forces in maintaining order throughout

thie country. He cannot afford to stop pay .
meniso the unemployed cil Wonors at Aba .
don . Althurn he may attempt to rescillc
some of those workers in other 914 , he will

be relurtant to do so as fons as there is :

possibility of resiting the oil industry. Ncs

sadeg may, in fact , be forord to increas 60v .

ernment expenditures . In provide ur exam.
pis. Working capital for factories en to

inance the smaller onomic development proj.
eis already under way. Niorcover, he must

and funds for relief during the slack winier

months, when some unemployed agricultural
and construction orkers customarily migrale
to the cities .

23. Prospects for increasing government reve
Bucs during 1953 are slight. The only sis .

nikcant sources of incrpused tax revenue are

the wealthy landlords and capitalists. Al .

thouzi Mnesadiq has the authority and will
probably make greater forts Loap these

pources.x :haps in some cases dy oulright

con riscation , even full exploitation or these

sources would nut eliminate the covernment
deficit . On the basis of recent experience,

further bond issues are not likely to raisc soc.

quale amounts.

24. In the absence or foreign aid during 1953 .

llicrc ! ore , the acvernment will probably re
sort inctcasingly to deficit financing primari .

ly by unsecured loans from thic Bank Malu
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und by increasing the amount of currency in
circulations . Te government may also re
sort to confiscation of property and the sale of
governmeni stocks, such as opium and rice .

25. Irao's imports will continue to decline,

Vough **50 : 44 Arc expected to be slig !iliy
luiglier than the 1951-1952 level , they will be
sumicicnt to meet only about one- half Iran's
truports prior to the oi dispule. In view of
the near exhaustion of foreign exchange hold .
ings, imports will have to be reduced to an

proximately this level , thus contributing to

inflationary pressures and causing some re
duction in urban business activity . Reducing

imports will cause sharp reductions in the

erulability of luxury goods and some reduc .

tions in capital goods during 1953 , but is not

expected to deprive Irin of essential imports.

There will also be a trend toward barter agree
ments, and the aready substantial Iranien

with the Soviet Bloc will lend to in .
che ISC

Kam2. The bct reswls of the financial and eco

pomic steps likely to be taken by the govern .

ment during 1953 vill probably be: price in .

creases of perhaps as much as 20 to 30

sercent; some reduclion in living standards

In the cities; a substantial increase in the na

tional debt: reduction of privately held and

government slocks; and further postpone

meat of the government's own economic de

Telopment program A continuing low level

capital goods Imports will had to sorce

delerioration of Inn's physical plant ; el the
pame time, up and pressures on the price

devel. arising in large part from government

deficits and declining public condence , ww

bring neare " the danger of runaway Intation .

Noreover, the government will have little mar .

& in cf sale : y for coping with such unanlicl.

pated eventualitie , use serious crop falure .

Athough we do not believe that these devel .

opmenis, singly or collectively , are likely in

Chomselves to cause the overthror of the Na .

tonal Front in 1953 , con inuation of these

trene's beyond 1953 till have a serious effect

on political stability.

Political

27. Tiic principal intima political problems
lacun a Nalional Fioni re : ime will be lote .

tai jopular $ ulport , to preserve unity in the
National Front , and to maintain the morale

und effectiveness of the swity forces.

28. Durin : 1953 the dispute with the UK wil

gradually become less eflective as an instru .

ment for rallying popular support behind the
government . As the konomic effects of the
Jass of oil revenues become more nciiceable,

the overnment will be under greater pressure
from large properly owners to restore oil in .
come . Tudeh and the more radical elements
In the Nations Front will increase their de
mands for social and econor.jc improvements .
In response , the National Front coverment
M. ! giovably attempt & more vigorous en .
forcement of agrarian and tabor legislation .
Enforcement will be haphazard and will re
Quire increased use of force. The agrarian
program will be bitterly opposed by some land .
lords, and clashes between peasants and land

Jords are likely to increase .

29. The Ule al Tuach Party will continue to
Frul 2.0d. Le gradusi economic detericra .
Hon that will take place during 1953 and from

the haphazard enrorcemen : of the sover
meni's program for social and economic Im
provements. The party Ful continue 145
efforts to reaken and divide the National

Front, will attempt to instigale nols and dis

orders by peasants and urban workers , and

will infenstly its propaganda against the US
and the Shah . It will probably make some
further progress in infiltraling the National
Front and some governmens agencies . Hon .

ever , the government has the capability to
Lale effective repressive eclio , lo check mob

violence and Tudeh aglution. It has e
conily outlawed strikes and will probably con .
tinu : lo act against specinic Tutch charges
to $ ' s authority as they arisc. We believe
that Tudch will not be granted lcga : slotus
durit. 1953 and that it will not develop sum .
cient strength, to suin control or the govern.
most by parliamintary means or dy force .
Tnce is serious continuing donger of oudeh

iniration of the National Front and the Sov
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ernment bureaucracy . but we believe that

Tuden will not be able to gain control of the

government by this means during 1953

30. 10 main lait . Ilsell In pou it , the govern .
ment will rely increasingly on the security
forces . As stated above . Wie goveminent can

and probably Bill avoid substanilal reduc

tions in the m litary budgel . Recent changes

in the high command are nol believed bhare
significandy reduced the morale and effec .

tiveness of the sxcurity, forces . These wil3

probably remain loyal to the government and

I given explicit ord.:Is probably be capa .

ble of maintaining order except in the unlike
ly event of simultaneous natinn -wide riots and

disturbances. We do not believ . that the

Tuden Party will develop sumcient strength

during 1953 to instigate disturbances beyond

the capability of the security forces to
control,

31. Mossadeq will probably continue to bene .

Bt from the inability of the opposition to

unile or exert effective power. In the past,

Mossadeg has shown great skill in isolating

his opponents and attacking them one by

one. He is likely to continue thase tactics

and to adopt picioiiey forcefw measures

against the opposition. The Najlis ties

granted him authority to rule by decree intu

mid - February, and we belleve he will be able

to have this power extended the considers

It necessary .

32. It seems probable that the National Front

will remain in power during 1953. It is Ukely

10 retain the backing of the Shan and control

over the security forces. The groups oppos

ing the Nalional Front are not likely to have

the strength of unity to overthrow it . Hov.

eve :, we are unable to estimate with conh .

dence whether Mossadeg himself wil renain

in power during 1953. Kashari, Mossadeg's

strongest potential opponent, il probably

continue to exert a strong intiuence on Mossa .

deg and consequently will probably prefer to

remain in the background Khile Mossadeg

continues to shoulder responsibility. On the

other hand , Kashanl is building up his own

political strength and might, should r.c xo

desire , de ubic to ous ! Mossadeg by 618

imentan means during 1953.

33. Kashani would also of this probable suce

cessor Nr.3adra in the event of the latter's

deaih. Regardless of how Blossadeq is pr
placed . Kassani or any other National Tront

successor cowd 110l be assured of the support

of all the diverse ciernents of the National

Front. Any successor regime would . There

fore , but likely to resort to ruthlessness to

destroy opposition. in its struggle to do so .

and particularly if it failed to do so . Tuden

Influence and opportunities for gaining con .

trol would increase rapidly .

34. Y present trends in Iran continue un .

checked beyond the end of 1953 , rising in

lemmat lensions and continued Jelerioration

of the economy and ol the budgetary position

of the government might kad to a break

down of government authority and open the
way (or al least a gradual assumption of

control hy rudeh .

PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IF THE UK AND

IRAN REACH AGREEMENT ON THE OIL
QUESTION

35. Ile iranian Government rezchen an oil

sitlement with the UK - no matter how

favorable to Iran it would almost certainly

be confronted with violen ! demonstraliuns in

urban cenlers by the Tudeh Paris ard probe
ably ty extremist elements in the National

Front. There would also be immediate dan .

ger of Tudeh sabotage of ou installations.

However , the government would almost cer

tainly have the backing of the Shah , the

security forces , and the more modente Na .

tional Front elements and would probably be

able to suppress these disturbances. The re

dumplion of large-scale oil exports would go

far tonard casing the government's budgetary

diſcuities and rould enable it to take sleps

to increase the supply of goods and reduce

Inmationary pressures, and to expand its eco

nomic developnient program . Nevertheless,

anti.foreign sentiment, particularly against
The UK . Rould remain strong and eren with

substantial oil revenues The 301Putral

would still have great difficulty in dispeilinn

the antagonistes amused bolnicen landlords

ur .
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and peasants ar between the " haves " and would probably be more oppose than the

" have r205 , " which would continue to be a Masrade regine to the exercice of US w .

Tajor cause rl instabwiy . ence in Iran and would probably place preale ?
restrictions on US missions in Ian Hori .

PROBABLE CEVELOPMENTS IF IRAN SELLS ever , their recognition of the need of US $ube

SUBSTANTIA QUANTITIES OF OR WITHOUT port to counter Sovjet pressure and their

BRITISH CONCURKENCE
theincrement or Ule value to Iran of Polit

36. VIVI were to succeed lo making a con .
Four Ris would probably check any Inclina
tico they might have either to terminate

Iruct for the contis.wo : iule of suislantis Point Four aid or to expel the militair
quant.ds of oil 12 a mejor Westers ou com missions
pany without having reached a selvement
with th : UK the economic edecks would be 10. Iran's oficial relations with the USSR

sube as laly the same us Chase described in w probadiy remain cool and guarded. A

pari gripn 35 above. Tuden reaction wowa though both govements will seek to increase

ala st xrlainly be violent, and there might inde belveen Iran and the Soviet Bloc, the

besme oppositioa from extremist esiments in National Front ut almost cerlainly avoid

the Natic.arat. In any event. We gov. Any action which nowd subject Iraa to Soviet

em dent cowd suppress any disturbances that dominalion On the other hand , it will not

mint arise and its prestige would be consid . wish to desiry the USSR's vue as a counter .

eri ly enhar ced . Basic causes of lasta olits wicht the West. In the UN , Iran i

Od remain , but the government would probably take a neutralist, anticolonjalist

for a stronger position to arrest beson position and support any attempt to establish

nard even ! uai Tudeb control. Deutre Lab - as as bloc .

IRANIAN RELATIONS WITH THE US AND USSR
41. For its part, the USSP appears to betese

that the Iranian situation is developin:
37. The Massadeg regime will probably con . favorably to its objeclives . While continuin :

uniue ils pressure on the US to persuade the Ils support of n den and its violent indlu

VX to agree to Iranias lerms lo the oil dis- allacks on the government and the Shan , the
puit and will be quick to criticize any signs Soviet Union is ualikely to late any drastic
of what it considers US support for the UK action to influence the Truvian stuation dur .

It will also continue to request souncle ing 1953 except in the unlikely event of . In
assistance, arguing that the withholding of Do & krious deterioration of Iranian inleme
US said increases the danger of ultimate Tudeh < lability than is foreseen in this es ! io ate .
control

42 The USSR , however , has the capability for
38. The Mossadeg regime ww not wish com . really increasing its Interference to Inn at
plelely to alienate the US. Mossadeg uimast any line, to the detriment of US wcurity
Aly desires US support us . counter Interests. ILS capabilities include : really
weight to the USSR and he appears to desire Increased support of disaffection and rubver.
US economic and military as Slapce. Never. sion Lo Azeljen . including the infiltration
theless , as trilerna tensions toount, there il of Soviet serbaijanis: really increased

be an increasing tendency to blame the us . nancial support for Tuden ; ofer of economic

not only for the failure to res'ore substantin and financial Inducements to Iran ; stirring
oll revenues , but also for Inn's financia and up of time Yurds; and heart pressure for the
economic dimcuities. The US military and removal of the US missions. Ingallation of
Point four missions in Iran may therefore Tudeh , and removal o legal hans on the

And it even more difficult to operate during Julien press. The USSR roul probably re
1953 than el present. frain from use of Soviet armed forcns in Iran .

39. Kashani or other extremist National because of the possible global consequences of

Front Icaders who might succeed Mossadeg such intcrvenlion Soviet intenention short

.
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of the use of Soviet armed forces would pres

ably nut resuli during 1933 r. ne direci over .

thry of the Irania :, Governmeni or the t'e

lachnint of Azerbaijan but could have a

seriously wierse effect on the stability and

intezriy o ' Iran and on L'S securii intriesis
there .

43. ign:jations on the future as the USSR's

Caspian dia fisheries concession , which ex.

pirs 31 January 1953, may provide un indi .

car: Bcrange in Soviet-lianian reiations .

allout hoin l :an and the USSR will prov.

debaty confine themselves al mosd to hard

bargaining
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TAB C. EYAMPLE OF SOVIET PROPAGANDA ALLEGING THE PAYI- INT OF CIA MUNEY
FOR THE 1953 COUP IN IRAN

Tully says in Chapter 7 that "more than 10 million of CIA E

dollars were paid for the 1953 coup ir Iran . " The attached

responds to the request for an example of such a statement

in Soviet propaganda .

000904
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Following is an extract from the Soviet pamphlet CAUGHT IN THE ACT-
Facts About U.S. Espionage and Subversion Against the USSR, published
by Soviet Information Bureau , Moscow , 1960 , page 131 :

CIA agents played a big role in the overthrow of the
Mossadegh government in Iran .

The CIA leaders were so happy over the success of the
military coup d'etat in Iran that they allowed some
information about the role of the American secret
service in this event to leak into newspapers . As
the American Saturday Evening Post wrote in its issue
of November 6 , 1954 , the U.S. intelligence centre in
charge of the plot against Mossadegh was in Switzer
land . Shortly before the overthrow , the centre was
visited by Allen Dulles , allegedly on his vacation ,
who was later joined by Loy Henderson , U. S. Ambassador
to Iran , and some people from among the Shah's entourage .
When before the overthrow the Iranian Shah left his
country , he stayed in Rome 60 as to be nearer to the
headquarters of the conspiracy . In Teheran , the
preparations were supervized by General Norman

Schwarzkopf who had been an American adviser to the
Iranian Government for some time . According to the

American press , the CIA spent some 19 million dollars
to bribe the officers who were to perpetrate the plot .

!
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SUBJECT : EB -49: THE CURRENT OUTLLOX IN IRAN

THE PROBLEM

10 stins the current #ituatizo and the abort - tero outlook

in Iren .

. ESTATE

On the basis of prensat isdications , we believe that the

new government of Iran will rriso1148to its control over the country.

Horever , the alignant of forces in the present crinia sued the

ckersctar oť the new goverrbert Bie not yet clear 7200RR to poradt

a laestimate oiture developmenta .

2. The security forces appear to be responding to the appeal

of the Shab's sutarty at a Will of the crow , and the rziatively

tev corinne rossad- x : Win the top cobori bave tu far

either accepted the cand se bees isured . (Pastors.com Leta contral

of the army can be sacuryd , hinnor , it will be lesery to examine

Approved for Release
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the Loyalty of cay military personnal and possibly to undertake a

vide - pirosd rusburning of key ad litary assignments . ) Mossadagrasturning

binssir has surrendered , and tbe relatively small organised groups

which ware loyal to his to the end are not at procent in a poæition

to stir up serious resistance . The tribes , party of waich appear to

have beciud the Boat against Moosade Leve thus far ring

except for spor actica by the langat

3 . The nov pro Shah government vu probably enjoy a wide degree

of support , at losst initially . Despite the enormous popularity andst

prestigt which Morendez vou through his achievement of vil nationali .

stioa , de relled to develop a large organised body of loyal Pulovero .

As time went ou bie ciasbed with exod lost the support of most of the

Leportant political figures in Iran , including Kashant and other

leading maniers of the original National front . His popular appoal also

waskanod , in part because of his tellure to solve the oil question , but

wore because of his increasingly violent attacks on the shan , his

dictatorial actions , and his opeo collaboration with Tudeh . Be was

able to survive mainly because of his control of the machinery or

governant , Ms own indomitable personality , and Tudah's solistaoce .

At the end tids mod played on important sad possibly critical role 10

his detall. Although iany Iranians vu regret tiba dorsal ofmany

Mossades and will thus provide a source of future opposition to the
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reglen , sost of this group will probably acquiesce at Isast

Herauit in the abange .

be not government vull be opposed by the Commist Padah

Party , Waone support of Homsedang ia recart months 188 motivated in

Large gaxt by the desire to prevent the " counter -revolutionary " forces

" STORA. the Barby tron saising the sotadas. Alkboarn udeb is

అepala orcreating artoo local mardan , it is not pow capable

of effectively battling the decurity forces, which will almost

certainly take strong action against it . Moreover , as the new govern .

: meatBrat strengthens Ito control over the armed forces , this Tudeh capa

Hlity vill progressively decrease . In addition , the resurgence of

satiComist, pro -shah sentiment in the last few days has cribed

Totich to logoanat deal of the popular support it manifested to
)

caut matbo . . We consider direct Soviet motary Intervention in

support of Pudel to be extremely wellkely.

5 . La consolidating its control , the new regime vu have the

difficult task of establlaning and maintaining working arrangerecta

vita the various alexsnta which ag tatad for Hosasdegig domtall .

Although General Lahat will probably seek to be a strong premer ,

hte early samocents have laid great stress on the re -establishment

of constitutional pororonot wder the Shah . Io any avant , be vill

haveto work out comproud ses on patronage and policy smong such

- 3 -

)
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diverpart esate as the litary Isodarahip , ralent and unrollable

witrexstionailsto uke Kadhani and Bastini, and old guard conservative

landowners . Moreover, the sian bas never backed any of his previous

prima dolsters consistently , and Zabodi muheve arriculty lo re

taining his active sumport .

Game Iran's parall sconada situation , though degressed , is not

els critical . However , the financial condition of the government

18 precarious . While the new government could contime tobeat ita

current financial deficits by the potating of additional currency

and by other devices used by Hossadeg , the use of much morda Vale

ce of the robaong for the decline in coatrdance in the Moonde re

2. Moreover , the Shah's statement of 23 angust , la vie eng mananced

Iren's bankruptcy and condemned Hospedaq's worthodox riparcia :

practices, highlights Irma's financial problems and makes it even

more airricult for the region to use Hoseedog's methode to set ita

financial dimilties . Ma poy nga 1. Lalk to face general 418

111nsiopewnt and a possibla seriour loss of mupport i 14 fails within

tebe next few weeks to come forvard vith proposals which give promise of

& Pubstantial improvement in toba Maencial position of the government.
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7 . Zahedi , in attempt lag to formulate policy , vill ertainly .

be affected by the considerations noted la the preceding paragraphs.

Ination, he will seek to avoid suspicion that he is betraying

Irundan nationala and guard binell egalost sccuestions that be 18

a paypot of foreign interesta . In general , bovever , the goverkant vill

probably operate along the following lines :

The peo -Shunda sorarament clearly expects a sastoz of the

us attitude toward Iron por that mossades has been de

posed . It appears to be on the verge of following up

the Shah's statement of 23 August with a specific appeal

toc ergency Us d la meeting the Ninancial driculties
us

Which soy controut it , and will probably seek additional

18 love lopmental and as well . Although it vul via

to avoid the appearance of subverstance to the US and

would probably ride any defensa comunitent , it may

also book additional milltary atd . It almost certainly

expects Us cooperation and assistance in solution of its

oil problem .

b . It will almost certainly seek & rosolution of the oll

dispute and be sasier than Micasadac to deal with .

. 5 -

SRCE
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However , both on grounds of principle and for teer of

ultranationellt objection , it will probably refuse

to accept the settlement terms advanced by the British

Last spring and will almost certainly reject any restor

ation at Brital control over ourerations nithin

It vil probablywatata . A Vigorous satiCommunist

attitude at home , and wile and ouus to clear up out .

standing differances with the USSRS. 1. wltoely to

stala major concessions to do so .

)
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PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN IRAN THROUGH 1954

THE PROBLEM

To estimate probable developments in Iran through 1954.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Relatively moderate governments are

likely to continue in Iran through 1954,

although hampered by : (a) the indeci

sion of the Shah ; ( b) the irresponsibility

of the diverse elements making up the

Iranian political community ; and ( c ) the

unruliness of the Majlis. The chances

that Zahedi himself will remain prime

minister through 1954 are not good.

2. Few significant steps toward the solu

tion of Iran's basic social, economic , and

political problems are likely to be taken

during the period of this estimate. The

effectiveness of the government will

largely be determined by its success in

dealing with Iran's immediate fiscal and

monetary problems and in making some

apparent progress towards settlement of

the oil dispute. An early and satisfactory

oil settlement is unlikely. Without fur

ther outside financial aid , an Iranian gov

ernment probably would manage to cope

with its immediate fiscal and monetary

problems by resorting to deficit financing

and other " unorthodox " means. Under

such circumstances, it would encounter

- and with difficulty probably keep in

check -mounting pressures from ex

tremist groups .

3. The security forces, which are loyal to

the Shah, are considered capable of tak

ing prompt and successful action to sup

press internal disorders and recurrent

rioting if provided timely political leader

ship. This capability will continue if,

during the period of this estimate : ( a ) se

curity forces receive adequate financial

support; ( b ) differences between the

Shah and top level leaders over control of

the security forces are not seriously ag

gravated ; and (c ) strong public opposi

tion to the regime does not develop .

4. Tudeh's capabilities do not constitute

a serious present threat to the Iranian

Government, and the Tudeh Party will

probably be unable to gain control of the

country during 1954, even if it combines

with other extremist groups. It will re

tain a capability for acts of sabotage and

terrorism .

!

5. Iran will attempt to maintain friendly

relations with the USSR, but will almost

certainly resist any Soviet efforts to in

crease its influence in Iran's internal

affairs.

6. Failure to receive continued financial

aid from the US or an acceptable oil set

tlement will probably result in a govern

ment coming to power which will be less

friendly to the US than the present one .
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DISCUSSION

!

1. PRESENT SITUATION

Political and Military

7. The overthrow of the Mossadeq government

on 19 August 1953 checked the drift in Iran

toward Communism and isolation from the

West. The authority of the Shah has been

reasserted, and a moderate government un

der General Zahedi is in power . This gov

ernment is committed to maintaining the

constitutional position of the monarchy and

the parliament, suppressing the Communist

Tudeh Party, and launching an economic de

velopment program predicated on settlement

of the oil dispute. The accession of Zahedi to

power has eliminated neither the economic

and social problems which have long plagued

Iran , nor the weaknesses and inadequacies of

the Iranian political system .

8. The armed forces are loyal to the Shah ,

who has taken prompt action to re- establish

himself as commander- in -chief in fact as well

as in theory. The morale of the security

forces has improved , and they can be expected

to respond promptly in support of the govern

ment if given timely political leadership.

9. Increasing friction and uncertainty are

developing within the Imperial General Staff

because of the Shah's tendency to by -pass

Zahedi on military matters and because of

mutual efforts of Zahedi and Chief of Staff

Batmangelich to undermine each other and

place their own men in key positions. Al

though political maneuvering to this degree

is unusual, even in the Iranian high com

mand, there is no evidence that it has as yet

impaired the effectiveness of the security

ernment are limited , even if current efforts to

obtain the cooperation of die -hard nationalist

and extremist groups are successful. Tudeh

retains, however, a capability for acts of sabo

tage and terrorism .

11. Outside the security field, the Zahedi gov

ernment has made little progress . The Majlis

has lacked a quorum since the withdrawal of

pro -Mossadeg members in the summer of

1953. Hence the government is presently un

able to obtain legislation needed to carry out

its announced program. Moreover , the re

gime has reached no firm decision on how and

when to reconstitute a functioning legisla

ture. Although the Shah and Zahedi agree

on the necessity of holding elections, they

apparently fear that new elections may cause

a resurgence of extremist sentiment, are un

certain how to insure the election of a man

ageable Majlis, and have not yet definitely

scheduled the holding of elections.

12. Meanwhile, the government has done

little to strengthen its political position in

preparation for new elections. Zahedi has

enlisted few if any real allies among the poli

ticians formerly associated in opposition to

Mossadeq. The present cabinet is dominated

by members of the old ruling class , many of

whom have little genuine sympathy for re

form , command little political support , or are

suspect because of former identification with

the British . Zahedi himself has had little

success in convincing the public that he will

not compromise the basic objectives of the

National Front , especially with respect to oil

nationalization . Finally, the strength and

standing of the Zahedi government is being

impaired by friction between Zahedi and the

Shah .
forces.

10. The Zahedi government has taken vigor

ous action against the Tudeh Party . The

party's organization has been at least tem

orarily disrupted, and many of its most active

members have been arrested . Most of the

known Tudeh members and sympathizers who

had infiltrated government agencies have

been purged . The Tudeh Party has also lost

much of its popular support. Its immediate

capabilities for exerting pressure on the gov

13. These developments have hastened the

breakup of the loose array of politicians

aligned against Mossadeq and have encour

aged an early revival of factionalism and in

trigue. Public criticism of the government

and preliminary maneuvering to undermine

Zahedi are already beginning to emerge.

Nationalist and extremist elements are most

active in these respects. However , National

STORET
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Front leaders who supported Mossadeq until

the end are still publicly discredited , and open

opposition to the government in other quar

ters is not united . The government's strained

relations with the Qashqai tribes , which have

been traditionally hostile to the present

dynasty and were closely associated with

Massadeq , are under present circumstances

an irritant rather than a major threat.

16. The Zahedi government clearly recognizes

the importance of settling the oil dispute and

getting the Iranian oil industry back into

operation . It has indicated that it considers

Mossadeq's attitude toward oil negotiations to

have been arbitrary and unrealistic , and has

already made some halting efforts to prepare

Iranian public opinion for a settlement which

might involve some retreat from Mossadeq's

demands. The obstacles to solution of the oil

problem nevertheless remain great, mainly be

cause the Iranians hope for greater control

over oil operations and higher financial re

turns than are likely to be acceptable to the

international oil industry.

Economic

14. The Zahedi government faces serious

budgetary and monetary problems. Mossa

deq's oil policy resulted in reduction of public

revenues by about a third , and he was able to

meet government operating expenses and

keep the oil workers paid only by curtailing

the development program , reducing the level

of imports, depleting the government's finan

cial reserves, and illegally expanding the cur

rency. Zahedi has thus been left with a de

pleted treasury and a sizeable operating deficit.

The emergency grant of $ 45 million extended

by the US soon after Zahedi took office will

enable him to meet current operating ex

penses until about February or March of 1954,

provided that the government takes effective

steps to cope with its conversion problem.

15. Zahedi will also have to contend with eco

nomic dissatisfactions engendered or aggra

vated by Mossadeq's economic policies. Be

cause of a series of good crops and the

government's success in maintaining essential

imports, the predominant rural sector of the

Iranian economy has suffered little from the

shutdown of the oil industry , and serious eco

nomic difficulties have not emerged elsewhere.

To some extent, essential goods are being ob

tained by barter trade with the USSR. On

the other hand, foreign exchange for essential

imports from other countries has been main

tained through a ban on the import of luxury

and semi-luxury goods. Politically active up

per class groups resent this ban and almost

certainly will seek to have it lifted . The ur

ban middle and lower classes have been dis

appointed by a situation in which the prospect

for economic and social improvements has be

come more remote and in which their already

low level of living has gradually deteriorated .

Foreign Affairs

17. The Shah and Zahedi are cooperating with

the US and have indicated their desire to im

prove relations with the UK. Although the

new government has signed the barter agree

ment with the USSR which was under negotia

tion at the time of Mossadeq's downfall, it has

at least for the present discontinued Mossa

deq's policy of attempting to play the USSR off

against the West .

18. The government's interest in cooperating

with the US and its receptiveness to US advice

are due in large measure to its current de

pendence on US financial aid , and probably

also to a belief that Communism is the over

riding threat to Iran's independence. The

government's good standing with the US , as

demonstrated by its receipt of emergency bud

getary aid , is at present one of its main polit

ical assets within Iran . Anti -US agitation

has died down except for spasmodic efforts on

the part of Tudeh .

19. The new government is conscious of the

need for British agreement in the revival of

Iran's oil industry . However, basic suspicions

of British intentions remain widespread. The

government is still reluctant to resume formal

diplomatic relations with the UK before there

is tangible progress toward an oil settlement.

II . PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS

20. Few significant steps toward the solution

of Iran's basic social, economic , and political

problems are likely to be taken during the
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period of this estimate. The effectiveness of

the government will largely be determined by

its success in dealing with Iran's immediate

fiscal and monetary problems and in making

some apparent progress towards settlement of

the oil dispute. We believe that relatively

moderate governments are likely to continue

through 1954. Without further outside finan

cial aid , an Iranian government probably

would manage to cope with its immediate

fiscal and monetary problems by resorting to

deficit financing and other " unorthodox"

measures . Under such circumstances , it

would encounter --- and with difficulty prob

ably hold in check - mounting pressures from

extremist groups .

21. If the Shah were assassinated , a confused

situation might arise . The succession to the

throne is not clearly established , and disorders

attending his death might permit extremist

groups , with or without Tudeh Party collabo

ration , to gain power .

problems must be worked out before a definite

proposal can be made to Iran . Even if an oil

agreement is reached and ratified , Iran will

not reap sizeable financial benefits at once ,

unless through some form of advance against

future oil deliveries .

23. It therefore appears that sometime during

1954 Iran will encounter difficulties in meet

ing its budgetary expenses. After the present

US emergency grant is exhausted , the Iranian

Government will either require additional out
side financial assistance or will be forced to

seek Majlis authorization for a resumption of

deficit financing of the sort that Mossadeq en

gaged in illegally. The Majlis would probably

grant such authorization , but with great re

luctance , and only if there appeared to be no

hope of timely outside aid. Moreover , this

course would in the long run probably result

in a progressive weakening of Iran's financial

stability. Exports will probably continue to

pay for essential imports, and barring serious

crop failure, general economic activity is ex

pected to continue at approximately the pres
ent level . If there is an oil settlement , barter

trade with the USSR is not expected to reach

significant proportions . However , in the ab

sence of such a settlement or continued grants
of financial aid , Iran will be forced to depend

heavily upon USSR barter trade for essential

items .

Political

Economic

22. The Shah and the Zahedi regime are like

ly to be more reasonable than Mossadeq in

their approach to the oil problem , but an early

and satisfactory solution is not likely . The

following generalizations can be made :

a . The oil issue is still politically explosive

in Iran and will be an issue in the electoral

campaign . The Zahedi regime will probably

not wish to reach a formal oil agreement with

the British before the completion of the elec

tions, which usually take several months. In

any case no Iranian regime could survive if it

appeared to be compromising the provisions of

the oil nationalization law or retreating far

from Mossadeq's basic demands. Once a

Majlis is reconstituted , it can probably be

brought to ratify an agreement which does

not appreciably violate these conditions, but

only after vigorous political pressure and pub

lic propaganda by the government.

6. Although there appears to be general

agreement that the marketing of Iranian oil

will have to be undertaken by a combination

of Western firms rather than by the Anglo

Iranian Oil Company alone, a multiplicity of

complicated legal, commercial, and technical

24. Although Zahedi faces no immediate chal

lenge , the chances that his government will

survive through 1954 are not good. Basic

conficts continue within and between the tra

ditional governing groups , who are eager to

regain the position of privilege they held be

fore Mossadeq, and the urban middle and

lower classes, who are demanding economic

and social reforms and greater participation
in government. These conflicts could fiare

out into the open at any time , particularly

during proposed elections or over such issues

as the disposition of Mossadeq or the oil dis

pute.

25. Mossadeq remains a problem for the re

gime. So long as he remains alive , he will

be a potential leader for extremist opposition
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to the regime. On the other hand, if Mossa

deq were executed in the near future the

resultant disturbances would be serious but

could probably be suppressed.

26. The necessity of reconstituting the Majlis

poses a serious problem for the Zahedi gov

ernment. The new regime is firmly com

mitted to a return to parliamentary govern

ment and appears unwilling to face the con

sequences of deliberately postponing elections.

It is likely that elections will be held within

the period of this estimate. However , politi

cal instability is likely to be increased by the

electoral campaign and by the nature of the

Majlis likely to be elected . Once the electoral

campaign begins, political groups nowmaneu

vering covertly for position will come out in

the open , with increasing danger that popu

lar emotions will again become aroused and

lead to mob violence.

27. The new Majlis will almost certainly be a

heterogeneous body including representatives

of the traditional governing groups, tribal

leaders , former Mossadeg supporters, and

ardent nationalists like Mullah Kashani and

Mozafar Baghai . Many members will be little

interested in stable government or will be

basically unsympathetic to the government's

reform program . Others will suspect Zahedi

of too close association with the traditional

governing groups and will oppose settlement

of the oil dispute and rapprochement with the

British . From these disunited groups , repre

senting a variety of conflicting interests,

Zahedi must put together majorities for con

troversial fiscal and monetary legislation and

such politically explosive measures as those

relating to an oil settlement.

28. These difficulties Zahedi will be able to

surmount only so long as he has the firm

backing of the Shah , who has once again

become a key factor in Iranian politics. The

Shah apparently feels that his restoration to

power is due to his high personal popularity

with the Iranian people , and he appears de

termined to assert his authority. There are

indications, however, that he is still unwilling

to give strong backing to any prime minister,

and at the same time is not willing to assume

the role of dictator himself. His latent jeal- ·

ousy of Zahedi, his attempts to appoint court

favorites to key government posts, and his

by -passing of Zahedi in exercising his com

mand of the armed forces might at any time

lead to a situation in which Zahedi would

become ineffective. If strong opposition to

Zahedi develops in the Majlis, the Shah will

probably jettison Zahedi and appoint a new

cabinet, thus in effect returning to the chronic

governmental ineffectiveness and instability

of the pre -Mossadeq era.

29. The Shah would probably be successful in

replacing the Zahedi government with an

other relatively moderate one. However, if

foreign aid is substantially reduced and there

is no oil settlement or reasonable prospect of

one , moderate governments would encounter

greater popular opposition . The Shah would

then be faced with the alternatives of ruling

by increasingly authoritarian means or mak

ing greater concessions to extremist elements.

If additional US financial assistance is not

forthcoming when the current grant is ex

hausted in the spring of 1954, and if at that

time Iranian public opinion were already

greatly aroused over such issues as Majlis

elections or an oil settlement, a serious crisis

might develop. The Shah and a government

enjoying his support could probably survive

such a crisis, although they would lose im

portant elements of their following.

30. The Tudeh Party will probably be unable

to gain control of the country during the

period of this estimate, even if it combines

with other extremist groups. It will never

theless be able to capitalize on any decrease

in popular confidence in the government. It

will also retain a capability for acts of sabo

tage and terrorism . The strength of pro

Shah anti-Tudeh sentiment in the armed

forces, while at present a major deterrent to

Tudeh assumption of power, will be weakened

if there is a marked increase in popular sup

port for Tudeh .

Foreign Affairs

31. The hope of obtaining continued and in

creasing US aid , both in restoring oil revenues

and in providing funds in their absence, makes

it almost certain that the Shah and his gov
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ernments will continue to cooperate with the

US. A sharp curtailment in US aid to Iran

would not only make Iran less receptive to US

advice and influence , but would significantly

reduce public confidence in the government's

ability to improve social and economic condi

tions and maintain internal security. There
will also be increasing pressure , particularly

from the Shah , for an expansion of US mili

tary aid . Even if the Shah should be offered

considerable inducement in the form of mili

tary aid , he would not agree to join with the

US in formal arrangements for defense of the

Middle East, since such a commitment would

be strongly opposed by many Iranians, would

not obtain Majlis approval, and might, in his

mind, provoke the USSR into invoking the
1921 Treaty .

32. Iranian relations with the UK will largely

depend on progress in settling the oil dispute.

Settlement of the dispute would almost cer

tainly result in some gradual revival of Brit

ish political and commercial influence in Iran .

33. During 1954 Iran will attempt to maintain

friendly relations with the USSR and will con

tinue efforts to settle questions in dispute. It
will almost certainly resist any Soviet efforts

to increase its influence in Iran's internal
affairs.
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POLITICAL PROSPECTS IN IRAN

Approval of Prime Vinister Mossadeq's unconstitutionalplan to dissolve the present Majlis is expected in the nationwide referendum which is to be completed in Iran on 10 August .The Tehran area , which voted on 3 August , has already givenoverwhelming support to the proposal . The prime minister haspublicly stated that general elections will be beld , but thereprobably will be considerable delay .

xossadeg decreed that the referendum would be by a nonsecret ballot . Since voters must include full identificationon their ballots , there is little doubt that the referendumwill approve dissolution of the Kajlis , the constitutionalprerogative of the shah .

Kullah Kashani and other opposition leaders have calledfor a boycott of the referendum . Abstention , however , willnot block Hossadeg , as he has the vote of his own followersand the full support of the Tudeb . A report from Tehran on2 August indicates that a Tudeh front organization has beengiven 50,000 "white " ballots , used by those voting for Nossadeg's measure .

Mossadeg bas promised elections for a new Wajlis following the referendum , but normally several months are needed toconduct the actual balloting . Rigged elections are standardpractice in Iran . During the last elections , the Hossadeqgovernment used both legal and illegal means to ensure victoryfor its candidates , yet it did not secure complete control ofthe legislative body . There is nothing in the situation todaysuggesting that Hossadeq could secure the election of a moredocile Majlis .

Though the Tudeb is supporting the prime minister in thereferendum , la a parliamentary election it would run its owncandidates against Mossadeg and some would probably be successful . In a new Majlis , if and when assembled , Mossadeqaccordingly would find himself faced with a small but militantTudeb bloc , as well as a rightist opposition , whose electionhe could not entirely prevent .

Tribal chiefs , army officers , the landed gentry , and thesupporters of Kullah Kashani could , if united , defeat kossadeg .In the rural districts where Communists are increasing theiractivities , the landlords still control most of the peasant
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vote . Kany of their candidates could be defeated only throughwholesale terrorism on the part of the pro - rossadeg forces .

Thus , Nossadeg might increase his own support in a newMajlis , but the anticipated Tudeh and conservative oppositionwould not lend themselves to easy manipulation . The Tudebwould probably support his anti - Western policies , prod bim onto more extremist action , awaiting the day when it could takeTudeb representation in a Kossadeq cabinet is not animpossibility .

Faced with the prospects of a new Yajlis not fully subservient , Kossadeg will accordingly tend to procrastinate onthe elections . Aware , however , that the expiration in Januaryof the powers voted him by the Majlis will remove the lastvestiges of legality from his position , he will probably callfor elections at the last possible moment .----

The prime minister's flagrant violation of the secretballot in the referendum seems to indicate uncertainty overhis actual popular backing , although he insists that thepeople will support bin fully . The considerable conservativeand rightist plotting to remove him may increase in the coming months , particularly if he takes more arbitrary action .
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THE TUDEL PARTY UNDER THE ZAHEDI REGIE

Prime Minister za hedi's vigorous anti -Communist campaign
has impaired Communist morale in Iran and hampered the activities of the Tudeh . Repressive efforts such as those por under
way vill have little more than a transitory effect unless 10the months to come Tudeb activity is kept under constant government pressure .

Estimates of Tudeh strength vary widely and are at bestioformed guesses . There may be be tveen 20,000 and 35,000 cardcarrying members with an estimated bard -core of 1,000 . Sympba -thizers may number between 170,000 and 400,000 .

---

General Za bedi , fearing a videspread Tudeh outbreakagainst his government , moved to break the power of the Commu -pists as soon as he took over . The police and army verealerted , Tudeb headquarters were raided , Tudeh priptiog presses
were seized and

incriminating documents captured . Rewards wereoffered for information leading to the capture of Tudeh cellsand individual members . By mid - September over 1,300 suspectshad been arrested . Many of them are presumed to be cardcarrying members and some have been named as belonging to theparty's top central committee .

The damaging effect of these actions OD Tudeh mora le isshown by reports from Tehran which indicate that there is groviog dissension within the party over the proper tactics to beemployed in the current crisis . Tudeb sources report increasing criticism of the party leaders by part of the rank and filewho insist that the leaders do not appreciate conditions on the
action level .

Members are apparently balking at repeatedparty orders to continue even minor activity against the govern"Party responsibles " are reluctant to continue distributing propaganda , and attendance at meetings has reportedlydropped off sharply .

There has been a pearly complete suspension of overt Tudehactivities . The Communist front press has ceased publication .Tudeh sources report that the party's arms training programstopped in late August .

Ipitial Tudeh efforts to form a united front with remnantsof the pro -Nossadeg factions have apparently slackened , a odcaptured party instructions indicate that the current emphasisis on securing the safety of members and property against fur
ther goveroment attack .

9
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IRANIAN PRIME MINISTER FACES INCREASING OPPOSITION

After tvo months in office , Prime Minister Zahedi is meetingmore active and better - organized opposition , but there is stillDo evidence of a concerted drive to overthrow him . The failure
of the government to implement its announced program contributes
to the popular discontent .

The Tudeh , although crippled by Zabedi's drive against it ,is attempting to rally those groups which wapt to return former
prime minister Nossaded to power . Sabotage in the air force andthe pavy are credited to the party , but plads reportedly beingdiscussed in the Tudeb for

assassination and large -scale sa botage
are probably designed primarily to bolster the morale of rapk -and
file members . The Tudeh asserts that other pro -Mossadeq groups
are ready to join it in a united front , add limited cooperationprobably takes place for specific operations .

The 8 October strike which closed the bazaar for the day wasprobably a joint operation of the Tudeh and the pon - CommunistBazaar Comnittee . The latter , composed of prominent pro -Hossadeg
merchants , is continuing its agitation which reportedly is to 10clude strikes , distribution of hand bills , bribery , and evenassassination of Zahedi supporters .

Other groups participate from time to time in joint activities in support of Nossadeg . The National Restoration Movement ,composed of former Majlis deputies who supported him , is alleged
ly interested solely in saving the former prime minister's life .The small right -wing Pan - Iran Party has also come out in support
of Nossaded and apparently can supply street gangs for strong
aru tactics .

Yost of these groups have in CORNOD only the desire to seeNossadeg restored to power . Cooperation between then has so far
been temporary and

opportunistic .

Zahedi's main opposition from DOD -Vossadeg sources appears
to come frou the politically ambitious Dr. Kozaffar Bagbai ,Majlis deputy and leader of the ioactive Workers Party . Iranianarmy chief of staff Batma ngelitch and his tvo deputy chiefs areBagha i supporters and are allegedly involved in intrigues aimedat discrediting the Tehran military governor , the police chief ,
and the gendarmerie commandant , all of whom are loyal to Zahedi .

Ba tmangelitch bas expressed the opinion that Iran's realhope lies in a coalition of Zahedi aod Bagbai . Bagbai has dot
yet publicly opposed Za hedi, although he is reported to be seriously thioking of an open break . He has sharply criticized many
of Zabedi's policies and warned that any oil settlement with the
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British must adhere strictly to the 1951 pipe -point nationaliza -
tion law . Zabedi believes himself competent to control any
threat from this quarter .

The role of yullah Ka shani 10 the current political maneuvering is not clear . In mid -October be reportedly reorganized
the National Front and pledged his support to the Bazaar Commit
tee . Za bedi is believed to have had a secret interview withKashadi, however , and they may have made a deal . At any rate ,
there has as yet beed no anti -Zahedi activity attributable to
Ka shapi .

The prime minister , aware of his opposition , is hampered by
the lack of an effective political

organization . The Tehran military governor , leading an attempt to organize pro - Zabedi forces ,
has reportedly received the support of a large group of second
rank bazaar leaders who are organized as the Bazaar Club .

Zahedi also is handicapped by the support which the shabgives
Batmaogelitch . The monarch , assuming control of armyappointments and promotions , has resisted attempts by Zahedi to

get rid of the chief of staff .
Future attempts along this linewill probably also be opposed by the shah and will further strainrelations between the two men , though a complete break is unlikely .

Za bedi's political position is weakened by delay ip carrying
out his announced program . The frequest postponement of Mossa -
deg's trial has brought criticism from many quarters and Zahedihas charged angrily that Batmangelitcb is deliberately delaying
the trial to discredit the goveromeot .

Iran's serious currency shortage and its slowess in planping the effective utilization of the $45,000,000 emergency aid
from the United States has made it impossible to implement thejob-creating construction programs which the prime minister hadpromised . Similarly , Za hedi's lack of progress_10 settliog the
oil problem bas produced increasing criticism . He is also handi
capped by a lack of koowledge of the oil problem and by a reali
zation that any negotiations with the British will lay him open
to attack by

ultranationalists .

The
absence of a legal Majlis further obstructs the government . Za hedi has delayed dissolving the rump Majlis , appareatly

because the action will be opposed by the deputies still inoffice , although they do not constitute a quorum .

Although there is as yet no one sufficiently strong to try
to replace Za hedi , his weakness makes it

progressively moredifficult to accomplish any of the reforms which are necessaryif he is to stay in power and is an invitation to aspirants for
his post . The collapse of his government would probably bringinto power a regime which , if not pro -Communist , would be likely
to try to follow a policy of anti -Western Deutrality .
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Despite the immediate effect of the government campaignagainst Tudeh activities , there are signs that the presentround -up may not prove any more effective in the long run thansimilar earlier repressions . The basic structure of the partyis still intact . The purge of Tudeh members from the government ministries is reportedly being slowed by the nipisters 'insistence that they do not know which of their employees areCommunists and that they therefore cannot act with despatch .

There is serious doubt that the Iranian army vill succeedin permanently weakening the Tudeh . Current army plans forthe speedy release of rank and file members and the decisionto exile Tudeh captives to Luristan in southwestern Iran , arelatively unsettled province , are typical of past efforts torepress Communism . Such efforts have generally proved unsuccessful , primarily because the government underestimates thestrength of Tudeb indoctrination .{

The Communists ' assertion that the government is unableand upvilling to improve the lot of the masses bas a majorappeal for the Iranian people . While both the shah and Zahediapparently desire to improve living standards , they have inherited from Nossadeg not only an empty treasury but aweakened structure of constitutional government . Without funds ,without plenary powers , and without a functioning Wajlis , theprime minister is handicapped in efforts be may make towardsocial reform .

While in the long run the appeal of Communism to Iranianscan be lessened by improving their economic and social position ,constant and firm pressure by the military is the only procedure which holds promise of extended success in the near future .

10
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A'NINC :90AT . "Mi C : F1C.73, " Y_C0X3 , 5 ! 6.1025 Ci Til " 171.P. AD in PAC TO : !

Ina trracherous actir !.ting of the coup makers have causal sichuitation onore the patriotio prople that no ong can rogain #lont .Thos know that if the nation over dominatas orer 1.567 . 1. will notovan spare thinir ferill : 3 . Hence they are nosorting to murdar ,thart and annihilation of lives and property to preserve thmirauthorsts .

SECRETIt is , theroporn , your duty to know your counos atinc. sillterywronta . The coup plan started lonf. 40 , right after 30 Tror ( 21 July ,or last your . Tng asants hold meetings in Shiiren and alıran , butafter the autional leaders mp ? 11 from the nation's rank , opposing ourLaader , .s . losanden , he hope o . ? the traiton mcelrad support .Fanti.np was held in tha '.. .bassy in the presence of ol . Farzanaran( now Srirediariegral and linister of P. 1.4T ) , Col. wknari inou irigallerCrneral and nasistant Chief of Starr ) , Ll , Col. cani - lar : 1 , and anAmard car . onlonnl . Following this matinr , 71sonhower delivered a nonucing Aproch . Min havo berun ou activiting to change conditions in :Iran , " no lo xorlad ( 5 Aupist ) tha sve group net in the ' l ... Shaosyand laid down their plan of action . Two days later thay aran mot innon , atrankalich's carian located at a point ly kilom otars on the roadto Karaj , to inform hir of their plans . ina das for merecution of tirplan was set either on the day of the rolni andiame or the day of the d18solution of the l'11 € , and the sha'i vas infona!. 750 Shah Secaronarrous anu left for kalar usht, forcine postponement of the plan .Doing this partod , thing cattor lcaked out and Tudeh newspapers racleil .Sino , there was danger that the plan would be nullified , an erricencolonel Impediato lell. for Kalar sit to som the Shah and parajaded

CA

-2

him to 81:72 two mite documents ( Fintana ) which were riven to col .
l'assist on 22 Yonlad ( 13 dumus ) . Franta which occurred at nighton 25 l'orded ( 15 hufus:) mm described in tha nowspapers , Col.' assist was arrested by kontas ' forcos , At this point a trick ofLt. Col. lantatarii provatnd the recognition and arrort of other
Cop-makeri he telephoned the first Polics Precinct in ordered therelease of all soldiers who had loſt ter barricks ator sidnight .
ilet Flahi not been so neclicant the follorinr , who were not without
knowlndre of the plot , vould have been replacod Brie.Con , l'ombar,Police of , Col. Ashriri , vulltary for morj irir.ten , Slasi , 6-2
Chios , HB Pris . Cren , posters , Chief of Armed Customs Cuart . Theonpeople wanted to be on both sides . If they hart baon rmplacod , theincidants of 29 Yorded ( 19 Arist ) would not have occurred ,

The core na this coup wan re proplet Col. Puhani , Lt.Col.Abrudeh , Lt. Le Khosrow Paneh , kt . Col. Shahrbart lartdi , andSrie . Ten , landempenah .

Aputeh sharmlessly shoutod that is , Hossaden made the coupon the night of 25 kordar . Amn't these explanations morricinnt forths axistance of an anti - national coup ?

( the romandar of the mnouncemont olairs that the NationalRothstanc Mormant wil again rerurtoct Iren and arras the militaryto be propernd for another revolution . )

The amounamennt in nienord by the Commanding Ormoore ' stars of theNational Pesistiane Morrisont . "
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SUBJECT : ANALYSIS OF IRANIAN POLITICAL SITUATION

( IT IS SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED THAT NO DISTRIBUTION OF THIS REPORT BE MADE

OUTSIDE OF THE AGENCY . )

1. BACKGROUND .

A. XENOPHOBIA . IRAN NOW IS ANTI -WESTERN BUT IS VIOLENT ONLY IN ITS
MANIFESTATION AGAINST THE BRITISH BECAUSE THEIR PRESENCE IN IRAN UP TO
THIS TIME HAS BEEN MORE SUBSTANTIAL THAN THE PRESENCE OF ANY OTHER WESTERNERS
( FOR EXAMPLE, THE ANGLO - IRANIAN OIL COMPANY , BRITISH BANK AND BUSINESS FIRMS
BACKED BY A LONG HISTORY OF BRITISH INTERESTS IN IRAN ) . MOSSADEQ CAME TO
POWER ON A WAVE OF XENOPHOBIA , THE FORERUNNER OF WHICH WAS THE ANTI -RAZMARA
AND ANTI - COURT MOVEMENT (RAZMARA AND THE SHAH DESCRIBED AS SERVANTS OF THE
BRITISH ) . IF THE UNITED STATES SHOULD CONTINUE TO SIDE SPECTACULARLY WITH
THE BRITISH ( FOR EXAMPLE , HARRIMAN'S REFUSAL TO PASS TO THE BRITISH MOSSADEQ'S
" ULTIMATUM , " AND THE POSTPONEMENT OF HE $ 25,000,000 EXPORT - IMPORT BANK LOAN ) ,
THE BRUNT OF ANTI -WESTERN FEELING COULD EASILY COVER HE UNITED STATES AS WELL
AS GREAT BRITAIN .

B. DICTATORSHIP OF THE STREETS . THE MOSSADEQ GOVERNMENT IS THE PRISONER
OF THE " STREETS . " THE " STREETS " ARE COMPOSED OF TWO MAIN GROUPS : THE
FOLLOWERS OF MULLAH KASHANI AND THE TUDEH PARTY (WITH SATELLITE FRONTS ) , BOTH
OF WHICH ARE EXPLOITING TO THE FULLEST A WAVE OF GENUINE NATIONALISTIC FEELINGS
OF A BROAD SECTION OF THE UPPER MIDDLE CLASS . ALTHOUGH KASH ANI'S FOLLOWING IS
POSSIBLY MORE NUMEROUS THAN THAT OF THE TUDEH , THE FORMER HAS NEITHER THE
ORGANIZATION , DISCIPLINE , NOR REVOLUTIONARY AND CONSPIRATORIAL TRAINING AND
EXPERIENCE OF HE LATTER . ACCORDINGLY , OF HE TNO HE MORE POWERFUL IS
UNDO UBTEDLY THE TUDEH PARTY .

C. THE TRADITIONAL IRANIAN POLICY IS TO MAINTAIN THE BALANCE OF POWER
BETWEEN THE SOVIET UNION AND GREAT BRITAIN . THE IRANIAN POLITICAL PENDULUM
IS NOW SWINGING DANGEROUSLY TOWARD THE SOVIET UNION BUT GIVEN OPPORTUNITIES
THE IRANIAN SHOULD REACT AND TURN TOWARD HE WEST FOR SUPPORT ( PROVIDING THE
WEST IS NOT REPRESENTED BY GREAT BRITAIN ALONE ) .

2. MOSSADEO'S GOVERNMENT HAS POWERFUL POPULAR SUPPORT .

A. MAJLIS OPPOSITION TO MOSSADEQ COLLAPSED ON 30 SEPTEMBER 1951. ABDUL
RAHMAN FARAMARZI ANNOUNCED THAT THE OPPOSITION WOULD CEASE TO ATTACK THE
GOVERNMENT AS LONG AS THE OIL DISPUTE WAS UNDER CONSIDERATION OF THE SECURITY
COUNCIL . SOURCES BELIEVE , HOWEVER , THAT THE COLLAPSE OF THIS OPPOSITION IS
FINAL . THE SECURITY COUNCIL DEBATE IS A FACE - SAVING EXCUSE . HE OPPOSITION

HAS GOTTEN " OUT ON A LIMB ; " .DEPENDING UPON BRITISH POWER AND ROYAL COURT SUPPORT.
BOTH FAILED TO COME THROUGH WITH THEIR SUPPORT AND THE OPPOSITION DEPUTIES FEAR
FOR THEIR VERY LIVES .
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MOSLEM RELIGIOUS GROUPS , WHO AT ONE TIME MIGHT HAVE BEEN DIVERTED

FROM KASHANI AND FROM HIS PRO -MOSSADEQ STAND , HAVE NOW RALLIED TO THE

NATIONAL FRONT BANNER . IN A LETTER DATED SEPTEMBER 1951 NAVAB SAFAVI ,

LEADER OF THE FEDAYAN - I - ISLAM , MADE PEACE WITH KASHANI ; A LETTER FROM

BURUJURDI OF QUM ( HE OUTSTANDING SPIRITUAL LEADER OF IRAN ) TO THE SHAH

URGED HIM TO SUPPORT MOSSADEQ .

C. KASHANI'S ENORMOUS INFLUENCE IN SUPPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT WAS

DEMONSTRATED ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1951 BY THE GENERAL CLOSING OF THE BAZAARS

THROUGHOUT THE NATION AT HIS REQUEST AND BY THE ORDERLINESS OF HE PARADES

HE SPONSORED IN FAVOR OF THE GOVERNMENT ON THE SAME DAY .

D. HE SHAH HAS TAKEN A STAND IN FAVOR OF MOSSADEQ AND AT LEAST SINCE

17 SEPTEMBER HAS REFUSED TO LISTEN TO BRITISH ENTREATIES TO RALLY OPPOSITION

IN FAVOR OF SEYYED ZIA TABATABAI . AT MOSSADEQ'S REQUEST THE SHAH HAS ORDERED

HE PRINCESS ASHRAF OUT OF THE COUNTRY ( SHE LEFT IN LATE SEPTEMBER 1951 ) , THEREBY

SHOWING HAT HE WOULD NO LONGER ( THAT IS, FOR THE TIME BEING ) CONDONE COURT
INTRIGUES IN POLITICAL MATTERS .

7

E. THE TUDEH PARTY AND PEACE FRONT ORGANIZATIONS ARE BACKING MOSSADEQ ,

ALBEIT ONLY ON SPECIFIC ISSUES . AS LONG AS MOSSADEQ'S POLICY REMAINS

INTRANSIGENT AGAINST THE BRITISH , THE TUDEH IS BEHIND MOSSADEQ . THE TUDEH

DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE IN THE MOOD AT THIS TIME TO MAKE LIFE DIFFICULT FOR HE

GOVERNMENT, AS EVIDENCED BY THE FACT THAT THE TUDEH APPARENTLY ACCEPTED THE

POLICE ORDER NOT TO CELEBRATE PUBLICLY THE TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF

HE PARTY ( 3 - 7 OCTOBER 1951 ) . EO 12958 3.4 ( b ) ( 1 ) > 25¥ rs
( C )

3 . THE BRITISH POSITION IN IRAN HAS COLLAPSED .

A.

B. THE INFLUENCE OF THE BRITISH EMBASSY UPON THE SHAH AND HIS COURTIERS

HAS PRACTICALLY CEASED TO EXIST, MAINLY BECAUSE THE SHAH IS INCREASINGLY AWARE

OF THE STRENGTH OF THE " STREETS " , AND FEARS THE " STREETS " AT PRESENT MORE THAN

HE FEARS THE BRITISH . NO OTHER PRIME MINISTER PRIOR TO MOSSADEQ COULD CLAIM

SUCH SPONSORSHIP . THE SHAH DARES NOT TALK BACK OR STEP OUT OF LINE . HE IS

FULLY AWARE NOW THAT THE POLITICAL WAVE WHICH BROUGHT MOSSADEQ INTO POWER WAS

IN GREAT PART AN ANTI - COURT WAVE .

SEGRET
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C. THE CAMPAIGN OF INTIMIDATION SUPPORTED BY CERTAIN ELEMENTS OF THENATIONAL FRONT AND CONDONED BY MULLAH KASHANI ( BUT NOT CONDONED BY MOSSADEQ )
HAS CONTRIBUTED TOWARD CURRENT ELIMINATION OF BRITISH - SPONSORED OPPOSITION .
( SEE ALSO PARAGRAPH 2 A ABOVE ) .

4. THE SOVIET UNION IS IN A RELATIVELY STRONG POSITION TO REAP ADVANTAGES .
A. THE TUDEH PARTY HAS GREAT

POTENTIALITIES .IS INADEQUATE, THE FOLLOWING CLUES ARE IMPORTANT:

AL THOUGH INSIDE INFORMATION

( 1 ) AS EARLY AS 1946 HE TUDEH HAD ORGANIZED WORKERS IN ABADAN TO A
POINT WHERE THEY SUCCESSFULLY STAGED A GENERAL STRIKE .

( 2 ) SINCE THE RAZMARA CABINET, HE TUDEH HAS ENJOYED GREATER FREEDOM
OF ACTION WITH

CORRESPONDINGLY INCREASED EFFICIENCY .

( 3 ) IN 1950 HE TUDEH ORGANIZED PEACE FRONT GROUPS .

(4 ) IN DECEMBER 1950 THE TUDEH WAS IN A POSITION TO STAGE THE ESCAPE
OF TEN OF ITS LEADERS FROM THE TEHRAN JAIL .

( 5 ) IN APRIL 1951 THE TUDEH QUICKLY TOOK ADVANTAGE OF THE INEPTITUDE
OF BRITISH LABOR RELATIONS IN ABADAN TO STAGE ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL GENERAL STRIKE .

( 6 ) IN JULY 1951 HE TUDEH WAS ABLE TO MASS TEN THOUSAND DEMONSTRATORS
IN THE STREETS OF TEHRAN AND ORGANIZE THEM IN SEMI -MILITARY ORDER .

( 7 ) IN THE PAST YEAR THE TUDEH HAS BEEN SIGNALLY SUCCESSFUL IN CONDUCTING
LARGER SCALE PROPAGANDA .

( 8 ) AN ESTIMATE OF TUDEH AND FRONT GROUPS FOR THE TEHRAN AREA INSEPTEMBER 1951 WAS A MAXIMUM OF THIRTY - FIVE THOUSAND , WHICH APPEARS TO BE A
CONSIDERABLE INCREASE OVER A YEAR AGO .

( 9 ) THE ECONOMIC SITUATION STANDS TO DETERIORATE FURTHER , WHICH PAVES
THE WAY FOR FURTHER INCREASE IN THE POWER OF THE TUDEH PARTY .

B. THE POLICY OF THE NATIONAL FRONT AT THIS TIME PLAYS DIRECTLY INTO
SOVIET HANDS .

( 1 ) IT HAS CAUSED
MISUNDERSTANDINGS BETWEEN LONDON AND WASHINGTON .

THE BREACH COULD BE MADE TO WIDEN FURTHER .

( 2 ) IT CALLS FOR HE PHYSICAL EXPULSION OF THE BRITISH FROM IRAN .
( 3 ) IT HAS UNDERMINED THE PRESTIGE OF THE ANGLO - SAXON POWERS IN THE

NEAR EAST .

SEGRET
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( 4 ) IT LAYS THE GROUNDWORK FOR A COMMON FRONT OF NATIONALISTS

IN THE NEAR EAST AGAINST ANGLO - SAXON " IMPERIALISTS . " ( THIS POLICY ,

FAVORABLE TO THE SOVIET UNION , CAN BE CARRIED OUT MUCH MORE SMOOTHLY
BY THE MOSSADEQ GOVERNMENT, A BOURGEOIS GOVERNMENT, THAN BY A TUDEH
GOVERNMENT. )

( 5 ) HE SOVIET " SIDING " WITH IRAN AT HE SECURITY COUNCIL IN
EARLY OCTOBER 1951 HAS INCREASED SYMPATHY FOR THE SOVIETS EVEN IN THE
RANKS OF THE NATIONAL FRONT .

C. NOTE , HOWEVER , THAT SOVIET INFLUENCE IN IRAN HAS TO CONTEND WITH :

( 1 ) THE ARMY , POLICE, AND GENDARMERIE WHICH REPRESENT IN THE HANDS
OF THE SHAH AND THE GOVERNMENT COMPARATIVELY WELL - ORGANIZED , CENTRALIZED ,
AND MASSIVE REPRESSIVE FORCES, WITH NO TEWORTHY SHORTCOMING SUCH AS PENETRATION
IN CERTA IN QUARTERS , CORRUPTION , AND SO FORTH .

( 2 ) POPULAR RESISTANCE TO COMMUNISM WHICH STEMS FROM RELIGIOUS
SENTIMENTS AND A REVIVAL OF NATIONALISM .

DISTRIBUTION: EMBASSY , TEHRAN

EO 12958 3.4 ( b ) ( 1 ) > 25Yrs
( C )

SECHET
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i6תן.נקS-ביי !!brise toEurone, July 15, 1953. I -- E

( T - t )

New York -- THE NEW YORK TI ! ES (sic ) published an article by its observer Allen

viho says : " The Ibseadeg Government will fall before the close of this year.

Iran is in the throes of a rapidly intensifying political asid écononic crisis ,

and the eged and alling Premier is nearing the end of his turbulent rule .

"He will probably be ousted by arms , as happened in Egypt last year when King

Farouk was kickedout. The Iranian Army is strongly pro -festwith especially
close ties to the United States , that is supplying it with modern equipment
and training personnel.

" These highly significant conclusions were the first ones definitely reached

at the ' Big Three ! Foreign linisters ' Conference bere . They were based on

reports from both American and British sources in Iran . This explosive

Middle Eastern situation has been a major Washington -London problem since the

start of 15ssadeq's hectic domination . The United States authorities made

repeated efforts to settle his bitter feud with the British , but all. were
tbwarted by his extremist demands .

Meanwhile , political and economic conditions deteriorated to a point where

an upheaval and Abssadeg's ouster are deemed incvitable . Iren suffered &

smashing economic blow is a result of the drop in the world price of oil..
Authoritative financial reports indicate that the libssadeg Government is

virtually bankrupt .

" Thet is whet Secretary of State Dulles told the House of Representatives

Appropriations Committee during a private conference on the foreign aid

budget . Dulles , who did not visit Iran during his recent Middle Eest' tour ,
stated that he had advised President Eisenhower to withhold further economic

assistance to Iran until an agreement is reached on the long - pending oil
dispute with Britain . Asked what effect the fall of Mossedeg would have
on United States relations , Dulles made the following significant reply :

Any Iranian Government other than a communist one wouldbe better for

us than the present government. We found it impossible to deal with
Mossadeq .

.
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1 July 1953
JUURITY INFORMATION

ns not uso
COMMENT ON MOSSADEQ VICTORY IN THE IRANIAN MAJLIS

The 1 July election of a Mossadeq supporter , Abdollah

Moazzami , as president of the Majlis was accomplished by the

National Front with the support of the independents . These depu

ties apparently responded to the prime minister's threat on 26

June to dismiss the Majlis if his government did not receive

majority support .

Although Mossadeq now controls this important parliamentary

post , the opposition can still prevent a quorum and there is no

indication that the Majlis members will be amenable to his will

in the future .

Mullah Kashani, ex -president of the Majlis , who on 30 June

issued a strong denunciation of Mossadeq's dictatorial tactics ,

can be expected temporarily to limit his political activities .

Kashani's own ambitions will induce him , however , to continue

working against the prime minister .i
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SUCRINT

SECURWY INFORMATION

+
CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

OFFICE OF NATIONAL ESTTATES

3 October 1952

SUBJBOT : SE - 33 : PROSPECTS FOR SURVIVAL OF MOSSADEQ REGIVES
IN IRAN ( for Board Consideration )

THE OIL ISSUE

1. The Anglo - Iranian disputo remains the fooal point

of current political ferment and instability in Iran ,

lloggadeqes National Frant ragine rode to power on the issue

of nationalization of oil and remains in power in large part

because it has successfully defled the UK , An early settle

ment of the oil dispute is unlikely . Hossadeq would almost

certainly be overthrown If he concluded an agreement with the

UK which he could not successfully reprosent us a decisive

Victory for Iran . In view of the intense anti - British senti..

mont 1. Iran , any agreement which liomaadeq could accept

would require fur greater concessions than the British have

giron any indication of offering. Liossadeg will , therefore,

probably continue his efforts to persuade the US either

( a ) to bring pressure on the British to agree to his terms or

(b ) to facilitate the sale oź Iranian oil in the absence of a

Approved For Release 1999 / 9 /breCALROR79501011A000800020008-2leas& ONEIDENTE 11011100
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settlement with the AIOC ,

THE ECONOMIC SWUATION

2 , The loss of oil renemies bag bad o restrictive

effect but has not dons serious or lasting damage to the

Iranian economy . The great majority of the people have not

yet been and are not likely soon to be affected by economic

developments which includo moderate price increases , our

tailment of urban business aotivity and reduced imports .

The financial position of the government , however , has been

seriously affected . LOBs of oil revemies will require further

substantial budgetary outs and / or extensive borrowing and

currency devuluation . Piossadeq has the authority and the

resources to avert a r1seal breakdown for some time , but the

measures he must adopto, though authoritariin , will gradually

restrict the resources and activities of the central govern

ment and contribute to economic deteriorution ,

BALANCE OF POLITICAL POWER

3. The forces unleashed by the issue of oil nationaliza

tion have produced perzunont and far - reuching changes in the

traditional political balance of power in Iran , The Shah bus

virtually no power for independent action . The old ruling

- 2 -
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landowning class has also lost political initiative and much

of its power . Althougte the Army can probably still maintain

security in most situations likely to occur , its leadership

has boen demoralized by recent events , is becoming more sub

servient to the National Front , and appears to be losing its

capability for Independent action . The National Front 18

thue the prodoninant political force in Iran . The principal

immediata threat to Ilosandeq comes from dissenting factions

within the heterogeneous National Front , Chief among theso

is that led by the ulah Kashani , fanatical loslem Leader ,

Ils agitation among peasants for agrarian and social reform

18 creating unrcst which I loosadeg may be unable to control ,

Iis extreme intransigende on the oil 19gue and uncompromising

demands for the expulsion of all Wostern influence from Iran

adds to liossaday's difficulties in finding warkots for

Iranian oil . Meanwhile , the Tudeh Party has bettered its

position considerably , but is believed incapable by itselt

of overthrowing the coverment by force or subversion . It

will, however , probubly support Kasbunl boouuse of its fear

that I loggadeq might suoceed in achieving an oll settlement

and because if Kashant wara in power he would speod up the

arrival of the moment propitious for a Tudah take - over ,

VUITIVCIPITAL
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4. As in the period prior to l'lossadoq's resignation in

July 1952 , there are minerous reports that llosgaceq 18 losing

support and that various groups are plotting his overthrow ,

Almost all available reports point to Kashani's participation ,

but they disagree as to whethor Kasliant is to be the leader

or tho tool of such an attempts the relationsliip betwoen Kashani

and the Tudch ; the extent of Kashani's support within tue

Ilational Front; and the position of the Army and tire Slah .

The possibility also exists that 1.1o : ' sade and Kaabani themselves

may bo circulating rumors of a break between them or a coup in

order to frighten the US and UK into yielding on the oil dispute ,

PROSABLE QUACOLE OF A COUP

5. Anti -lossadeq forocs can choose from acong the following

methods of seizing power :

( a ) Constitutional means : The injlis 18 schedulod to

roconvene on 9 October . It &ears unlikely that Kashani

could persuado tse tajlis to vote to oust llosgade in

view of the absence of arry 1 ' sue which could serve aus

a basis for attacking lossadoq , the resourcos at

Ilossadoq's disposal for cor'rolling " ho deliberations

of the injlis and l'obbadeq's record as charpion of

nationalist agirations ,

-4 .
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(b ) 30tary Coup : A military coup arainst l'ossadoq

is not liliely to suoceed because 1.108Badog has had the

.:Jortunity to eliminate elements in the Army hostile

to hiri, and none of ti.e Army personnel reported as

currently being involved in lots against liossadeg are

bolieved to have the prestige or influence to obtain

the necessary support from the Arty .

( o ) Bob Violence . A contest in the streets between

the forces supporting lossadaq and Kashani would be

bittor and destructive . The lineup of forces would

dcpend in large part on the specific issues involved

at the time the rioting broke out . On balance , le

believe that lloggadeq coud rally creater forces than

Kashani, The lineup would probably be as follows :

1. l'ossadoq : the bulk of the rational Front

rank and Pile in the cities ; Dr. Baghai's

Iranian Workers ' Party with its organized street

fighting forces ; the Sonka (pro - Ilazi ) Party ,

providing the Tudeh supported Kashani ; and the

Army and part of the Police force , providing they

were given specific and direct orders before the

attempt to take over the government had cone too far ,

CONFIDENTIAL
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2. Kasbani : his followers in the Ilational Front ;

the Bazaar mobs and the bands of ruffians organized

by bis son ; the Tedayan terrorist organization of

I loslem oxtremists ; the Tudeh and its various sub

sidiaries and possibly some support from the tribes

1f the Army sided with fios sadeq .

( a) Assassination : Assassination of ilossadeq would

probably result in the accession to power of Kashant

because : (a) It is itprobable that any moderate ilational

Front leader would be able to resist the combined forces

of Kashani and the Tadah Party ; and (b ) Hossadoq's

a & Bassination would increase anti - estern sentiment and

further weaken the position of the consorvative opposition ,

LIKELIHOOD OF A COUP

6. Although we believe that lloggadeq , if he escapes

assassination , can probably resist all efforts to overthrow him

we do not believe there is sufficient evidence to estimate the

Likelihood of an attempt against him , the composition and inter

tions of the group which might make such an attempt , or the

means they might employa

CONSTQUACES ON KASWI TARDOVOR

7. TP Kablant should ain supreme power in Iran , by whatever

means , the following developments would pro ably take places

CONFIDENTIAL
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( a ). Rapid deterioration of the efficiency of the

government and weakening of the security foroos ,

(b) The confusion of the economic situation by the

promulgation of reforms which the government could not

administer .

( c ) The ejection of Western representatives and

influenoes .

( a) Complote breakdown of negotiations with the UK

on the oil disputa ,

As & consequence of the above developments , the situation

would become ripe for the assumption of power by the Tudeh with

minimim Soviet assistance within a year .

Approved For Release 1999/09/27 : CIA-RDP79801011A000800020008-2
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PROSPECTS FOR SORVTYAL OF NOSSADEQ

ROODE IN TRAN

SE33

Advarse copy for 3C Barzior staff

8 October 1952

The intelligmoe organisation of the Departments of State , the
Army the Mat , the Air Force , and the Joint Star participated
with the Central Intelligence Aganay in the preparation of this
sutimate . All members of the Intelligence Adresory Connittes
coronated in this catinate on 8 Ostobar 1952 .
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8 October 1952

SE338 PROSPECTS TOR SURVIVAL OF
MOSSADER REGIE D IRA

CONCLUSIONS

20 On the best of availabl . cridaro wo ballovo that the

Mossadaq Government can marrire at lunt for the next six months

wniess ill -health or death ranu Masadag from the Iranian

polltion . sonne ,

2.
If Karbani should come to power , the most probable mult

would be the progressive detardention of Iran , possibly leading to

the eventual agsumption of power by the Tudodao

* This estimate has been perepared in responsa to an urgent , apteine
requent and is an interne stiinte poudlog the preparation of a
more comprehensive one which is under way .
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ESTIMATE

THE OTL ISSUE

3. An early settlement of the oi dispute with the UK i .

unlikely . Political forces which Moanadog handelt woouraged la

the past now require him to insist apon greater ooncessions than

the British have given an indication of finding acceptable .

the other hand , Molsadeq's prestige would be greatly shanced it

he suocooded in affecting the sale of oul despite the British

boyroott .

THE ECONOMIC SITUATIONDO

ܘܛܐ The Loss of o11 revena has not sehously dermaged the

Iranian soport' , primarily because of an excellent barvust , although

there have been some price increase , curtailment of urban business

activities , and reduction of imports . However , the financial

position of the government has bona seriously affectod . Unless the

government restores roysas from the sale of o11 , substantial

budgetary cute and/or coctensive internal borrowing and further

Ourrendy expansion are inevitablea

2 .

CONFIDENTIALSED
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FACTORS OP POLITICAL POWERALCAT >

5. Recent events bare produced far - reaching abangan

in the traditional factors of politicul power in

Iran . As a prustical matter , the Shab bas most

completely lost his capability for independent

action , but is a well tool for Mousadoqs should

nesid arise . The formerly dond.nant landowning olass

has also lont politian initiative . The Armed

Fo : 666 , it gives etiloctine dreation , are probably

capable of coping with any type of domestic diso

turbance prasently foreseeable . We do not ballero

that their effootiv oss has been materially radioad

by Mossadog's changes in the high commando Mosbedog's

popular prestige wekee him stil the dondnant polito

lorl force 1 Iran .

bo A major threat to Mousadog's continued control over

the heterogentora National Front arises from the

activities of Mullah Kashani , ambitious Moolen loader .

Kashaniºs octrono intransigeance on the oil ismo

3
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and his uncompromising domands for the termination

of all foreign laterference in Inn severaly Lindt

MOBOAdeq's freedom of action . He has succeea nully

separated many National Front politicians from

Mossadoq . Although Kashani has exprossed optinis

pubilay with respect to his ability to control

Tudah , be is basically opposed to their aims ,

probably oan wadigh with shrevcross and accuracy the

potential nalue and danger to him at Tudah mupport ,

and is not Hiloly nader present conditions to soak

their help

Co While the Tudeh Party has becore stronger in recent

months , it is enout sertainly Inoppable by itsell

of overthrowing the government by force or ne bo

version at prutat . Although the Tudete Party has

an organisation , has a significant degree of favorable

public opinion , and has the cooperation of the USSR ,

It stiu laoks & Legal status and the power in the

Majlis and control of the key Cabinet positions

which would be accesoy te take over the government

6
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by constitutional boans . The Tuden Party will ,

however , probably apport Kashani in the ballar

that if Kashara ware la power its opportunities

for taking over the country would be improvedo

LIKELIHOOD OF AN ATTEMPT TO OVERTHROW MOSSADEO

6. Since Mossadeges retara to power in Maly 1952 thoro havo

been continous reports of plots to overthrow him . Kashani and

Army officers are frequently wentioned a louders , but the reports

confliot on matters of sasential detail . It does not soen Likely

that Kastani will seek to replace Mossadeg so long as 20 clear

18 cca of disagreement arise betwoce then, so long as his influence

on Mossadec remains strong , and so long u Mossadog is willing to

absurde responsibility . So far as a diltery coup is concerned , we

have no evidence to indicate that any groap of officers has the

@apability which the initiation of a muOC698ful coap would require.

PROBABLE OUTCOME OF AN ATTEMPT TO OVERTHROW MOSSADEQ

7 . In the event that an attempt is made to overthrow Mossada ,

the following meens are available:

• 5
Co

CONFIDENTIAL
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Volant Mounsi

1 . Mitary Coups Anlitary coup against Mossadaq

is not likely to moceed because Moasa dog bag

had the opportunity to elindnate abonents in

thi Army hostu . to him , and one of the Army

personel reported as currently being involved

in plats against Mossadaq are believed to have

the prestlige or infumoo to obtain the Docessary

support from the Army .

1 . Mob yolper A montat in the streets between

the foreo supporting Mossadoq and Kashani would

ba bitter and destructive . The lineup of forces

would depend a large part on the specific Labua

involved at the time the rioting broke out . If

there should be a break pow between Mossadeg

and Kashani , we believe that Mossadeg oould rally

greatar forces than Kashani . The lineup would

probably be as follows :

(a) Mossadage the bulk of the National Front

manks and file in the cities ; Dr. Baghaiºs

Irondan Workers ' Party with thoir organised

CONFIDENTIAL
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atrast fighting forces ; the Sombor ( Fudst)

Party , provided the Tudok mupported Kaabant ;

the fu Iranian Party ; and the Army aad

part, of the Police force , providing the

wars give apecific and direct ondara .

(b) Kashadi . ble followers in the National

Front , the Besaar mobs and the bande orga

izod by his song tho Podayan terrorist

organisation of Moslem sortiransta ; the

Tudah and its various subsidiaries ; and

possibly some support from the tribes i

the Art sided with Mousadaq .

111 . assassination : Asrusination of Mossadeg would

wobably result in the accession to power of

Fashani , ( lotas Kashand would probably also

08 to power 13 Mossadag should retire or de

a patural death . )

bo Constitutional RADS An attempt may be made to

overthrow Mousadag after the Majlis reconvenos on

9 October . It appears unlikoly that Kasbani could

pezouade the Majlis to vote to oust Mossadeg in view

Approved For Release 1999/09 /2CROIA -RDP79801011A000800020004-6
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of the abwence of any Lase which could serve as a

basis for attaoline Moosadeg , the resource at

Mossadoq's disposal for controlling the deliberations

of the Majlis and Moosadoq's record as champion of

nationalist aspiration .

CORSEDE CES OF THE ASSUMPTION OF POWER B KASHANI

8 . 1 Kashani were to come to power , the consequences would

depend upon the circumstances of the take -over and upon the group

or groupe supporting him at that time . . Kohani might come to power

bys

A vote of the Majlis unbeating Mossadeg .

Aerunding control over another Wational Pront regine

11 Mossadaq were raoved from the political scono .

A dael with the Tadah Party by which Tudoh was

givon ropresentation in the govoramento

de A coalition with various diagruntled Army londers

and conservative lerntents .

IL Kashant akould come to power , the probable not result in Iran

would be a situation worse for Westerna i terests than the current

one . The regims would be more difficult than the present one to

deal with on the oil disputo and more resistant to all Western

- 8
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intamos . The attootiveness of the government and the sonurity

forces would doaline , as would the sonondc situation . There is

no assurance that the regime would not be overthrown by Moosadeg ,

by internal disserwion , ar by a slitary coup , the trend changes

We cannot presently prodlet . However , the probable ultimato con

sequenda of a Kastan regime would be the progressive general

deterioration of Iran possibly leading to the wentual asumption

of power by the Midelito

SECRET
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

SUBJECT: SE - 33 : Prospects for Survival of Mossadeq Regime in
Iran

JACKGROUND

l . This estimate , requested by the NSC Senior Staff , was
initiated on 2 October on a crash basis , It focuses primarily
on the possible replacement of Mossaded by Kashani - admittedly
only one aspect of the Iranian situation insofar as it affects
US security interests . The agency representatives concur that
SE - 33 cannot be considered an adequate substitute for a full
scale NIE on Iran .

SUBSTANCE

2 . G-2 reserved the right to raise at the IAC meeting its
belief that paragraph 6 , Consequences of the Assumption of Power
by Kashani, was beyond the scope of this paper -- particularly
in view of the estimate that Kashani was not likely to seek to
overthrow Mossadea and was not likely to succeed if he did make
such an attempt .

From the nature of requests for this estimate I feel that
the subject of this paragraph is the one upon which our consumers
most desire our best thought ,

3. As far as we have been able to ascertain , no objections
will be raised to the present text in the TAC meeting .

25X1A

SHERMAN KENT

Assistant Director
National Estimates
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SET ITOFU IATION

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

BOARD OF NATIONAL ESTI IATES

07 October 1952

MEMORANDUM FOR THE INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY CO -TAITICE

SUBJECT : SE - 33 : Prospects for Survival of Hossadeg Regime
in Tran

1. The attached drut est :imate has been approved by the
Board of flational Catimates pursuiant to a considoration of it
by the IAC representat.178.

2. This ostinato has been placed on the agenda of the
IAC meeting scheduled for 10:30 Wednesday , 8 October ,

25X1A9a

Exeoutive Secretary

Distribution MAN
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SECURMI HORATION

CENTRAL INTBLLIQXNCE AGENCY

7 Ootobar 1952

SUBJECT: SE- 33 PROSPECTS POR SURVIVAL OF MOSSADA
ROI LE DI IRA

ISTIMATE

MB OT ISSUE

1. An early rottlement of the oll depute with the UK U

mallkoly . Political forou isha Mounadeg bingoll acouraged in

the past me reqaire him to nedost upon groater conowsions than

the British havo dira wa lodication of finding acceptable . On

the other hand , Mossadeg prestige would be greatly enhanced 11

he sucoseded 12 affecting the male af oil despite the British boy .

cott . It is possible that he wall offeet neh sale , to non - Soviet

countri.ee , in siged fleant quantities .

THE ECONOHTC SITUATION

2 . The loss of oll ruvenna has not seriously demagod the

Irandan economy , primarily bucmse of an excellent harvest , although

there have been sors prioe inores , ourtailnent of artan business

S.CRET
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activities , and reduction of imports . However , the financial popition

of the govormegt bus bona tonaly ested . Unless the gover

mert retorng rovemes from the sale of oil , mbotential budgetary

oats and /or extensive Internal borrowing and further currency completion

#ion art inevitable .

BALANCE OF POLITICAL POWERCHOPS

3 . Recent events have produced far -reaching ahanga ia

the traditional politioal balances of power in Inn .

AB a practical matter the Shah has almost completely

lost he expabality for independent action , but is a

upoful tool for Mossadaqs should need urlat . The

forporis dominant Landowany aluss bas also laut

polltionl Initiative . The Art . 11 giron offective

direation , li probably sepable of coping with any

type of dorcuatic disturbance presently foratoable .

We do not believe that its effootinopags hay bong

materially reduced by Mossadag's aanges in the helpola

command , Monsadog's popular prestige makes bim

still the cond.nant political force la Iran .

bo A MR.for threat to Mossadog's contined control over

the haterogeneous National Front arises from the

2
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activities of Milah Kashani , ambitious Maslom

leadex . Kashantia parte intransigeance oa thu

oil lexua and bla uncompromising dan ade for the

termination of a foreign Intertorence in Inta

severely limita Moguadag's freedom of action . Ho

has fundasatally separated many National Frant

politicians from losoaded . Althongh Kashand has

expressed optindom publicly with respect to his

ability to control mudah , he Le basioally opposed

to their aire , probably can wegh with shrowdotus

and accuracy the potential ralus and danger to

hin of Tudah sagarty and is not likely under

peres ont conditions to seek thor help .

While the Tudoh Party has become stronger in recent

thoaths , 1t is almost certainly incapablo by Itaalr

of ovartbrowing the government by force or sub

version at presents Although the Tuduh Party has

an orgenisation , has partially infiltrated govern

rent organisations ( strongost in Communications ) ,

has a significant degree of favorable public opinion ,

and has the cooperation of the USSR , 1t stiu laako

Approved For Release 1999/09/27 : CIA -RDP79801011A000800020006-4
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the power in the MAJLo and control of the key

Cabinet positions Wiah would be necessary to take

over the government by constitutional noon . Tho

Tudeh Party wil , however , probably srapport Kashani

in the boltot that I kashand were la powot its

oppartanttio far talding over the country would

be improveda

LIKELIHOOD OF AN ATTEMPT 10 OTERTHROW MOSSADEN

ܘ4 Sinos Mossadag's roturn to power in Haly 1952 there have

bon contiacus reports of plots to overthrow him .' Kochani and

Army officers are frequently mentioned as leaders , but tbe reports

coniot on matters of vasmtial detail . It does not seems likely

that Kashaai will seek to replase Mossedag so long as no alear

Lumues of Bisagreement arise between then , so long u his influme

on Mossadeg romains strong and so long as Mossadog is willing to

assine responsibility . So far as a military coup 10 concerned , wo

havo no evidence to indicate that any group of officors has the

capability which the initiation of a suocuseful coup would require .

SECRET
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PROBA LE COTCOME OF AN ATTEMPT TO OVERTHROW MOSSADRQ

S. In the event that an attempt is made to overthrow Mossadeq ,

the following nouns are available

Violant Mainst

1. Military Coup : A litary coup against Mosnidog

do not likely to roosad because Mossadog bus

had the opportunity to limite darents in

the Array hostil . to him , and none of the Army

posomal reported au murrently being involved

in ploto yainst Mosnedag are ballsved to haro

the prestige or lanunoo to obtain the necessary

support from the Army .

11 . Mob Violines A content in the streets between

tho forsee mupporting Mossadoq and Kashard would

be better and dootructive . The Lineap of forces

world depend in large part on the spasito issuas

i rolved at the time the rioting broke outo Il

there should be a break now between Mossadoq

and Kashand we believe that Mossadag could nlly

greater toroos than Kaabani . The lineup would

probably be as follows :

- 5 -

SECRN
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( R ) Morsa degi the bulk of the National Front

rank and f116 in the cities ; Dr , Baghal

Iranian Workers ' Party with their orgar

inad strost Mghting forces ; the Somka

( Fasdot) Arty , provided the Tudeh supportod

Kashant , the Pan Iranian Partys and the

Amy and part of tbe Polico force , pro

viding they were given specific and direct

orders .

(b ) Kashanit his followers in the National

Front ; tho baruar mobe and the bands organe

ized by his song the Fodeyan terrorist

organization of Mosler extrandets ; the

Tudoh and its various absidiaries and

posibly some rapport from the tribos u

the Axmy sided with Mossadeq .

21 . Assassination Assassination of Mossadog would

probably rarult in the accossion to power of

Kashani . ( Hotet Kashant would probably also

como to power ir Mossadeg should retire or die

a natural death . )

6

SUCRKT
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bo Constitutional moans : Ar stoppt may be made to

OT or brow Monsadeg after the Halla recorreas ou

9 October . It appears unlikely that Kahani could

persuade the Haju to vote to oust Mossadeg in vhow

of the abe aca of any issue which could servo as a

bude for attacking Mossadeg , the resourou at

Mossadoq's diaposal for controlling the deliber

ations of the Majlis and Moasudegis rooord as

champion of nationalist aspirationa .

CONSEQUENCES OF THE ASSUMPTION OF POWER BY KASHANIond SUS

6 If Kashand were to come to power , the consequences would

depend upon the circumstance of the tako over and upon the group

or groupe supporting aim at that time . The types of regimes which

reight evolve would include

Kashani mwigst come to povar by A rota of the Majlis

umbesting Mousedeq . However , Mosbadeq in opposition

vous praeeun meil ot the strength which enabled

him to logan power in July 1952 , and his return to

ofMee would not be unlikely .

be Kashani night be able to assume control over another

Artional Front regina 1 Mossadeg were removed from

Approved For Release 1999/09/27 LA -RDP79801011A000800020006-4
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the politioal soane . In that event , moh a regime

would be more demult than the prnoot ono to deal

with on the oil dispute and more resistant to Western

induce . The footiveness of the goverment and

security forca Bould gradually dealine , ad would

the sononde dtuation . These developments would

probally result in the wentual assumption of power

by the Tudah Party .

Kaahand might come to power following a doul with

the Tadah Party by which Tudek was given ropresde

tation la the romarment . Such an eventuality would

present favorabi.e opportunities wither for the

gradual assumption of power by the Communists or

for the takemorer of the government by conservative

and /or Army ladderu .

do Kasbeni might como to power by taring a coalition

with various disgrantled Army landers and conser

vative aiments . We believe this is the lout likely

way for Kashard to come to power and that much a

coalition would almost eclainly not survivo .

CS che

SECRX
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SA

AUTY INFORIIATION

CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

BOARD OF NATIONAL ESTDIATES

"BEST COPY

AVAILABLE

4 October 1952

ISTEN TORANDU1FOR libre , Allan Evans (OIR )

Colonel Gerald F. Lillard , USA (6-2 )

Captain Ray Malpags, OSIJ ( OIJI)

Colonel. Jack E. Thomas , USAF ( AFOIIL - 2A )

Captain Charles M. Heberton , USN ( JIG )

SUBJECT : SE - 33 : Prospects for Survival of Mossadeq
Regime in Iran

1. The attached draft estimate is forwarded for review ,

2 . It is requested that your representative meet with us
at 2:00 Monday , 6 October , in Room 146 South Building, to discuss
this draft preparatory to the special meeting of the IAC on
Wednesday , 8 October .

25X1A9a

Eske outive Secretary

Distribution NBA

4
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SECURITY INLOCIATION

CENTRAL INTSIL IGENCE AGENCY

4 October 1952

SUISJECT : SE - 33 : PROSPECTS POR SURVIVAL 07 ISSADEQ REGIIS

IN IPAN

TIL OIL ISSUE

2. An early settlement of the oil dispute with the tik is

unlikely . In view of the intense anti- British sentiment in Iran ,

any agreement which ! 'osadeo could acccpt would require greater

concessions than the British have given any indication of offering ,

On the other hand , l'ossadeq's prestige would be greatly enhanced if

he succeeded in effecting the sale of oil despite the British boycott .

TIL ECONOMIC SITUATION

2 . The loss of oil revenues has not seriously damared the

Iranian economy , although there have been some price increases , cur

tailment of urban business activities , and reduction of imports .

However , the financial position of the fovernment has been seriously

affected . Unless the government restores revenues from the sale of oil ,

Approved For Release 1999/09/27 CIA -RDP79501011A000800020007-3
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SECT

substantial budgetary cuts and /or extensive borrowin ", and currency

expansion are inevitable , with increasingly severe political and

economic effects

BALANC , OP POLITICAL POWER

3 . a . Recent events have produced far - reaching changes in

the traditional political balances of power in Iran ,

The Shah has le 38 capability for independent action ,

The formerly doninant landowing class has also lost

political initiative , The Army probably is capable of

coping with any domestic disturbances , but it has been

demoralized by os sader's policy toward it and no

longer has a clear allegiance . The llational Front

under rossadeq has thus become the dominant political

force in Iran .

be The principal threat to los sadeq's continued control

over the heterogeneous llational Front arises from the

activities of lullah Kashani , fanatical Moslem leader .

Vis agitation among peasants for arrarian and social

reforn is creating unrest which ossadeg may be unable

to control . His extreme intransigence on the nil issue

Approved For Release 1999/09/27 :CIA-RDP79801011A000800020007-3
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and uncompromis in demands for the expulsion of all

Kestern influence and interests from Iran adds to

Hossarleq's difficilties . Kashani has also shiwn a

tendency to seek Pudeh support .

C. Vihile the fucch Party has become stronger in recent

months , it is almost certainly incapable by itself

of overthrowing the coverrment by force or subversion ,

It will , however , probably support Kashani in the belief

that if Kashani were in power its opportunities for

taking over the country would be improved .

RCU ? 1011S ON COUP

ܗܥܐ There are numerous reports that 039adeq is losing support

and tht various groups are plotting his overthrow . Almost all these

reports mention Kashani as a participant in these plots , but they

disagree as to : whether Kashand is to be the leador or the tool of

such an attempt; the relationship between Kashani and the Tudeh ; the

extent of Kashani's support within the National Fronts and the position

of the Army and the Shah , One report even suggests that lossadeo and

Kashani themselves are circul.rtir rumors of a coup or a break between

them in order to frighten the lis and UK into yielding on the oil spute ,

3
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LIKELINOOD OF A COUP

5 . We do not believe there is sufficient evidence to estimate

the likelihood of an attempt ainst !!035 adeq , the composition and

intentions of the fidup or groups which mieht make such an attempt ,

or the means they might employ .

PROBABLE OUTCOME OF A COUP 17 ATTEMPTED

6 . the estimate , however , that llosgadeq , if he cscapes assassination ,

can probably resist all eforts to overthrow him . Anti -lossadeq forces

can choose from among the followinr methods of seizing power :

Cono titutional mans : An atten :pt may be made to over

throw l'ossadoq when the Hajlis reconvenes on 9 October

It appears unlikely that Kashani could persuade the

ajlis to vote to oust ' ossadro in view of the absence

of any issue which could serve as a basis for attacking

Hossadeg , the resources at Yossadeo's disposal for

controllinr the deliberations of the Majlis and

lossadeq's record as champion of nationalist aspirations .

bo
1.1111tary Coup : A military coup against Yossadeg

is not li , ely to succeed because Mossadeg has had the

Approved For Release 1999/09/27 :CIA -RDP79801011A000800020007-3
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opportunity to eliminate elements in the Army

hostile to him , and none of the Army personel reported
as currently being involved in plots against tossadeg
are believed to have the prestige or influence to

obtain the necessary support from the Army .

Mob Violence : A contest in the streets between

the forces supporting Mossadeg and Kashani would
be bitter and destructive . The lineup of forces would

depend in large part on the specific issues involved
at the time the rioting broke out . If there is a

break between ossade and Kashani , we believe that
Mossadeq could rally greater forces than Kashani ,

The lineup would probably be as follows :

1 .
Hossadece the bulk of the National Front rank

and file in the cities ; Dr. Baghai's Iranian

Workers ' Party with its organized street fighting

forces ; the Somka ( pro - Nasi ) Party , providing the
Tudeh supported Kashani ; and the Army and part of the

Police force , providing they were given specific and
direct orders .

- 5 .

SECRET
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20 Kashani : his followers in the National front ;

the Bazaar nobs and the bands organized by

his son ; the Tedayan terrorist organization of

loslen extremists ; the Tudeh and its various

subsidiaries ; and possibly some support from the

tribes if the Army sided with Hossadeq .

da Assassination : Assassination of Hossarleq would probably

result in the accession to power of Kashani .

* 6 .

CONFIDENTIAL

SECRUT
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than 1 September 1953

MEMORANDUM FOR : Hr . Saunders

SUBJECT Project IPAJAX

REFERENCE • Memo ata 31 Aug 53 to ADD / A fr Comp , same subject .

25X1A

1. I understand the referenced memorandum , However , it would appear
to me that it is clearly illegal to honor the NEA request that expenditures
made subsequent to 30 June 1953 be charged against the bbllga
tion approved by the Director on 6 April 1953. It also seems to me that up
on receipt of this memorandum on or about 29 May 1953 the Finance Division
shond have advised the NEA Division to this effect . It is my mderstanding
that the NEA Division has made commandments in addition to those which are re
corded on Finance Division books in the amount of

25X1A

25X1A

25X1A

25X1A

2. He must report on and make recommendations concerning two things
to the Director : Arst , how did the error occur which cansed us to ask for

from the Bureau of the Budget when we should have asked for

and possibly more ?; ( This would appear to be brought about by our
failure to advise the NEA Division that the wobligated balance of
could not be legally obligated after 30 June 1953, as well as NEA * & errone
ong advice to b . Wisner that it had in the budget which could be
used for this project . ) second , we must recommend to the Director a proposed
course of action to take 120. To do this we must find out exactly what com
mitments have been made , how much money it takes to cover then , what can be
Legallyspent out of Fiscal Year 1953 money , what has to come out of Fiscal
lear 1954 money , whether it can come out of the budget , or whether it must
be released by the Bureau of the Budget from our reserye . In order to do
this, representatives of the Finance Division and the NEA Division should get
together and prepare a menorandım for my signature to the Director in which
Hr . Winner can concur

L. K. White

DOCUMENT NO .
HGCRATICE IN OLASS. ]
01 Det
CLASS . CHANGED TO is
NEXT REVIEW DATE :
AUTH : FB 70,2

DATE06/04/22REVIEWER :
ApprovedFAIAS 200 109/09 CIA -RDP78-04913A000100030UCU
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11 August 1953

MEMORANDUM FOR : Acting Deputy Director (Administration )

SUBJECT Project TPAJAX

1, In accordance with your request , there is Hated below the action
taken in connection with the above projeots

25X1A
A. 6 April 1953, the sum of was approved for project

IPAJAX under this date by Mr. Dulles and Mr. Wilmar , ( See
Exhbet A )

25X1Ab. 10 April 1953 , an allotment of
was neda by the Pudget Diviaan .

for this project

29 May 1953 , a namorandum was sent by Chief , Adhud nistration ,
NEA , to the Chief Finance Division , requesting that the
amount of be recorded as an obligation against
project TPAJAX and that a experxlitures made subsequent to
30 June 1953 be charged against this obligation . This memo
randum was approved by Chief , NEA Division , ( See Exhibit B )

25X1A

2. On the basis of properly approved request for advances made by
the NEA Divisdon , the following payments were made by the Monetary Branch ,Finance Divisions

25X1A1a

1 June 1953
b. 8 June 1953

c . 22 June 1953

d . 23 july 1953

25X1A1d

3. Based on the very meager Information at hand at the present time ,
It is the opinion of the unders gned that the establishment of an obliga
tion in this manner in one scal year and the expenditure of funds in
another fiscal year is subject to question . Therefore , it is recommended
that no further advances and / or payments be made under this project unless
It can be definitely established that a legal commitment of 1953 funda
has been made . It is further recommended that the Bureau of the Iudget be
sequested to approve the release of the sum of instead of

as previoualy discussed ,
25X1A

25X1A

R. R. SAUNDERS

Corptroller

CONTIVERNAL
Attachments :

Exchl.blafpho Bor Release 2001A
ERS : aks

cc : Signer's copy

AADR78-04913A000100030030-9
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Office Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : Comptroller
DATE :

31 August 1953

FROM : Finance Division

SUBJECT : TPAJAX

1 . In his memorandum of 2 May 1953 from the Comptroller to the

Chief , Finance Division , the former states that Project TPAJAX is
approved by the DCI in the amount of stating that payments
will be made in installments as the events progress .

25X1A

2. The following information is submitted as the result of a
discussion with the latter the Certifying
Officer for the Project ;

25X1A9a

(a) on 10 April 1953 ,
No. 668-2 in the amount of

issued Allotment Advice

for Project TPAJAX .

25X1A9a

25X1A

25X1A(b ) on 29 May 1953 , in his memorandum to the Finance Division ,

the Chief, NEA requested that the entire be recorded

in the Finance Division as an obligation incurred for F.Y. 153 .
It is noted that the request was also made to charge any payments
made after 30 June 1953 to F.Y. 153 obligations .

25X1A (c ) on their Report of Obligations at 30 June 153, NEM shows the
entire obligated .

(d ) on the basis of properly approved and certified Requests for

Advances, the following payments were made by the Monetary Branch
on TPAJAX . All payments were made as deposits to a single , spe

25X1A1d

25X1A1a
(1 ) 1 June , 153

(2 ) 8

(3 ) 22

(4 ) 23 July

25X1A(e ) on 24 August , 1953 , following a meetingwith State Department
officials, a voucher in the amount of was processed and

signedby theDCI. The entire proceeds of this voucher were sub
sequently , on 25 August , 25X1A1d

25X1A1d

25X1A9a

CONSIDERAved AbrRelease209108A

Kaaurite
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Chief , Finance Division 2 May 1953

Comptroller

Support for Special Operation : TPAJAX

1. This office has on file an " EYES ONLYH document
authorizing the expenditure of funds up to for
the above project , Payments will be made in installmentaas the events progress .

25X1A1a

2. This project has been exempted from review by the
Projects Review Committee and the preparation of an admd.nis
trative plan .

3. In connection with the receipt of accountings and
reports the following is quoted :

" This special operation obviously requires special
88 curity measures , and will be handled on " Eyes Alone "
basis among those who need to know it . For this reason ,
usual accounting procedures cannot be rigidly adhered to ,
and it is therefore requested that written receipts from
the recipients not be required . "

4. The document on file in this Office has been signed
and approved by the following :

25X1A9a
Chief , NEA Division

Frank G. Wisner, DD / P
Allen Dulles , DCI

E. R. SA UND ERS

ERS : aks

CC : Signer's copy

Het

25X1A
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EYES ONLY

4 April 1953

MEMORANDUM FOR : DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

SUBJECT :
Support for Special Operation : TPAJAL

1. Pursuant to our discussions of 2 April 1953 , authorization1s requested for the expenditure of funds up to for thespecific purpose agreed to , with the understanding that ?

25X1A1a

The funds will not be committed until the
Intentions and capabilities of the instigator ofthe operation are established to the inintentiomotionof

25X1C4a

b . Payments will be made in installments as eventsprogress .

2. Exemption is requested from submitting a project or anadministrative plan for this undertaking to the Project ReviewCommittee .

3. This special operation obviously requires special securitymeasures , and will be handled on " Eyes Alonet basis among those whoneed to know it . For this reason , usual accounting procedurescannot be rigidly adhered to , and it is therefore requested thatwritten receipts from the recipients not be required .

25X1A9a

Onler

Division of Near Bast
and AfricaRECOMMEND APPROVAL :

med 6 April 1953

FRANK G , WISNER , Deputy Director (Plans

APPROVED :

med 6 April 1953
ALHIN DULLES , Director of Central Intelligence

ant

TALApproved For Release 2 : CIANDOTCFTVUUW -6

Staunity
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i la formation

Comptroller
2 September 1953

Mnance Division

TPAJAX

1. Reference is made to memorandum dated 31 August 1953 , from theComptroller to the Acting Deputy Director for Administration , and memoranduradated 1 September 1953 , from the Acting Deputy Director for Administration tothe Comptroller , Subject of both memoranda es above .

2. In accordance with Colonel White's instructions , a meeting was heldwith representatives of the NEA Division , Attending wera Magers .25X1A9a and
for NEA , to

and the undersigned , representing
the Finance Division ,

Ifying Officer for project TPAJAX .

25X1A9a

25X1A9a

25X1A9a 3. Messrs .
wers queried regarding the MEA memorandumof 29 May 1953 to the xınance Division , requesting that the latter Division record25X1A the entire

allotted to project TPAJAX as an obligation incurredentirely within the fiscal yeer 1953. It was their opinion that NEA had theauthority to make thi . remast . And that it would be in accordance with the25X1A9a understanding that
Chief , NEA , had with General Smith andMr. Dulles as a result or their original discussions concerning this project .

25X1A9a Messrs .
informed the undersigned that the planning for andthe implementation of this project contemplated and resulted in dissionsbetween cortain Iranian Mationals and

with 25X6CIA representatives taking part . In these discussions , certain commitmentswere made , the satisfaction of which required the obligation of the entireallotment on a date prior to 1 July 1953. It was further stated that thisparticular date was only incidental and that the same action would have beentaken on any other time throughout the fiscal year . You will recall that the 25X1A
Finance Division reported advances in the total amount of made to25X1A9a this project .

informed the undersigned that an additional amountApproximately has been expended by the for this
5X1A

25X1A6aproject and will be appearing
financal reports . This would

25X1A make a total of approximately ving been disbursed at headquarters25X1A and in the field . Regarding actual commitmenta , states that to his 25X1A9aknowledge about
additionally has been committed for expenditure .

25X1A He stated that in his opinion based on known facts , and what could be expectedto develop , & total of will be committed and the remaining 25X1Awill probably be returned as wrequired funds out of the original approved
X1A

25X1A

4. With respect to the misunderstanding resulting in a reast madeupon the Bureau of the Budget for 25X1AMessrs .
were que .- 184 regarding the position of NEA and anystatements which might have been made which could have led to this misunderstanding .DOCUMENT MO .
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They latarmed the undersigned that Mr. Wisner had been made aware of the fact
5X1A that had beon approved for TPAJAX . However , since there was no

direct relation between the specific objective of TPAJAX and the objective for
25X1A which the was approved , there was no intention to tie the two

25X1A
activities together in such a way os to give the impression that

vas available against the later requirement for Apparontly the 25X1A

migunderstanding could have been augmented by the fact that a containing rearance

was made to the objective of the grant as TPAJAX . 25X1A9a

25X1A9aMe stated that they had spokenwith Mr. Wisner relative 25X1A
approved for TPAJAI , having the owledet that some part of this total had already

been axpanded , more had been irrevocebly committed , and thet the entire amount

had been obligated . They are of the opinion that Mr. Wisner was aware of these
dete 118 .

5. To avoid any further confusion or possible misunderstanding as a

result of associating project TPAJAX with this later developing activity , it is

suggested that a cryptorym be immediately assigned by NEA for the activity for
25X1A which the was approved .

25X1A

5X1A 25X1A9a

6. It would appear that perheps may be recalled from the

original approved , notwithstanding the obligation by NEA Division

of the entire amount . Flowever , strongly urges thet batore talding this

action inquiries be directed to the field to determine saotly what amountshave

bean disbursed by them and what amounts have been camitted for which funds must

reme in available .

25X1A
7. Regarding the questionable obligation of the It is

the opinion of the Finance Division that the raquest of the Chief , Nes , to take

this action was & statement by him that the funds had actunlly bean committed

and frrevocably obligated . It is the further opinion of the Finance Division

that this request constituted a legal , obligating Instrument and that it would

have to be honored in the absence of Information indicating it to be an invalia

action .

8. At the instruction of the Acting Deputy Director for Administration ,

there is attached hereto a draft of & wroposed meriorandum to the Director , fær

signature of the Acting Deputy Director for Administration and concurrence of

the Deputy Director for Plans .

25X1A9a

Chief , Monetary Branch

Approved For Release 2001/09/06 : CIA -RDPV -9491
CONFIDEN150A70035-4
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

INFORMATION REPORT

This Document contains information affecting the Na
tional Defense of the United States, within themeaning of Title 18 , Sections 793 and 794 , of the U.S. Code , as
amended . Its tr & nsmission or revelation of its contents
to or receipt by an unauthorized person 18 prohibited
by law . The reproduction of this form is prohibited .

SECRET 25X1

COUNTRY Iran REPORT NO . 25X1

SUBJECT Mossadeq's Version of His Conflict
with the Shah

DATE DISTR . 7 April 1953

NO . OF PAGES 2
25X1

DATE OF INFO . 25X1
REQUIREMENT NO

PLACE ACQUIRED REFERENCES

25X1

25X1

25X1

The following is a paraphrase of Prime Minister Mossadeq's explanation to his
Council of Ministers regarding his conflict with the Shah :

& . " After Razmara was killed Ithe Shah made a numberthe 25X1
of representations for the purpose of obtaining

25X1
the Anglo - Iranian 011 Agreement . efforts at this
early stage , the British , with the aid of the Shah , would surely have hadtheir way . Later , when the Council of Ministers Jdecided to close all 25X1British consulates , Ambassador Sir Francis Shepherd called and demanded

When he became aware of the fact
no intention or submitting to his demand that the decree for

closure be rescinded , he took his case to the Shah . Once more the Shah
attempted to interfere in political matters to the detriment of his own
country 25X1
became

VEU any such Integerence : As time went on , 10 becameobvious
Ithe Shah was doing his best to undermine my Government .

the Ministry of National Defense for purposes of
controlling the security forces . As you know , ' the Shah refused 25X1

3581

!

25X1
25X1

25X1

25X1

25X1

25X1

jAt that time a bit was introduced in the Majlis to transferthe authority oL_Commander - in -Chief from the Shah to the Minister of
Defense opposed this bill as you know been againstthe Shah then , bpposed such a bilir01 course notthen went to the Shah and asked him his preference for chief of Staff ,He requested that Mahmud Beharmast as Chief of Staff and also
place Alavi ( nu ) in a responsible post . Both were made members of theSecurity Council , and were loyal to the Shah .

25X1

25X1

25X1

1

BECRET 25X1

STATE X ARMY X NAVY XAIR FBI AEC

436
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SECRET 25X1

25X1

With this background in mind we come to the more recent activities
of the Court against the Government : the activities of certain military
leaders, the Bakhtiari affair, the Iraqi Frontier trouble , and the
contemplated return to Irán of Princess Ashraf and the Queen Mother .
To prevent further intrigue by the Court Majlis Deputies
Zolfaghari and MirmAshrafi ( no Government inan ), and Seyyed Ibrahim Milaniato protest these activities . to see the Shah , who denied

seven more Deputies (whom you all know ) to the Shah
with the message that either he cooperate 100 percent or befaced

Tresignation . The reply was , * Don't resign , I'll leavethe country

25X1
25X1 all ,

25X1
25X1 11A

25X1 Thus ?

25X1

25X1

25X1

the stage was. Bet believing that the Shan actually was going
to leave , arranged for his foreign exchange needs, passports , etc ,
Then , on Friday evening ( 27 February 1953) Mullah Behbehani 25X1
and Shams al Din Qanatabad1 were planning a huge demonstration at the Palacefor the next day . Saturday morning

Baharmast to deploy Security 25X1Forces throughout the city_s0 Eus to avoid any trouble when the Shah was
Leaving to take everymeasure to insure order in the city ,By 1100 hours there were no signs of the Shah's departure
that the chief of Staff and Military Governor had not carried

brders 3581suspicious ( particularly when Behbehahi and others called and asked
preyent the Shah's departure) and went to see the Shah By that timecrowds were gathering around the Palace shouting pro - Shan slogans

You all know what happened after that . Thus , you see that
this was a well - executed plan by the opposition to attempt to build a basisof popular strength on which to challenge This is the kind of Shah 25X1

But no more . He and his friends areFinished Government is in control of the situation .

K1

25X1

25X1

25X1

25X1
Comments

25X1

4. According to a 6 April 1953. United Press dispatch , Mobsadeg in a
nationwide broadcast accused the Shah of plotting to kill him and
demanded that the Shah give up his ruling powers .

BECRET 25X1
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INFORMATION REPORT

This Dooument contains information afecting the NA
tional Defense of the United States, within the mean
ing of Title 18, Sections 183 and 784 , of the U.S. Codo , as
amended . Its transmission or revelation of its contents
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by law . The reproduction of this form is prohibited .

25X1SECRET

25X1

COUNTRY Iran REPORT NO. 25X1

SUBJECT 9 April 1953Statements of Prime Minister Bossedec and DATE DISTR.

His Son Concerning Iranian -American
Relations NO. OF PAGES 1

25X1 DATE OF INFO. REQUIREMENT NO . ND

25X1

PLACE ACQUIRED REFERENCES

DY CABLE
25X1

PALUATIONS Whistrant * DEFINITIVE .

PRAISAL OF CONTENT IS TENTATIVE.
(FOR KEY SEE REVERSE )

25X1

1. Gholam. Hodeyn Mossadeg, sort of the Iranian Prime Minister , in describing his
" recent" visit to Irag , Syria, and Lebanon , 25X1

MAS A Tesult of my association with high officials in Iraq , Syria , and Lebanony
I felt that :

8. the United States Government lavere a cour d'état in Iran . The United States
has decided not to support my father any longer )

b . there is a possibility of a joint British - American -backed coup in Iran ,
The Soviets , however , would not tolerate this and & drision of Iran Into
spheres of influence might results

the American 11 trusts , which have President Elsenhower in their hands ,
will not allow the United States Government to settle the oil problem on

more than & H # ty - fifty basis

d . my prestige in the countries which I visited has increased, whereas Mullah
Kashanits has declined . *

25X1 2. Prime Mintater Mossadeg 1n a private conversation that the death of
Stalin bad revealed the weakness QI the Soviet Union to the West and had indi .

rectly weakened Iran's position with the United States ; that the Americans ,
knowing of the Soviet weakness , now may stand Arm in their relations with Iran .

key
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State Bept. declassification & release instructions on file

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
OFFICE OF CURRENT INTELLIGENCE
31 January 1953

Mossadeq's new proposals offer no hope for oil settlement

25X1
Prime Minister Mossadeg suggested to Ambassador Hendersonon 29 January that if the Anglo - Iranian Oil Company presentedits demands for compensation from Iran in the form of a lumpsum settlement proposal , the problem might be quickly solvedwithout reference to the International Court . The Prime

Minister hoped that negotiations would continue as he was veryanxious for a solution .

Mossadeq insisted , however , that Iran would only allowAIOC claims for the aboveground refinery installations , andthat the Majlis would never permit the British to claim compensation for loss of future profits . He added that Iran
would be willing to pay 25 percent of its " gross proceeds"from oil sales for a definite period of years , but that itcould not be burdened indefinitely with an enormous debt .

These proposals depart radically from the terms of reference which have guided the Anglo - Iranian negotiations during the past month . Britain has insisted on the right to askcompensation for loss of future profits and has also opposedany lump settlement . There is no indication that the Britishattitude will change .

Ambassador Henderson believes Mossadeq must realize thatthese proposals make it impossible to secure settlementthrough international arbitration , He feels that Mossadeq hasagain demonstrated the lack of courageous leadership necessaryto solve the oil issue ; nevertheless , it is improbable thatany successor could go further and survive . The Prime Ministermay also desire to use the termination of the present conversations as a means for strengthening his internal politicalposition .

25X1

Document No , Qe2
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
OFFICE OF CURRENT INTELLIGENCE
17 February 1953

25X1

Mossadeg plans to appounce end of oil negotiations
( TS Tehran 3184 , 14 February 1953 )

Prime Minister Nossadeq has informed Ambassador Henderson that he intends to tell the Majlis on 21 February thatthere is no longer apy hope for an oil settlement with the
Anglo - Iranian Oil Company . At the same time , he plans to askthe Majlis for permission to sell oil immediately to any buyer at whatever price can be obtained . He would prefer selling to the US Government or American citizeps , but in view ofIranian public opinion , he has no choice but to sell to apyone , including the Orbit .

Nossadeg agreed to receive any new British proposal , butinsisted it was clear to him that the British do not want a
settlement . He believes they are trying to overthrow him byusing the tribes , fanatical religious groups , and Communistfront orgapizations against whom he is prepared to take necessary countermeasures .

a thing

Mossadeg may still hope to hasten American aid by set
tling this deadline and by suggesting the possibility of selling to the Soviet bloc . The Department of State , hovever ,
pointed out on 10 February that the tanker situation , including charter rates , was improving to the point where Mossadeqmight be able to " dump " Iranian oil on the world markets .

The steady stream of offers to buy oil also encouragesNossaded to believe that he may be able to market sufficient
quantities , even without an agreement with the Anglo - IradianOil Company , to meet Iran's Deeds .

The British bave been " giving urgent consideration " toDew draft proposals for settling the dispute which weredrawn up by the Department of State and which incorporate ,insofar as possible , Mossadeq's demands. The Foreign Officehas promised to reply to these proposals op 17 February .There is no indication , however , that it wili go far beyondprevious offers .

Document No. ----
State Dept. review completed
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OFFICE OF CURRENT INTELLIGENCE

24 FEBRUARY 1953

PRIME MINISTER MOSSADEQ'S THREAT TO RESIGN

On 20 February Prime Hinister Nossadeç sept brusque

message to the Shan stating that he could co longer tolerate his

unfriendly attitude and would therefore resigo op 24 february .

ossadeg said he would appoupce publicly that he was forced to

offer his resignation because of the lotrigues of the Shah and

the royal court , He charged that the Shah vas responsible for the

current tribal uprest as vell as encouraging retired arwy officers

to plot against the goverpnept.

On this same day , 20 February , Ambassador Henderson presented

to Mossadeg the latest drait of the British offer to settle the

oil dispute apd the American offer to purchase oil when an agree .

ment was reached . Mossadeg a ppeared friendly , but said he was

sure that the proposals in their present form would be unacceptable

to Iran . He promised to answer soon .

On 22 February trapian Foreign Xinister Fatemi announced that

a decision might be delayed several daya . Subsequently , press re

ports from Tehran predicted a rejection of the Eritish offer and

the threat of Mossadeq's resigdation .

kossadeq has recently taken several stepe to reduce drastically

the Shah's influence , probably to keep it from injecting himself

into the situation . Hossadeq has cut off the government sube idy

for the Shah's importapt " Imperial Organization for Social Welfare '

Approved For Release 2000/08/30 : CIA -RDP8OR01443R000100060011-4
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and is also attempting to take from him the guardia oship of the

funds from the wealthy Meshed Shrine . Hossadeg has also criti

cized the manner in which the Shah is distributing Crovo lande .

Minister of Court Ala believes that bossadeq is trying to reduce

the Shah to a state of "servile dependence . "

The Shab has repeatedly placated mossaded by making conces

Siods , He apparently has no definite plans for action should the

trime Minister resign, and has given no indication that he has the

necessary determination either to take over control or to give

resolute support to any new Prime minister named by him .

Nullah Kashani , president of the Majlis , seemed pleased when

Minister of Court Ala intorned him of Mossadeg's threat to resign .

Kashani appears ready to line-up with the Court but such a

na neuver vould deprive him of extremist support , notably Tuden .

Despite Kasbabi's assertion that the Majlis vould support the

Shah if Hossadeg were to attack him , the Prime Wipister reportedly

feels confident that he can bandle the mullah ,

A grave situation would be likely to develop il Mossadeq re

signs or disappears from the scene . Kasbani , the most influential

figure after Wossadeg , 15 & vepal , unreliable opportunist and a

religious fanatic . The individuals currently mentioned by the

Shah as possible successors to Mossadeg do not have either stature

or popular support .

The arned forces , though suffering from loss of morale and

possibly from some Tudek idiiltration , rema in loyal to the present

government , They may be expected liketise to support a legally

Approved For Release 2000 /eAARDP8OR01443R000100060011-4
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inutituted bor government. Their loyalty night be divided ,

hovover , la « full text of strength botros the Shah and any

government hostile to bin .

Late reports trou Tohrad indicate & tanporary losseslag

of differences betweon the Shah and Nosadeg besed on a partial

capitulation by the Shab . The available evidence nggests that

the present mapedrers of the Primo linister are aised largely at

demonstrating that he is in couplete control of the government

before announcing the latest developments in the oil dispute ,

Approved For Release 2000/00/00 . OneTOUR01443R000100060011-4
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25X1

CONFIDENTIAL

7 Datober 1952

WENHANDUX PX THE DIRECTOR OF CRIAL INTELLIONCE

$ UBJECT 4. Prapete for Survival of Moudug Regine la
BEST COPY

AVAILABLE

BACKUPUND

Let The estimate , requested by the resc tontor Staff , we

Initiated on2 October nu a vrut batta . 16 fogtans 117

on the promuible replacement of Mousadoc by Kamband • nuttedly

only ana mapeat at the Iruntan aituation now it affecte

US Dourity intereste . thu zay reprenentativas done that

53) cannot be considered anadequat mabatitute I'm a full
mondo NIS on Orna .

SUBSTANCE

2, Coeved the right to raise at the IAC meeting ito

bollo that paragraph 6 , Conde Dokua the Adoumption of power

by Kuhna , was beyond the scope of the paper particularly

in view of the satinate that washand we not Illaly to sunk to

over throw lontadeq and was not 11holy to roceed 1 he dite make
Buon an attempt .

Prove the nature of raqamata for this vttate I fou that

the mub feet at the paragraph La the one wpon which out our
most dopire our best thought .

3. Ad teruw have been able to soartala , ne objection

willbe reload to the prant text in the Le matin

SHERMAN W
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(U) Source and Classification Note

L

3

( U ) I have also examined relevant records from the Department of State, the

Department of Defense, and the National Security Agency. These records were not as

plentiful or as helpful as I had hoped. I was nonetheless able to fill in some gaps with

documents from these organizations. The vast majority of surviving documents on the

operation itself remain with CIA , but for the reasons provided below even these are not as

numerous as one might evnert

[

1

.]

s (U ) Copies of cables seng during the

operation also were among the files the Division destroyed in its attempt to gain more

filing space . At the time, the copies were already nine years old and no one thought that

they were important. A record copy may have remained in the Agency's former Cable

Secretariat for some time, but such records too have long since disappeared in routine

house cleanings. An extensive search ofCIA's archive.s has failed to uncover any

surviving copie

IV
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early 1980s , CIA's History Staff prepared transcripts of these documents and sent them to

the Department of State's Office of the Historian, then researching a volume of the

Foreign Relations of the UnitedStates series. There is every reason to believe that these

transcripts, produced under the supervision of a professional historian, are authentic. The

matters in the transcripts correspond in sequence and subject with events as we know
them .

( U ) The microfilm itself apparently has been destroyed, in accordance with

National Archives and Records Administration (NARA ) guidelines. According to

NARA , the microfilm had to be kept for 20 years and then could be destroyed. The

record of destruction had to be kept for five years , at which point it too could be
destround

[

3

(U) Some readers may think that this study is over - classified, but many of the

crucial documents are still top secret after almost 50 years. Since this handful of

documents contains information critical to the story, I have decided to use the material

they contain even if it means restricting the potential readership.

Scott A. Koch

1 June 1998

V
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Chapter 1

( U ) Iran and the United States to 1951

( U ) During the height of the Cold War in the 1950s, Washington considered the

Middle East in general and Iran in particular to be among the great strategic prizes in the

geopolitical and ideological struggle against the Soviet Union . It was not always so . For

almost 175 years, American policymakers ignored Iran because they had no reason to do
otherwise .

(U ) That changed during World War II and the immediate postwar years. During

the war, Iran was an important route for American aid to the SovietArmy, engaged in a

life -or -death struggle with Hitler's Wehrmacht. Soviet troops remained in northern Iran

immediately after the war, encouraging pro - Communist separatist regimes in Iranian

Azerbaijan and in the Kurdish region. For a time it appeared to Washington that Moscow

would demand the “ unification ” of Iranian Azerbaijan with Soviet Azerbaijan , but this

problem evaporated once Stalin understood that the United States would not permit such

an aggressive move.2

( U ) The United States would have preferred to withdraw from the Persian Gulf

after the end ofWorld War 11, but the postwar British retreat and retrenchment "East of

Suez " created a vacuum that the US felt obligated to fill. After London announced that it

could no longer supply military and economic aid to Greece and Turkey, President Harry

Truman publicly declared in March 1947 that the United States would support free

peoples everywhere, “ resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside

( U ) Eventually, almost a quarter ofAmerican aid for the Soviet Union came through Iran.

Convoys using more northern routes lost about 20 % of their cargoes to the Nazis; only 8 % of

cargoes sent to the Persian Gulf for shipment through Iranwere lost. See, Gerhard L.Weinberg,
A World AtArms: A Global History & World War II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1994 ), pp . 284,404.

2 ( U ) See , Daniel Yergin, Shattered Peace: The Origins of the Cold War and the National

Security State (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1977 );Adam B. Ulam , Expansion and

Coexistence : Soviet Foreign Policy, 1917-73, 2d ed. (New York Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc., 1974 ); and John Lewis Caddis, The UnitedStates and the Origins of the Cold War1941

1947 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972 ) for a discussion of the Azeri crisis in early
1946 .

bitwork liranlipajerlicatespaceMarcsipl.doc 138pp * APOS 08/13799 8:49 AM
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pressures. 3 For Iran , the Truman Doctrine as this pledge came to be known - meant

that theWhited States was replacing Britain as the main geopolitical counterweightto the

Russians.

(U ) For the first three years after President Trumen'sdeclaration, the Whited

States paid relatively little attention to Iran even though that oil- richcountry was

experiencing serious economic problems, widespread discontentwith the government,

and growing.agitation hv the. Tideh - Iran's Communist Party.

( U ) Even without the most basic intelligence on Iran , two elements drove

American foreign policy in the post -war Persian Gulf region: oil and the fear that political

instabilitymightjeopardize Veeten access to oil. Ever since ShahMuzaffar al-Din

3 (U ) Public Papers& the Presidents ofthe UnitedSlates, Harry S. Truman (Washington, DC ,
19471 n 170

2
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granted William Knox D'Arcy an oil concession covering three - fourths of Persia (as Iran

was known until 1935 ) , Iranian oil had helped fuel the British economy in peace and

war.8 The United States was then producing enough oil for its needs, but it knew that

Western Europe depended on oil exports from the Middle East. In January 1951,nine

months after Hillenkoetter's letter to Acheson, the Central Intelligence Agency's Office

of National Estimates (ONE) wrote that the British economy would suffer if it lost Iranian

oil . The loss of all Middle Eastern oil, ONE said , would have profound and far - reaching

consequences for the economies of the Western bloc. 9

(U ) Political instability in the Middle East and the Gulf region threatened the

continuing sunnlv nf nil to the Wart

Before the

Cold War, the domestic politics of what later came to be called the Third World had

made no impact on American foreign policy decisionmaking. During the Cold War,

Washington could not afford the luxury of indifference because doing so would spur

Soviet intrigue. Domestic politics almost anywhere abroad — and especially in

strategically valuable areas became important arenas for the international ideological

struggle between East and West. Washington was determined to win this struggle

through policies promoting long - term democratization . The result, American officials

hoped, would be stability - and victory.

( U ) Twisting the British Lion's Tail: Mohammed Mossadeq Nationalizes the Anglo

Iranian Oil Company

( U ) An Islamic fundamentalist assassinated Iranian Prime Minister General Ali

Razmara on 7 March 1951.11 Razmara's death set in motion a series of events that were

to bring American and British officials face to face with Mohammed Mossadeq, one of

the most mercurial, maddening , adroit, and provocative leaders with whom they had ever

dealt.12

8 (U ) One of the reasons the British Government eventually took over D'Arcy's concession when

he ran into financial difficulties was to ensure a secure supply of oil for the Royal Navy. See,

Daniel Yergin, ThePrize: the Epic Quest for Oil, Money , and Power (NewYork Simon and

Schuster, 1991), pp . 137, 14042 , 151 .

9 ( U ) NIE - 14, 8 January 1951 , The Importance of Iranian andMiddle East Oil to Western Europe

Under Peacetime Conditions, pp. 1-2. CIA estimated that if all Middle Eastern oil were lost, the

non - Soviet world would have to impose an immediate andmandatory 10 % cutback in

consumption. In that event, the United States would have to implement rationing even though
domestic nroduction in those days met its own needs
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(U ) Mossadeq's immediate concem was a struggle for control of the Anglo

Iranian01 Company ( AIOC ). By 1950 the British oil concession in Tran , which the Shah

had renewed in 1949, was a sore point in relations between the two countries. In March

1951 , when Mossadeq was a member of the Majlis ( the Tranian Parliament),he submitted

a bill, which the Majlis quickly passed, nationalizing AIOC . He signed the bill into law

on 1 May 1951 , just three days after the Shah appointed him Prime Minister.

Nationalization went into effect on 2 May 1951 and was made retroactive to 20 March

1951.

( U ) AIOC's nationalization brought Mossadeq and Iran into immediate conflict

with Britain . The British governmentowned half of AIOC's stock and did not intend to

let Mossadeq nationalize its assets without adequate compensation as required under

international law.14

(U ) Britain Responds to “ The Antics of Incomprehensible Orientals ”

(U ) The two countries tried to resolve the dispute, but differing negotiating styles

and the personalities involved hindered these efforts. Many Britons found Mossadeq's

seemingly impossible demands and unpredictably shifting arguments inexplicable. L.P.

Elwell- Sutton captured the mood of British policymakers at the time when he wrote ,

' Really, it seemed hardly fair that dignified and correct western statesmanship should be

defeated by the antics of incomprehensible orientals ." 15

( U ) Mossadeq found the British evil, not incomprehensible. He and millions of

Iranians believed that for centuries Britain had manipulated their country for British ends.

Many Iranians seemed convinced that British intrigue was at the root of every domestic

misfortune. In 1951 Mossadeq told US Special Envoy W. Averell Harriman, “ You do not

know how crafty they ( the British ] are . You do not know how evil they are. You do not

know how they sully everything they touch.” Harriman protested that surely the British

[

I

15 (U ) L.P. Blwell Sutton, Persianail:A Study in PowerPolitics ( London : Lawrence and

Wishart Ltd., 1955 ), p. 258.

7
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were like people everywhere; some bad, some good. Mossadeq was not persuaded. “ You

do not know them, " he insisted. “ You do not know them ." 16

(U ) When it seemed clear that Tehran had no intention of compensating London

for AIOC's assets, the British mounted a multi -pronged effort to reassert control ove the

company. They hoped legal and economic pressure would convince Mossadeq to settle

on British terms. If not, they were prepared to force him from office and replace him with

someone open to compromise on terms favorable to the AIOC .

( U ) London first asked the International Court of Justice to arbitrate the dispute.

Mossadeq rejected two British proposals because neither of them addressed the issue of

Iran's sovereignty over its own oil. The British thereafter refused to deal directly with

Mossadeq. They used economic weapons and then tried ostentatious military maneuvers

in the Persian Gulf to try to weaken Mossadeq’s negotiating position.

( U ) In September 1951 , Britain placed an embargo on shipments of steel, sugar,

iron, and oil - processing equipment shipments to Iran ---that is, on almost anything that

the Iranians could exchange for dollars. The AIOC laid off 20,000 oil workers at the port

at Abadan and Mossadeq had to put them on the government payroll. Gradually, the flow

of Iranian oil to the rest of the world stopped.

( U ) A British airborne brigade arrived in Cyprus and a Royal Navy cruiser and

four destroyers exercised near the oil facilities at Abadan . The display of British force

did not intimidate Mossadeq; he announced that the first shot would start a world war.

( U ) Britain also considered covert action options while it maneuvered

diplomatically and militarily. According to C.M. Woodhouse, MI6's Chief of Station in

Tehran , the idea of overthrowing Mossadeq came from the Foreign Office, not British

intelligence. Woodhouse himself thought that any move against Mossadeq had to have

American support and participation. London had neither until the inauguration of

President Dwight Eisenhower in January 1953.17.

.

16 (U ) Vernon A. Walters, Silent Missions (Garden City, N.Y .: Doubleday, 1978) , pp. 24748 .

17(U ) CM .Woodhouse, Something Ventured ( London: Granada, 1982 ), pp. 110-111.

' 11awsupr , yp . ru. Tu, muunivus , p. nav .
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(U ) Mossadeq Challenges the Shah

( U ) At the same time that he was quarreling with the British, Mossadeq also was

struggling against the Shah . He insisted that the Shah should reign and not rule. To that

end, he worked to enhance the power of the Majlis at the Shah's expense. The flash point

came in July 1952, when Mossadeq resigned during a dispute over whether the Shah or

the Prime Minister should appoint the war minister.

(U ) During the elections for the 17thMajlis earlier in the year, vote - tampering by

the Iranian Royal Court had convinced Mossadeq that the government's survival

depended on control of the military. On 16 July he demanded the right to appoint himself

minister of war . The Shah refused and Mossadeq resigned. 19 Mossadeq appealed

directly to the public and accused the Shah of violating the Constitution.

(U ) Mossadeq's resignation initially appeared to be a shrewd political move that

underscored his mastery of Iranian politics and his ability to gauge and exploit public

opinion . The Shah appointed Ahmad Qavam , Prime Minister during the Azeri crisis with

the Soviet Union in 1947, to succeed Mossadeq. In response, the National Front, a broad

coalition formed in 1949, organized mass demonstrations in Tehran demanding

Mossadeq's return . The demonstrations turned violent - 69 people died and more than

750 were injured -- but the Shah refused to use the police or the military to restore order.

Qavam lacked broad support and was unable to organize counter - demonstrations. For

five days the National Front controlled the streets of Tehran and other cities. On 21 July

1952 the Shah bowed to the pressure and replaced Qavam with Mossadeq .?

( U ) Once back in power , Mossadeq struck back at the Shah and the military. He

transferred Reza Shah's lands back to the State, appointed himself Minister ofWar,

forced the Shah's twin sister Princess Ashraf to leave the country , and forbade

Mohammed Reza Pahlavi from communicating directly with foreign diplomats. By May

20

19 (U ) M. Reza Ghods, Iran in the Twentieth Century: A Political History (Boulder, CO :Lynne

Rienner Publishers, 1989), p. 186. Mossadeq wrote

I cannot continue in office without having the responsibility for the

Ministry ofWar, and since Your Majesty did notconcede to this, I feel I

do not enjoy the full confidence of the Sovereignand, therefore, offer

my resignation to pave the way for another government which might be

able to carry out Your Majesty's wishes.

(U ) Sepehr Zabih , TheMossadegh Era (Chicago: Lake View Press, 1982), p. 40 .

20 (U ) Ibid., p. 265. The National Front was a loose coalition of political parties professing liberal

democratic aims and opposing foreign intervention in Iranian affairs. The National Front

included the leftist, anti-Soviet intellectuals of the Iran Party; the workers and leftist intellectuals

of the Toilers ' Party ; and the workers, bazaar merchants, and Islamic clergy of theMujahedeen-i

Islam (Warriors of Islam ) Party . Ayatollah Abul Quassem Kashani, later instrumental in the

coup against Mossadeq, was one of the leaders of the Warriors of Islam . The ultranationalist

Pan - Iranist Party, affiliated with the National Front but not a member, included many lower class

toughs. The Tudeh ( Iranian Communist Party ) was not a member of the National Front but

included itself among the parties opposing the government. Mark J. Gasiorowski, “ The 1953

Coup d'etat in Iran , " International Journalof Ariddle East Studies 19 ( Aug. 1987): 262 .
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1953 , according to Iranian specialist Ervand Abrahamian, “ the shah had been stripped of

all the powers he had fought for and recovered since August 1941," 21

( U ) The Prime Minister also seized the opportunity to purge the Iranian officer

corps. He forcibly retired many Royalist officers, and cut the military budget 15%. To

add to the insult, Mossadeq transferred 15,000 men from the military to the Gendarmerie,

the military's bureaucratic rival. These acts fueled smoldering resentment among the

dismissed officers and those few royalists escaping Mossadeq's purge.22

(U ) Mossadeq used his popularity and ability to control the streets ofTehran to

good advantage. When the British appeared intransigent during the oil negotiations, he

simply severed diplomatic relations in October 1952. All British personnel left the

country in an overland exodus at the beginning of November 1952.23

(U ) Mossadeq's apparent political triumph rapidly turned sour. The National

Front began to unravel in late 1952 and early 1953 as the Prime Minister grew

increasingly dictatorial. By November 1952, Ayatollah Abul Quassem Kashani, a key

Islamic cleric in the National Front, had turned against Mossadeq and quit the Front, as

had Mozaffar Baqai's Toilers' Party. Kashani's defection was a particularly hard blow
because his group , the Warriors of Islam , included the bazaar merchants of Tehran and

many mullahs (Islamic clerics ). Support from these two groups historically has been

critical to Iranian governments.24

( U ) The reasons for the defections were complex. Although 30 of the 79 deputies

of the 17th Majlis, convened in February 1952, belonged to or identified with the

National Front, they represented different constituencies and interests were united only in

their opposition to the British . In addition , nationalization of the ATOC did not produce

the bonanza for Iran that Mossadeq had hoped it would . He began to demand more and

more power from the Majlis, and when the legislature granted the Prime Minister what

amounted to dictatorial powers, Ayatollah Kashani resigned as Majlis speaker. Toilers '

Party leader Mozaffar Baqai compared Mossadeq to Hitler and praised the army as a

bulwark against Communism.25

(U ) Some groups in the National Front continued to backMossadeq. The Iran

Party still supported him, as did the Third Force, a splinter group expelled from the

Toilers ' Party.26 The Prime Minister also could still count on the backing of the Qashqai

21 (U ) Ervand Abrahamian, Iran Between TwoRevolutions(Princeton ,NJ: Princeton University

Press, 1982 ), pp . 272-73.

22 (U ) Ibid ., p . 273.

23 ( U) Before leaving the country, C.M. Woodhouse ensured that all British contacts, like the

Rashidian Brothers, would remain active. Roger Goiran helped him . Woodhouse, p. 116.

24 ( U ) ManucherFarmanfarmaian in his memoirs describes the bazaar and the relationship of its

merchants with the mullahs. “ It [ the bazaar) was a world unto itself, impregnable to the army,
which cou not easily enter its labyrinthine alleys. The leaders ofthe bazaar were weighty men ,

often tightly allied with the mollahs, and they could start riots or shut down the bazaar to instant
political effect." Manucher Farmanfarmaim and Roxane Farmanfarmaian, Blood and Oil :

Memoirs & a Persian Prince (New York Random House, 1997 ), p . 36 .

25 (U ) Abrahamian, pp . 269,277; Gasiorowski, p. 269.

26 ( U ) Abrahamian, p . 277; Gasiorowski, p. 266
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tribes andmore ominously — the Tudeh, Iran's Communist Party. As support for

Mossadeq narrowed, the Tudeh would soon be the only group willing to take to the

streets on his behalf

( U ) Ayatollah Kashani's defection and increased squabbling among the deputies

effectively paralyzed the Majlis. Opposition politicians — including former Mossadeq

allies like Kashani -blocked the Prime Minister's legislation. In early June 1953,

fistfights broke out in the Majlis. The Prime Minister won a temporary victory when

Abdullah Moazemi, a Mossadeq supporter, succeeded Kashani as speaker in a close

Majlis vote (41 to 31 ) on 1 July 1953. Mossadeq recognized, however, that the Majlis

was hopelessly deadlocked and that dissolution and new elections were necessary to

break the stalemate.27

(U ) Under the Iranian constitution only the Shah could dissolve the Majlis. The

government could request him to do so. Mossadeq knew the Shah would not agree to

such a proposal, so he devised a plan to achieve the same end . He asked all National

Front members and supporters to resign , which they did, and simultaneously announced

the dissolution of the Majlis. The Iranian people, he held, could ratify or reject his

decision in a referendum on the theory that popular will superseded the constitution.

Iranian scholar Ervand Abrahamian has noted the irony in Mossadeq's rationale .

“ Mossadeq, the constitutional lawyer who had meticulously quoted the fundamental laws

against the shah ,” Abrahamian wrote, “ was now bypassing the same laws and resorting to

the theory of the general will." 28

( U ) From 3 to 10 August 1953 , Iranians voted on Mossadeq's bold and

unconstitutional act. The results of the rigged election were never in doubt. Mossadeq

purposely excluded rural areas from the balloting, ostensibly because it would take too

long to count the votes from remote areas . The ballot was not secret, and there were

separate polling places for “ yes ” and “ no. ” In the end, Mossadeq claimed victory, gaining

"over 2,043,300 of the 2,044,600 ballots cast throughout the country and 101,396 of the

101,463 ballots cast in the capital." 29

( U ) The dissolution of the Majlis and the tainted referendum alienated Iranian

liberals and conservatives alike. Jamal Imami, a pro -British member of the Majlis,

warned that Mossadeq was leading the country toward anarchy. Ayatollah Kashani

declared the referendum illegal under Islamic religious law. At his trial in late 1953 ,

Mossadeq defended his actions on the grounds of popular sovereignty. " In view of the

Royal Court's flagrant interference in the electoral process , we had to suspend the

27 (U ) Mark J. Gasiorowski, U.S. Foreign Policy and the Shah : Building a ClientState ( Ithaca,

NY : Cornell University Press, 1991 ) , p . 75 .

28(U ) Abrahamian, p. 274; M. Reza Ghods, Iran in the Twentieth Century : A Political History

(Boulder, CO : Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1989) , p. 187 .

29 (U ).Zabih,p.111;Abrahamian,p. 274.See also, Homa Katouzian,Musaddiq and the Struggle

forPower in Iran (New York : I.B. Tauris & Co. Ltd.), pp. 187-88 . In an interview appearing in

the 22 August 1962 issue ofDeutsche Zeitung, Mossadeq admitted that he dissolved the 170h

Mailis to avnid a ronfidenre vinte that would have caused his gnvernment in fall
)
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remainder of the Majlis elections," he told the court. " Whatelse was left to us but

consulting the people in a most democratic method of direct plebiscite ?" 30

(U ) A US Embassy assessment cabled to Washington shortly after the referendum

stated that the dissolution of the Majlis " will graphically demonstrate truism of

[Mossadeq's) regime that as opposition and discontent have mounted, Mossadeq has

moved steadily in authoritarian direction using technique ofmobocracy to maintain his

hold on power and to eliminate influence Shah.” Nonetheless, the Embassy thought

Mossadeq's continued appeals to the street could boomerang because he lacked “ any real

authoritarian organization aside from armed forces .” To compensate, according to the

Embassy, he would be forced to rely increasingly on the Tudeh, thereby alienating the

non - Communist followers of his Government.31

(U ) Mossadeq Looks for American Support

(U ) Mossadeq hoped for US support in his struggle against the British. Like many

in the Third World immediately after World War I, he saw the United States as an anti

colonial power. His hopes were not entirely misplaced; the Truman administration saw

some merit in his position.

( U ) Secretary of State Acheson thought that the British were overly preoccupied

with their oil interests and that London did not fully understand the broader Communist

threat. He saw Mossadeq as a potentially important part of the solution to the problem of

Soviet influence in the Middle East. In Acheson's view , the Iranian Prime Minister

would in time become an effective bulwark against Soviet penetration into tra To that

end, Washington consistently urged London to reach an equitable settlement with Tehran.

Acheson apparently was convinced that an agreement would strengthen the Iranian

government and promote regional stability ,32

( U ) Other considerations, however, complicated the Truman administration's

approach. The United States was loath to side publicly with Iran or put excessive

pressure on London . Washington needed cooperation and support from Britain

America's closest ally -elsewhere in the world. The war in Korea was not yet over , and

the presence of British combat troops was an important symbol of Anglo -American

solidarity. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO ), created in 1949, was still in

its formative stages and depended upon British participation as evidence ofWestern unity

30(U ) Ghods, p . 188; Zabih,pp . 112-13. For Kashani's views on the Shari'a,see Katouzian,

Musaddiq and the Strugglefor Power in Iran, p . 187.

31 (U) Department of State Cable from Tehran to Secretaryof State, No. 300, 12 August 1953.
National Archives and Records Administration Record Group 319, Entry 57 , box 27 .

32 (V ) Acheson criticized " the unusual and persistent stupidity of the [Anglo Iranian Oil]

company and the British Government ” when it came to Iran . See, Deen Acheson, Presenfat the

Creation : My Years in the State Department (New York : W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1969),

p . 501, quoted in Daniel Yergin, The Prize: The Epic Questfor Oil,Money, and Power (New

York: Simon and Schuster, 1991), p. 453. RichardW. Cottam , Iran & the UnitedStates:A Cold

War Case Study ( Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1988), p. 102.
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and determination . Vigorous American support for Mossadeq would have complicated

American foreign policy in other parts of the world as well .

( U ) President Truman had no patience with those refusing to view the Anglo

Iranian problem in a global context. When the US Ambassador to Iran , Henry Grady,

wrote to Truman complaining that the White House was not listening to his advice, the

President let him know exactly where he stood. “ Let me tell you something about the

Iranian Situation from this end," he wrote .

( U ) (we) held Cabinet meetings on itwe held Security Council

meetings on it , and Dean, Bob Lovett, Charlie Sawyer,Harriman and all

the senior staffof the Central Intelligence discussed that awful situation

withmetimeandagain. . . Wetried... togettheblockheaded

British to have their oil company make a fair deal with Iran . No, they

could not do that. They know all about how to handle it — we didn't

accordingto them .
1

(U ) We had Israel, Egypt, Near East defense, Sudan, South Africa, Tunisia, the
NATO treaties all on the fire . Britain and the CommonwealthNations were and

are absolutely essential if these things are successful. Then, on top of it all we

have Korea and Indo -China. Iran was only one incident. Of course theman on

the ground in each one of these places can only see his ownproblem.33

[

។

33(U ) Farhad Diba, MohammadMossadegh: A Political Biography (London: Croom Helm ,

1986 ), pp. 131-32, citingpapers of HenryCorady Pmnhasis added

C

។

(U ) In February 1921, Persia, as Iran was then known , and the Russian Soviet Eeaerated

Socialist Republic (RFSFR) [the USSR did not exist until December 19221 signed a treaty of

friendship. Article VI gave the RSFSR the right to send troops into Persia if a third party tried to

use that country as a base from which to attack Soviet Russia . Russian troops would cross the

border only if Persia proved incapable of removing the threat itself. In an exchange of
explanatory notes in December 1921, the Russians made clear that the treaty applied " only to
cases in which preparationshave been made for a considerable armed attack upon Russia ...by

the partisans of theregime which has been overthrown [ the Tsarist Government) or by its

supporters ...." Leonard Shapiro, ed ., Soviet Treaty Series: A Collection of Bilateral Treaties,
Agreements and Convenstions, Etc., Concluded Between The Soviet Union and Foreign Powers,

vol. 1,1917-1928 (Washington,DC : The Georgetown University Press , 1950 ), pp. 92-94, 150
51 .
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(U) Although the documents in CIA's tues do not indicate that Smith relayed

Langer's concerns to President Truman, he evidently did so because the administration

subsequentlylet Londonknow that the US Government disapproved of anymilitary

action against Iran. At a British cabinet meeting in September 1951 , the government of

( U ) Strictly speaking, the USSR could not have invoked ArticleVI if a small British

force occupied Abadan in 1951. Abadan is far from the Soviet- Iranian border and the few troops

the Britishcontemplated sending could not have made a " considerable armed attack " upon Soviet
forces. Nonetheless, there is no doubt that the USSR would have found some pretext to occupy
northern Iran had Stalin desired ,

[

3

If
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Prime Minister Clement Attlee decided that it “could not afford to break with the United

States on an issue of this kind. " 39 A potential military crisis had passed .

L

سا

39 (U ) H.W. Brands, Inside the Cold War: Loy Henderson and the Rise of the American Empire,

1918-1961 (NewYork Oxford University Press, 1991 ) , p. 234 .

40 (U ) Henry A. Byroade, Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern , South Asian, and African

Affairs; John D. Jernegan, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern , South Asian,

and African Affairs; Charles E. Bohlen, Counselor of the Department of State and member of the

Senior Staff, National Security Council; Robert P. Joyce, Policy Planning Staff, Department of
State.

[

ៗ
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( U ) As of November 1952 , CIA's Office of National Estimates thought that

Mossadeq would remain in power for the near future and that a Tudeh coup was unlikely.

According to an ONE estimate, if the unrest plaguing Iran in 1952 continued through

1953 , “ rising internal tensions and continued deterioration of the economy and of the

budgetary position of the government might lead to a breakdown of government authority

and open the way for at least a gradual assumption of control by Tudeh . ” ONE thought

Soviet intervention into Iran was unlikely “ unless there is a far more serious deterioration

of Iranian internal stability than is foreseen in this estimate. However, the USSR has the

capability for greatly increasing its overt and covert interference in Iran at any time, to the

detriment of US security interests ." 46

( U ) During the last two months of 1952, both ONE and the Iran Branch of the

DDP watched events in Iran and hoped things would not change radically. Their hopes

were soon dashed.

( U ) Foggy Bottom's Differences with Whitehall

(U) As the foregoing indicates , Washington and London had fundamentally

different perspectives on the events in Iran and on their consequences worldwide. These

differences complicated the State Department's and Foreign Office's search for a

common policy. At times the problems must have appeared insolvable .

( U ) In January 1952 an internal memorandum in the State Department's Office of

Greek, Turkish , and Iranian Affairs identified two areas of disagreement. The United

States and the United Kingdom had differing views on the strength of nationalism in Iran

(and therefore on Mossadeq's political strength ), and on the global consequences of
Tehran's failure to reach an oil settlement with London.47

( U ) The State Department recognized that Iranian nationalism was a potent and

growing force, making an oil settlement on British terms unattainable even if Mossadeq

fell. In contrast, the British disparaged Iranian nationalism as merely a “ passing storm . ”

I

)

46(U ) Office of National Estimates, “ Probable Developments in Tran Through 1953," NE-75 , 13
November 1952 .

47(U) Memorandum , “ Varying British and American Appraisals of the Iranian Situation , ” 14
January 1952, office of Greek, Turkish , and Iranian Affairs, Department of State, RG 59,

Records of the Department of State, Records of the Office in Charge of Iranian Affairs, 1946-54,

Lot 57, D 529, Box 40, National Archives and Records Administration.

.
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It had no roots and would " pass and its leaders fall as soon as it is demonstrated that their

policies have brought Iran to the brink of ruin ." 48

( U ) More specifically, American officials feared that a British failure to

compromise with Mossadeq would enable him to whip up Iran's virulent nationalism

further, with potentially disastrous results . The West might well lose so much of its

influence that it could not stop Tehran from moving the Soviet orbit. Or the Iranian

political situation could simply descend into chaos, in which case the Soviet - backed

Tudeh— Iran's best organized, best financed, and most effective political organization

would be ready to fill the vacuum . In the State Department's view, such developments

would jeopardize the security and stability of the entire Middle East, would serve notice

that the West could not preserve the independence of important Third World states, and

could deprive the West not only of Iran's oil but ultimately that of its Arab neighbors as

well.49

( U ) In contrast, the British regarded Iran as basically a conservative country that

would not seek Soviet help nor collapse internally if London held out for the kind of oil

settlement it wanted. The British also feared that a "bad" settlement (one not on their

terms) would severely diminish their global political and economic power, already

starting to decline with the post-World War II emergence of independence movements in

much of the British empire.50

( U ) The only suggestion for resolving these differences offered in the State

Department's internal memorandum further consultation to determine the “ political,

military, economic, and psychological effects of the loss of Iran to the west as balanced

against the political and economic effects of an agreement with the Iranians on the oil

situation which might prejudice other concessions elsewhere and diminish British

prestige throughout the world . ” The memorandum concluded thatunless the US and

United Kingdom agreed on the importance to the West of an independent Iran , there was

little chance the two would be able to forge a common policy.51

(U ) Eleven months later the National Security Council set forth basic US policy

toward Iran. NSC 136/1 emphasized that the United States was committed to preventing

Iran from falling under communist control and that Iran's strategic position, its oil , and its

vulnerability to Soviet political subversion or military attack made it a tempting target for

Soviet expansion. If the Tudeh Party seized or attempted to seize control of the Iranian

government, the document argued, the United States should, in conjunction with the

British, be ready to support a non -communist Iranian government militarily,

economically, diplomatically, and psychologically.52

1

48 (U ) Ibid.

49(U ) Ibid . The State Department memorandum noted that American influence was waning daily

as more and more Iranians identified the United States with British interests. The State

Department assessed British influence as negligible.

50 (U ) Ibid .

51 (U ) Ibid.

52(U ) United States Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States 1952-1954, Vol.

X , Iran 1951-1954(Washington, D.C : US ,- mant Printing Office, 1989), pp. 529-34.
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( U )American Policy Turns Against Mossadeq

( U ) Dwight Eisenhower did not immediately turn his attention to Tran after taking

the oath of office in January 1953. His campaign pledge to end the Korean war had

priority, and only weeks after the inaugural festivities Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin died.

The new administration was faced with reevaluating Soviet- American relations. Under

these circumstances, events in Iran receded into the foreign policy background

temporarily.53

( U ) The British had never given up hope of executing a covert action to remove

Mossadeq, and continued to test the American response. After Mossadeq severed

diplomatic relations with Britain in October 1952, the indefatigable Woodhouse met in

London with Foreign Office officials, including Anthony Eden, to consider options

available to Britain. According to Woodhouse, Eden said that no covert operation would

succeed unless it had American support. Woodhouse “ took his words as tantamount to

permission to pursue the idea further with the Americans, particularly with the CIA. ”

This he did, arriving in Washington in mid -November 1952 after Dwight Eisenhower's

victory,54

[

]

53 (U ) Brands, p . 272.

54 ( U ) Woodhouse,pp. 116-17.

55 ( U ) Ibid. , p. 119.
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( U ) President Truman's and Secretary Acheson's policy of encouraging the parties

to reach an equitable oil settlement had reached a dead end, Neither the British nor

Mossadeq appeared willing to back off from their publicly stated positions, which each by

this time held with something approaching religious fervor. To London's relief, the new

US administration abandoned the search for a negotiated end to the crisis. Perhaps now ,

the British hoped, Washington would finally begin to see Mossadeq as the demagogue

London thoughthe was and take appropriate action.

IC

( ) AISO-m -Märch + Y95, State Department officials and BAUSA ForeignMinisterO O

Anthony Eden met to discuss the Iranian situation. Eden found the Americans much

more receptive to the British viewpoint than they had been under Truman and Acheson .

The collapse of the Anglo - Iranian oil negotiations had changed the Americans' attitude;

Washington now considered Mossadeq a source of instability and feared that his

continued tenure invited a Tudeh coup.

]

TU The United States suspectea the Soviets or trying to take advantage of the

deteriorating situation in Tirana In the US view , Soviet leaders undoubtedly saw

Mossadeq's troubles as a diplomatic opening, and if he wanted to try to play Moscow

against Washington, the Soviets would let him . The Kremlin would help him . The

:

I

]

580 Cottam , p . 103

[

]
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potential benefits to the Soviets of cultivamg mussadeq were great: a docile southern

neighbor at a minimum , and beyond that, a chance to draw a strategically important

country into the Soviet sphere of influence.

[

3

Ludov duman -soviet negotiations were never held . On the day he met with
Jernegan , Saleh could not know that the Mossadeg government would remain in power
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only eight more days. President Eisenhower apparently had already made the decision to

oust the Iranian Prime Minister.

(U ) Mossadeq's Successor: Ayatollah Kashani or Fazlollah Zahedi?

(U ) At this point, there was no consensus on who should replace Mossadeq. US

officialsbriefly considered backing Ayatollah Kashani, the former Mossadeq ally, who

had a large following and had becomeastridensopponent of the Prime Minister

[

3

TU ) Opinion graduallysettled on Genera Fazlollah ZahediasMossadeq's

successor. Zahedi had served as an irregular soldier under the Shah's father, Reza Shah,

in 1915 and subsequently rose through the ranks of the Iranian Army. In 1942 the British

arrested him for his activities under Nazi. agent Franz Mayer and deported him to

Palestine. Zahedi worked for the Germans because of his anti - British views ; he was not

generally thought to be pro -Nazi. The British released him on VE Day in 1945. Zahedi

retired from the army in 1949 and subsequently served in a series of mostly honorary

posts. He wasMinister of the Interior in the early 1950.

L
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Iranians on the public scene [ not] noted for honesty, consistency, reliability and strength

of convictions." 63

(U ) The State Department recognized that he was not the ideal candidate, but was

qualified because he seemed " friendly to the United States and Britain and would be

acceptable to both Governments." 64 Even more importantly, he was willing to take the

job .

C

.

( U ) Whoever succeeded Mossadeq would be able to count on US support. In

March 1953, an internal memorandum by the State Department's Office of Greek,

Turkish , and Iranian Affairs outlined the steps the United States was likely to take if

Mossadeq fell. Although American officials would limit their public pronouncements to

expressions ofunwillingness to interfere in the internal affairs of another country ,

privately they would use non -US channels to assure the Shah and new prime minister that

Washingtonwas eager to help. Sensitivity to Iranian concerns that the country was being

turned into a foreign base would preclude ostentatious and immediate American military

assistance, but privately the Americans could assure Tehran that meaningful military aid

(trucks, communication equipment, and other items that also had civilian uses) would be

forthcoming.66

( U ) Eisenhower Turns to CIA

(U ) President Eisenhower had several options for implementing Mossadeq's

removal. He could use military force to invade Iran , but that was impractical for obvious

reasons. He could keep hoping that a diplomatic solution would appear. That option too

was not viable; diplomacy had already failed and the political situation in Iran was

worsening daily. Finally, he could turn to CIA for a covert political operation; the

National Security Council had decided that covert action was a legitimate instrument of

US policy.67 This alternative held the promise of attaining the result the administration

C

៦

66(U )"Measures which the United States Government Might Take in Support of a Successor

Governmentto Mosadeg , " March 1953, Departmentof State, Office ofGreek, Turkish , and

Iranian Issues, RG 59, Lot 57, D 529, Box 40, National Archives and Records Administration

67 ( U ) IA NSC 10/2.
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wanted with a minimum of cost and attention. If such an operation went sour ,

Washington could disavow any knowledge or connection .

C

--

៦

(U) Available documents do not indicate who authorized CIA to begin planning

the operation, but it almost certainly was President Eisenhower himself. Eisenhower

biographer Stephen Ambrose has written that the absence of documentation reflected the

President's style:

( U ) Before going into the operation, Ajax had to have the approval of the

President, Eisenhower participated in none of the meetings that set up Ajax; he

received only oral reports on the plan; and he did not discuss it with his Cabinet

or the NSC. Establishing a pattern he would hold to throughouthis Presidency,

he kept his distance and left no documents behind that could implicate the

President in any projected coup. But in the privacy of the Oval Office, over

cocktails, he was kept informed by Foster Dulles, and he maintained a tight

control over the activities of the CIA.69

C

។

US(U) Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower , vol. 2, The President (New York Simon and Schuster,

1984), p . 111. Ambrose repeats this paragraph verbatim in Eisenhower : Soldier and President

(New York Simon and Schuster, 1990 ), p . 333.
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(U) Planning the Operation 1

Ľ

3

(U ) --Kermit " Kim ” Roosevelt, grandson of President Theodore Roosevelt, was

the chief ofNEA Division.headed the Division .

-_A 1938 Harvard graduate, Roosevelt had embarked on a scholarly career

teaching government to undernraduates first atHarvard and then at the California

Institute of Technology. He joined the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) duringWorld

War II and worked for the chief of the organization's Secret Intellinence Branch in the

Near East. After thewarhe comuiled the official OSS war report and then returned to the

Middle East as a writer for the Saturday Evening Post.2 In 1947hepublished Arabs. Oil,

and History: The Story of the Middle East.3 C.M.Woodhouse ofML5 wrote in his

memoirs that Roosevelt “ had a natural inclination for bold and imaginative action, and

also a friendly sympathy with the British. " 4 1

1 (U ) Thename went through severalpermutationsbefore settling on Near East and Africa

Division

2 (U ) Burton Hersh , The Old Boys: The American Elite and the Origins of the CIA (New York

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1992), p . 331:G.J.A.O'Toole, Honorable Treachery : A History of U.S.

Intelligence, Espionage, and Covert Action from the American Revolution to the CIA Mew York :

The Atlantic Monthly Press, 1991), p . 458 : Who's Who , 1964-65.

3 (U ) Kermit Roosevelt,Arabs, ail and History: The Story of the Middle East (PortWashington ,

NY: Kennikat Press ( 1947) 1969).

4 CM Woodhouse, Something Ventured (London : Granada, 1982), p. 120.
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9 (U ) Although CIA almost certainly would have hired him as a permanent staff employee,
Wilber refused and preferred to work under contract. He lived in Princeton and did not wish to

leave. A contract enabled him to work at CIA without requiring him to move to Washington.

Wilber continued his contract relationship with CIA until the 1960s.

[

។
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( U ) The Americans Review the Preliminary Plan
..

(U) According to the military attaches, it was important to recognize the

difference between allegiance and control. The Shah enjoyed the allegiance of almost all

Iranian Army officers; they had been raised to regard their monarch as a symbol of loyalty

and patriotism . Whether he wielded any " control” was more problematic. His failure to

assert himself against Mossadeq was causing confusion and consternation as officers

risked their careers by backing him against the Prime Minister. The attaches concluded

that “ if the Shah were to give the word, probably more than 99 % of the officers would

1

LI (UM1/5 from USARMA Tehran Department aruie Army,Department of the Air Force,

Department oftheNavy, “ Control ofthe Armed Forces of Dran , " 11 August 1953, National

Archives, RG 319, Entry 57, box 27. The distribution list shows that CIA received nine copies of

the attachés ' assessment.

29
....
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comply with his orders with a sense of relief and with the hope of attaining a state of

stability." 28

( U) Mossadeq, through Army Chief of Staff General Riahi, a Mossadeq loyalist,

actually controlled the Army. Iranian officers considered legal —and would obey — any

order of the Shah coming from the Chief of Staff. The officer corps considered the

Shah's silence about the Chief of Staffs actions as implied consent. Failure to follow

orders even under these conditions was tantamount to treason . The American military

attachés concluded that if the Shah opposed the Chief of Staff, or if the Chief of Staff

with the Shah's support opposed the Prime Minister, Mossadeq's control of the Army

would evaporate.29

L

3

28 (U ) Ibid .

29 (U ) Ibid .

[
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(U) The First Phase: Convincing the Shah

L

]
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34 (U ) Schwarzkopf vas the father of the American general of the same name who led US and

Coalition forces in the 1991 Gulf were against Iraq.
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45 (U ) Donald N. Wilber,Adventures in the Middle East: Excursions and Incursions (Princeton,
NJ: Darwin Press, 1986) , p . 189 ..

48(U ) 'The Shari'a is Islamic religious law , intended to guide all aspects of social activity. See,
William 0.Beeman , " Patterns of Religion and Economic Development in Iran from the Qajar
Era to the Islamic Revolution of 1978-79, " in Gobal Economics and Religion , ed . James Fm
(New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1983), p . 78 .
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1 .

" ( U ) H.W. Brands, Inside the Cold War : Loy Henderson andthe Rise of theAmerican Empire

1918-61 (New York Oxford University Press, 1991), p. 282.
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( U ) Final Approval

Ukish On 25 June 1953 , senior foreign policymaking officials met at the State

Department to hear Roosevelt outline the final plan for TPAJAX . President Eisenhower

did not attend, but other top officials did: Secretary of State John Foster Dulles ; Secretary

of Defense Charles Wilson; DCI Allen Dulles; Undersecretary of State and former DCI

Walter Bedell Smith ; Deputy Undersecretary of State Robert Murphy; Robert Bowie ,

head of the State Department's policy planning staff (and subsequent CIA Deputy

Director of Intelligence in the late 1970s) ;Henry Byroade, Assistant Secretary of State for

the Middle East; and US Ambassador to IranLoy Henderson.61

(U ) After Roosevelt's briefing, Secretary of State Dulles polled the meeting.

Allen Dulles and Walter Bedell Smith were strongly in favor of proceeding; the others

agreed but were less enthusiastic. Henderson did not like covert operations but thought

the United States had nn nhnire in this roce 62

(U ) Nor did CIA have to notify Congress of its impending operation. Allen

Dulles may have informally told key Senators like Richard Russell, as well as key

members of the House of Representatives, what the Agency was doing, but CIA's files

contain no record nf these conversations

61 ( U) Brands, p. 281. Eisenhower's absence should not be read as passivity or disinterest. The

President knew what was going on but preferred to keep himself out of all formal deliberations.

His orders and briefings were given orally with no record kept.
62rn This

64 (U) in December 1974 the Hughes-Ryan Amendmentrequired a Presidential “ finding” for
each covert action, and President Gerald Ford's Executive Order 11095 ( 16 February 1976)
required that the Executive Office notify Congress of all Presidential findings.
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Chapter 3

(U) Execution and Initial Failure

Ľ
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( U ) The absence of relevant intelligence in Carroll's file is curious. Foreign intelligence assets,

not covert action assets, collect the sorts of information Carroll needed. Two possible reasons

explain the paucity of information. Either the foreign intelligence assets had not been tasked

properly, or, as is more likely, their focus up to this timehad been on the Soviet Union and its
activities rather than on Iranian activities. The USSR invariably was the main target of the

American intelligence effort, and most if not all ofCIA's foreign intelligence assets in Tehran
were almost certainly trying to collect information on the Soviets.

42
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( U ) Securing the Firmans

(U ) The first phase of the operation began on 15 July 1953, when Asadollah

Rashidian went to the French Riviera to meet Princess Ashraf. He explained to her that

Mossadeq posed a continuing danger for Iran and that she should convince her brother to

dismiss him . She was unenthusiastic.

(U ) and orincess also was convinced that Mossadeq would do whatever he could

to prevent her return. She had already written to the Prime Minister three times, saying

that she wanted to come back to Tran because she could no longer afford to live in Europe.

When she saw , with some prompting, that a surreptitious visit to the Shah might improve

her chances of retuminghome permanently, she beganto warm to the idea.

tu ) Princess Asurai anivcu in i enran on 25 July 1953 mu met with ner brother

four days later. She was unable to convince him to sign the firmans and left Tehran the

following day.

45
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23 ( U ) The arrival of Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Lavrentiev in Tehran on I August 1953

probably heightened Washington's and Roosevelt's sense of urgency . Lavrentiev had been

ambassador to Czechoslovakia in 1948 and had been behind the Communist coup that deposed

pro-Western Czech President Benes. Lavrentiev replaced Ivan Sadchikov, who left Tehran for

Mocmw in July 1953.
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( U ) Manucher Farmanfarmaian, a member of the Iranian nobility, was present

when Nassir brought the documents to the Shah and relates in his memoirs the

circumstances of this historic event. One afternoon the Shah was relaxing outside with a

circle of friends. A butler approached and whispered into the Shah's ear, and the Shah

replied loudly, " Tell him to come in.” A man in a dark suit whom Farmanfarmaian did

not recognize appeared from behind some trees and, after a few words with the Shah,

presented him with a document. The Shah asked if anyone had a pen; Farmanfarmaian

offered his. After signing the document, the Shah noted that the pen would be worth

much more now that he'd used it to sign the paper. "A fortune ?' Farmanfarmaian joked .

" Perhaps," the monarch replied. " Perhaps it will bring us all luck as well. "

Farmanfarmaian writes that he “ found out later that the messenger had been sent by

Kermit Roosevelt and the document the Shah had signed appointed General Zahedi prime

minister." 28

26 (U ) Nassiri later became the head ofSAVAK. In 1978 , former Agency officerMiles Copeland
met General Nassiri to discuss Ayatollah Khomeini and the deteriorating situationin Iran

Copeland foundNassiri “ even stupider thanKim [Roosevelt] saidhe'd be . " The General regaled

Copeland with " fairly bloodthirsty details ofhow he could have put an end to the demonstrations

within a week if only the Shahhad given him free rein . " Miles Copeland, The Game Player:

Confessions of the Cra's original politicaloperative (London : Aurum Press, 1989), p. 251 .

28 ( U ) Manucher Farmenfarmaianand Roxane Farmanfarmaian, Blood and Oil: Memoirs of a

Persian Prince (New York : Random House, 1997), p. 292. Farmanfarmaian says that the Shah

signed the firman on a Sunday in the second week ofAugust. This cannot be correct, for the

firman was not signed until 13 August. The second Sunday in August was the ninth, and the
third Sunday was the sixteenth .
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30 ( U Kermit Roosevelt, Countercoup: The Strugglefor the Control ofIran, (New York
McGraw -Hill, 1979 ), p . 171 .
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33 (U ) Ibid. (S). Wisner's idea of the " public " probably was narrow . Most Americans did notU “

read TheNew York Times and could not have told him whether Iran was in the Middle East,
South America, or North Carolina.
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(U) The original plan for a military operation had failed abysmally. Upon hearing

of Nassiri's arrest, the principal anti-Mossadeq figures lost their courage. For example ,

General Batmangelich, who was to have captured Riahi's headquarters, turned back when

he saw the troops surrounding the building. Batmangelich and Col. Akhavi soon found

themselves under arrest. The Shah, for his part, left the summer palace in the suburbs of

Tehran and flew to Baghdad via Ramsar.

50
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39 In his memoirs, the Shah said :

However, following a pre -arranged plan, the Queen and I had left Tehran

before learning of the revolution's success. It had been decided weeks

before that if Mossadegh should use force to resist his deposition, we

would temporarily leave the country . I had decided upon this move
because I believed that it would force Mossadegh and his henchmen to

show their real allegiances, and that thereby it would help crystallize

Persianpublic opinion.

Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, Mission for M Country (London : Hutchinson & Co., 1961 ) , p. 104 .
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(U) Ambassador Henderson, who had left Iran to distance himself from the

operation, returned to Tehran on 16 August. He immediately sought and received an

audience with Mossadeq. The ambassador asked the Prime Minister if he believed the

Shah had issued orders dismissing him and appointing Zahedi. Mossadeq replied that he

had never seen such documents, that he would not believe them if he saw them , and that

in any event the Shah was powerless to dismiss him . According to Mossadeq, the Shah

could not, on his own authority, demand a change in the government. Notwithstanding

the Iranian constitution's provision that the prime minister serves at the pleasure of the

monarch , Mossadeq contended that his power came from the people rather than the
Shah.42

(U ) At noon on Sunday 16 August, Mossadeq issued a brief statement over Radio

Tehran: “ According to the will of the people , expressed by referendum , the 17th Majlis is

dissolved . Elections for the 18th session will be held soon . ” Minister of Foreign Affairs

Hoseyn Fatemi held a press conference that afternoon in which he reviewed the events of

the coup and announced that the Acting Minister of Court Abul Ghassem Amini had been

L 3

42 (U ) H.W. Brands, Inside the Cold War: Loy Henderson and the Rise oftheAmerican Empire

1918-1961 (New York Oxford University Press, 1991), pp . 235,285.
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arrested.43 Fatemi made several violent speeches virulently attacking the Shah and

ordered the monarch's statutes in Tehran torn down.44

53
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Chapter 4

( U ) Victory

I

]

(U ) Sunday 16 August: Roosevelt and the Station Regroup

( U ) Roosevelt knew he held at least two powerful cards in the Shah's firmans.

Although Zahedi was hiding from Mossadeq, under the Iranian Constitution he was the

legal Prime Minister of Iran and Mossadeq was not. Roosevelt was convinced that if he

could publicize and emphasize that theme, Mossadeq could not retain his illegal grip on

power for long.

[

]

1 (U ) Love covered the entire crisis for The New York Times. His reportsmade the front pages

of the newspaper from 17-24 August 1953.
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( U ) TEXT BOX : " A Terrible, Terrible Coincidence" in Rome

( U ) When the Shah arrived in Rome on 18 August, CIAfaced apotential disaster.

By coincidence, DCIAllen Dulles was there on vacation. When the Shah checked into tht

ExcelsiorHotel, Dulles was standing next to him trying to do the same thing.

( U ) John Waller remembers that he got a callfrom Frank Wisner between 0200

and 0300. Wisnerwasagitated. “ He'sgone to Rome, ” Wisner told Waller. "A terrible,

terrible coincidence occurred . Canyou guess what it is ? ” Waller could not.

( U ) "Well, " Wisner continued, "he went to the Excelsior Hotel to book a room

with his bride, and thepilot, there were only three of them , and he was crossing the street

on his way into the hotel. Guess, . . . can you tell me, I don't want to say it over the

phone, canyou imagine what may have happened ? Think of the worst thing you can think

of that happened ."

( U ) Waller said , " He was hit by a cab and killed . ”

( U ) “ No, no , no, no , " Wisner responded impatiently, by this time almost wild with

excitement. “Well, John, maybe you don't know , that Dulles had decided to extend his

vacation by going to Rome. Now can you imagine what happened ? "

( U ) Waller answered, “ Dulles hit him with his car and killed him

( U ) Wisnerdid not think it wasfunny. " They both showed up at the reception

iesk at the Excelsior at the very same moment. And Dulles had to say, 'After you , your

Majesty.""25

( U ) The meeting between Dulles and the Shah was completelyfortuitous but

raught with embarrassmentfor the US Government and CIA had the news media learned

of it. They did not, so the incidentpassed unnoticed. Wisner's reaction strongly suggests

hat the meeting was coincidental. It was unlikely that he would have called Wallerat

1200 in a panic and revealed sensitive information over an open telephone line i there

iad been aplanfor the DCI to meet theShah in Rome.26

IC

3

26 (U ) In writing of this incident in Gentleman Spy: The Life of Allen Dulles, Peter Grose says

that "ofall the conspiracy theories that later swirled around the personage of Allen Dulles, none

has made a convincing case to accommodate this unfortunate proximity.” Peter Grose,

Gentleman Spy: the Life ofAllen Dulles (Boston : Houghton Mifflin , 1994 ), p . 367 .
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(U ) At this point,membersof Iranian Zuhrkhaneh ( exercise clubs )— weightlifters,

wrestlers, and acrobats appeared at the head of the crowd. Their involvement was

almost certainly the work of the Rashidian brothers and was a brilliant stroke that showed

a profound understanding of Iranian psychology,

(U ) Traniansidolize acrobats and weightlifters in the same way that many

Americans idolize baseball, basketball, or football players. The sight of these men

tumbling or exercising in unison with dumbbells drew a crowd in an astonishingly short

time. Moreover, the country's most famous athlete, Shaban " Bi Mobk" (Shaban " the

Brainless” ) Jaffari, was in the lead and began chanting pro -Shah slogans. The effect was

electrifin - 36

L

( U ) The swelling crowd headed for the offices of the pro -Mossadeq and anti

American newspaper, Bakhtar Emruz. Security forces watched passively as the crowd

demolished the newspaper's office. By 1000 the crowd was headed for Mossadeq's

residence at 109 Kakh (Palace) Street, which was ringed with tanks and troops loyal to
the Prime Minister.

( U ) The troops guarding the residence were unsure of what was happening. When

confronted with the large, angry crowd, some of the soldiers opened fire. The fighting

escalated as pro -Shah troops returned fire. Mossadeq climbed over the wall surrounding

his house, and escaned

[다
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(U ) The size and fervor of the demonstrations were critical in encouraging the

military to come down on the side of the Shah and Prime Minister Zahedi. Although

some members of the officer corps opposed Mossadeq, Roosevelt could not be certain

that their units would follow their orders in the absence of evidence that the general

population would back them up . The Iranian army has a long tradition of waiting to see

who controls the streets before it acts .

i

38 ( S) Ibid ., pp. 10

39 (S) Ibid., p. 11 .

40 (S ) Ibid ., p . 12

84
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( U ) The broadcast in the afternoon of 19 August was confused and chaotic, but

there was no doubt that pro - Shah forces had captured and were controlling Radio Tehran.

The first indication came when the announcer said, “ The people of Tehran have risen

today and occupied all the government offices, and I am able to talk to you all through the

help of the armed forces. The government of Mossadeq is a government of rebellion and

has fallen ." 41 Seven minutes later, amid much confusion and shouting on the air, a Col.

Ali Pahlavon said,

( U ) Oh people of the cities, be wide awake. The government of

Mossadeq has been defeated . My dear compatriots, listen ! I am one of

the soldiers and one ofthe devotees of this country. Oh officers, a

number of traitors, like Hoseyn Fatemi, wants to sell out the country to

the foreigners.

(U ) My dear compatriots, today the Iranian royalists have

defeated the demagogue government by which Fatemi was ruling. The

Iranian nation, officers, army, and the police have taken the situation in
their hands.

(U ) Premier Zahedi will assume his post. There is no place for

anxiety. Keep tranquil.4

( U ) The broadcast stopped . After seven minutes it continued with a woman shouting,

( U ) Oh people of Iran , let the Iranian nation prove that the

foreigners cannot capture this country! Iranians love the King. Oh

tribes of Iran ,Mossadeq is ruling over your country without your

knowledge, sending your country to the government of the hammer and
sickle.43

( U ) A major from the Iranian army said that he was an infantry officer “ retired by

Mossadeq, the traitor. We proved to the world that the Iranian army is the protector of

this country and is under the command of the Shah .” Much confusion followed, after

which Radio Tehran played the national anthem and then went off the air.44

41( U ) Intercept from Tehran Iranian Home Service, 19 August 1953,1200 GMT, Records ofthe

Directorate of Operations, Job 79-01228A , Box 11 , Folder 14 , ARC

42(U ) Intercept from Tehran Iranian Home Service, 19 August 1953,1207 GMT, Records of the

Directorate of Operations, Job 79-01228A, Box 11 , Folder 14, ARC .

43 (U ) Intercept from Tehran Iranian Home Service, 19 August 1953,1214 GMT, Records of the
Directorate of Operations, Job 79-01228A , Box 11 , Folder 14 ,ARC .

44 (U ) Ibid . Radio Tehran went off the air at 1222 GMT .
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( U ) Zahedi began broadcasting that he was the legally appointed head of the

government.48 He also promised, to Roosevelt's chagrin , that he would boost living

standards, provide free health services to the poor, and modernize agriculture.49

L

.

48 ( U ) According to the State Department, the Embassy monitor reported Zahedi'stransmission
as follows:

Dear Compatriots:

In the name ofAlmighty, I address you.

I have been appointed your Prime Minister by order of His Majesty.

Past governments have made many promises but have achieved very little.

Nation must know I am lawful Prime Minister on Shah's orders. Principal points

my program are : Rule of law ; raising standard of living; free health services for

all; mechanizationof agriculture; road construction ; public security; individual

and social freedom ; cooperative societies,

Long live Mohamed Reza Shah Pahlevi.

Telegram from US Embassy Tehran to Secretary of State, No. 406 , 19 August 1953. National

Archives, RG 319, Entry 57, box 27 .
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(U) General Zahedi half-entered the plane and kissed the Shah's knee, then

backed from the door to allow the 34 -year-old Emperor to descend. The Shah

wore the gold -braidedblue gray uniform of the Air Force Commander in Chief

that had been specially flown to Baghdad for his return . His eyes were moist and

his mouth was set in an effort to control his emotions. 58

The Mossadeq era was over.
- 59
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(U ) Aftermath
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( U ) The different and widely separated home garrisons of the battalions made

them unlikely coconspirators against the new regime. The chance that any of these

battalions would refuse to follow Zahedi's orders was remote .

(U ) The five brigades in the Tehran garrison had not covered themselves with

glory during the civil unrest ousting Mossadeq, and Batmangelich and Zahedi no doubt

thought it prudent to have other troops in the capital who probably would not hesitate to

crush a Tudeh - led coup attempt. Batmangelich clearly intended these forces for more

than ceremonial purposes: troops do not parade or pass in review with live ammunition .

( U ) Byroade noted that a revolution of nationalism was sweeping Asia and that

any effective leader had to base his program on nationalist aspirations or face political

suicide . Zahedi, therefore, was not likely to reversemany ofMossadeq's policies .

Byroade warned that American policymakers would be unwise to assume " Tran will turn a

new face toward the West in the immediate future.” Nonetheless, he argued, Zahedi

merited American support. His fall, in Byroade's opinion, would " open the way to chaos

and a struggle for power in which only the Tudeh organization would be likely to win ." 2

( U ) Two complications affected American support for the new IranianPrime

Minister. Zahedi lacked solid political support in his own right. He could expect the

Shah to thwart his efforts to create a strong government, since the Shah distrusted any

strong leader— anyone who might emerge as a strong leader.

( U ) Zahedi's options were limited. He could not become a military dictator as

long as the military remained loyal to the Shah , nor could he seek broad - based civilian

support without calling for new Majlis elections. The Majlis was notorious, in Byroade's

words , for its " destructive criticism " and there was no guarantee that a new Majlis would

cooperate with Zahedi. In short, Byroade wrote, “ there is no cause forjubilation that our

problems are ended in Tiran . On the contrary, the future can be expected to bear

remarkable similarity to the recent past." 3 It was a sobering antidote to the euphoria at

the highest levels of CIA .

TU) Memorandum from (Henry A. ) Byroade, NEA, to Mr. Bowie, S / P , “ Iran , ” 21 August 1953 ,

RG 59, Records of the State Department, Records of the cifice of Greek, Turkish, and Tranian

Affairs, Lot 57 , D 529, Box 40 , NARA .

2 (U ) Ibid .

3 (U ) Ibid .
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18 (U ) ibid .
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7 .

(U ) Until the archives of the former Soviet Union are fully opened, it will be

impossible for scholars to know the exact reasons why the Tudeh did not act. Perhaps

Bahrami was right in suggesting that it was only because the Tudeh was unprepared, but

the reasons are probably more complex. Stalin had been dead for only five months, and

the new leaders were probably reassessing his policies . They almost certainly recognized

the importance of Iran to the United States ( and to the Soviet Union ) but may have been

unsure how much freedom of action they had . In any event, since the Tudeh was so

closely directed from Moscow , it is unlikely that the Iranian Communists decided on their

own to do nothing

3

( U ) Whatever ill effects or career damage Lavrentiev suffered from Mossadeq's

fall were temporary. He eventually returned to his post in Tehran and stayed until May

1955, when Moscow recalled him to participate in a commission trying to resolve

outstandino Soviet- Tranian harder and financial disnutes,

..
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LU) SCCicial y usStalt uns usu Hue necu Roosevelt's admonition. The Secretary

was already contemplating a similar operation in a country half a world away from Iran

and much closer to home.30 Officials in CIA's Directorate of Plans had been working

since 1952 on schemes to depose Guatemalan President Jacobo Arbenz. Like Mossadeq,

Arbenz was willing to turn a blind eye to Communist machinations in his country.

Unlike Mossadeq, however, Arbenz appeared to be a Communist sympathizer. Even the

most bitter anti -Mossadeq partisans did not claim the IranianPrime Minister was a

Communist or a sympathize [ ]

L

3

MIUJ Act Roosevelt, Countercoup: TheStrugglefor the Control of Iran (New York :

McGraw -Hill, 1979 ), p. 210.

L

П
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]

(U ) Roosevelt's knowledge of the Middle East gave him the confidence to play

the situation in Iran by ear without much Headquarters involvement. His lack of Latin

American expertise would have precluded a similar approach in dealing with Guatemala .

Control from Headquarters would necessarily have been tighter, restricting his freedom of

movement.£:)

(U ) There was another important distinction between Iran and Guatemala. Arbenz

controlled a comparatively stable Guatemalan Government; Mossadeq presided over a

shambles. At the start of 1953 , according to Iranian specialist Kuross A. Samii, “ Iran

resembled an old ship swept away by a storm with no one aboard capable of dealing with

[

.

3
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the attendant frenzy. ” By August, Mossadeq "was barely holding on to the broken sails

of his sinking ship . Everything considered, whatever might be said of the morality or the

legality of American action, it still should not be characterized as having overthrown a

stable regime in Iran . " 35 What worked in Iran, Roosevelt sensed , probably would not

work in Guatemala because the circumstances were so different.

[

3

35 (U ) Kuross A. Samii, Involvement By Invitation: American Strategies of Containment in Iran

(UniversityPark, PA : The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1987), p. 143.

36 (U ) Roosevelt, Countercoup, p. 210 .
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L ។

(U) During the 1979-81 Iranian hostage crisis, a reporter asked President Jimmy

Carter whether he thought that “ it was proper for the United States to restore the Shah to

the throne in 1953 against the popular will within Iran . ” Instead of correcting the

reporter's loaded question, the President replied, “ That's ancient history, and I don't think

it's appropriate or helpful for me to go into the propriety of something that happened 30

years ago ."1

(U ) Many diplomatic historians, intelligence historians, and political scientists do

not consider TPAJAX " ancient history.” Eighteen years after President Carter's remark ,

the questions implicit in the reporter's query persist and continue to stir controversy.

L

3

| (U) President Jimmy Carter, " The President's News Conference of February 13,1980, Public

Papers of thePresidents of the UnitedStates, Jimmy Carter. Book I – January 1 toMay 23,1980

(Washington,DC: United States Government Printing Office, 1981 ) , p . 307.
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policy of the Zahedi Government that the United States obtained at minimal cost2 would

last for 26 years. Secure in the knowledge that the US would support Iran against the

USSR , the Shah was able to turn his attention to domestic matters. He began a series of

far -reaching modernization efforts, including land reform and steps toward the

emancipation of women .

( U ) TPAJAX came at a time when the events in pre - war Europe were a fresh

memory. Americans had seen how Nazi subversion could destroy a country like

Czechoslovakia. They had seen the consequences of weakness and appeasement before

Nazi and Japanese demands. They had suffered the incalculable cost of failing to act

when action might have stopped further aggression . Many were determined never again

to let the appearance of weakness and indecision encourage aggression.

( U ) Neither the White House nor State Department had the slightest doubt that the

Soviets coveted Iran and would do whatever they could, short of war, to bring that

country within the Soviet orbit. The Azeri crisis of 1947 showed that unless checked,

Stalin would continue to test the West's resolve .

( U ) Stalin's death in March 1953 added a dangerous element of ambiguity to

Soviet intentions. Who would succeed the late dictator, the " breaker of nations” ? 3

Would Soviet policy become more or less aggressive ? Would the Soviets reoccupy

Iranian Azerbaijan ? Would they encourage the Tudeh to topple Mossadeq ? The White

House, the State Department, and CIA struggled to find answers to these questions.

(U ) Sending American troops to Iran was never a practical option for logistical

and political reasons. An American military occupation almost certainly would have led

to war. The USSR would have invoked the terms of the 1921 Treaty of Friendship

Between Iran and the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic and occupied the

northern part of the country. Iran would have been divided into a Communist north and a

free south . Fear of partition lay behind Washington's objection to the proposed British

occupation of the port city of Abadan early in the oil nationalization crisis.

( U ) A covert political operation promised to attain American foreign policy and

strategic in objectives Iran without the threat of war. CIA gave the Eisenhower

administration flexibility where diplomacy had failed and military action was not

practical. In addition, CIA gave the US Government “plausible deniability ." If a covert

action went awry, the President could deny American involvement. With these

considerations in mind, and given the widely held Western outlook on the international

L

3

MU ) HISIOL San voert Conquest's term . See , Robert Conquest , Stalin : Breaker ofNations (New
York: Viking Press, 1991 ).
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situation in general and on Soviet intentions in particular, the Eisenhower

administration's decision to act in Iran was reasonable and understandable .

L ]

( U ) A kind of historical hubris results from the belief that because we know far

more about the consequences of past acts than contemporaneous actors could know , we

are more likely than they are to have a correct interpretation of events and of cause and

effect. We cannot know the consequences of decisions not made or actions not taken any

more than contemporaries did . Nevertheless, time and knowledge of past events provide

the historian with a perspective not available to contemporaries.

( U ) Some historians argue today that TPAJAX was not in the US national

interest! Maintaining that American policymakers in the 1950s defined national security

narrowly, these historians emphasize that actions intended to enhance American power

ultimately have the opposite effect if they violate democratic ideals. In this view ,

intervening in domestic political processes in foreign countries inevitably undermines US

national security by weakening the values on which US security rests in the long run .

[

3

Lulu ... yue deserves careful attention; its more thoughtful and articulate

proponents appear to make a persuasive case . The Shah did leave Tehran, to return only

when he was certain Mossadeq was gone and American support for the Peacock Throne

assured . Mossadeq was popular among some segments of the population. Some Iranians

were disillusioned with the United States. They had hoped that the US , as the great

postwar anti - colonial power , would not intrigue against their country as the British and

Russians had done . A close examination of the facts, however, reveals flaws in the

revisionist critique.

4
See, e.g. , Wilbur Crane Eveland, Ropes of Sand :America's Failure in theMiddle East (New

York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1980); Barry Rubin , Paved With Good Intentions: The

American Experience and Iran (NewYork Oxford University Press, 1980 ); James A. Bill , The

Eagle and the Lion : The Tragedy of American - Iranian Relations (New Haven, CT: Yale

University Press, 1988 ).

5 ( U ) C.M.Woodhouse, one of the British principals in the operation , deals with this point in his

autobiography Something Ventured. He contends that what Britain and the United States saw in

1953 was vastly different from what happened in 1979. The proper analogy, he asserts , is to the
events in Afghanistan from 1973 to 1980 : the overthrow of a weakmonarchy by nationalist

forces, who in tumwould be overtaken by indigenous Communists, who in timwould call in the

Soviet Army. C.M. Woodhouse, Something Ventured (London: Granada, 1982), p. 131 .
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( U ) Although there is nodoubt that Mossadeq captured the imagination of

segments of Iranian society with the nationalization of the Anglo - Iranian C1. Company in

1951, his political support dwindled steadily. By August 1953 he did not command mass

support. The Tudeh and splinters of the National Front were the only political parties

willing to support him .

( U ) The pro -Shah sentiments of the Tehran crowds on 19 August 1953 were

genuine. Although CIA had ahand in starting the demonstrations, they swelled

spontaneously and took on a life of their own that surprised even Kermit Roosevelt .

Many average Iranians seemed convinced that they had to choose between the Shah and

Communism . In marching against the Tudeh , Iranians were supporting the Shah. Iran
expert Donald Wilher's nlan to make this choice explicit had worked.

( U ) Before dismissing reportslike those from Khorramabad aspropaganda, it

must be remembered that CIA was able to influence directly events only in the capital

city, and there only barely. Kermit Roosevelt had neither the money nor the agents to

initiate the kinds of demonstrations that took place in Iran's widely separated cities.
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( U ) American University's Amos Perlmutter belongs to the school of thought that

considers Mossadeq's fall inevitable regardless of Western actions. In a foreword to

Zabih's TheMossadegh Era : Roots of the Iranian Revolution Perlmutter writes that

CIA's “role in these climactic events was not very significant, despite some of the heavily

unsubstantiated claims of the old boys such as Kermit Roosevelt "

( U ) To a large extent, the return of the Shah and the downfall of

Mossadegh were made possible by divisions among the political forces

of the left and right, the left split among nationalists,Marxists and

Communists and the right split among the reactionary and xenophobic

clergymen and their more liberal counterparts.8

(U ) Perlmutter is correct in saying that Iranian political divisions made the fall of

Mossadeq possible, but merely because something is possible does not ensure that it will

happen. CIA's role was significant. Without Kermit Roosevelt's leadership, guidance,

and ability to put some backbone into the key players when they wanted to quit, no one

would have moved against Mossadeq. Iran had many political factions but few legitimate

leaders -and even fewer leaders with the discipline and will necessary to take risks.

( U ) A key difference between Mossadeq and his domestic opponents was his

ability to control the streets. Although much of the National Front had deserted the Prime

Minister, the Tudeh, by this time Iran's only disciplined political party, rallied to him

when its aims and Mossadeq's coincided . Tudeh demonstrations intimidated the

opposition and kept the army on the sidelines. Mossadeq's opponents would have been

unable to overcome these disadvantages without outside help.

( U ) The notion that Mossadeq would have fallen anyway ignores the realities of

Iranian politics . No group was able, without help , to contest control of the streets of

Tehran with the Tudeh . The opposition needed a rallying point and a psychological

trigger. Roosevelt nrovided both and gave Tehranians a choice between the Shah and the

C

]

7 (U ) Sepehr Zabih, TheMossadegh Era : Roots of the Iranian Revolution ( Chicago: Lake View
Press , 1982 ), p. 126.

8 (U ) Amos Perlmutter, forward to TheMossadegh Era : Roots ofthe Iranian Revolution by

Sepehr Zabih ( Chicago: Lake View Press, 1982), p . vii.
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Tudeh. Ordinary Iranians were willing to demonstrate their support for the monarch only

when they became convinced, through the pro - Shah demonstrations in the streets that

otham dning the come

I다

]

( U ) Historians arguing that Mossadeq would have fallen anyway fail to answer a

critical related question: Without US intervention, what would have replaced him? In

August 1953 Iran seemed more likely to degenerate into chaos than to experience a stable

transfer of power from Mossadeq to someone else. No potential prime minister was

strong enough to command a majority in the Majlis, or even to form a coalition

government out of the factions and splinter groups comprising Iranian politics. If

Ayatollah Kashani, whom the US had briefly considered supporting in mid- 1953 , had

somehow been able to succeed Mossadeq, his government might have resembled

Ayatollah Khomeini's regime more than Fazlollah Zahedi's.

C 3

(U ) If the United States and United Kingdom had not intervened in Iran's chaotic

politics in August 1953 , would Ayatollah Khomeini have been able to launch his Islamic

Revolution 25 years later ? Asking this question is like asking whether World War II

would have been fought if Germany had won World War I and Hitler had remained an

obscure corporal. We cannot know the consequences of events that did not happen, but

we can engage in informed speculation .

( U ) Revisionists contend that CIA stifled Iran's drive to democracy and

strengthened the rule of the autocratic Shah, thereby making Khomeini's revolution all

but inevitable . Despite its faults, in this view , Mossadeq's Government represented the

popular will. His government reflected a vision for Iran's future that the Shah did not

share . Mohammed Reza Pahlavi wanted to transform Iran into a modem Westernized

state; his people preferred a more traditional society.

( U ) In removing Mossadeq, the revisionists continue, the United States and

Britain effectively strangled traditional Iranian nationalism . Frustrated and resentful, the

people rose 25 years later in rage against the Shah and the United States , disparaged as

the “ Great Satan . ” For there can be no doubt that despite years of official American and

British denials, most Iranians have been convinced of the CIA's role in Mossadeq's fall.9

[

3
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( U ) A problem with this thesis is that Mossadeq's Iran was not moving toward

democracy. The Prime Minister's increasing political isolation and the fragmentation of

the National Front, as documented above, had.weakened his position and made him

desperate. His dictatorial grab for power from the Majlis alienated his former allies and

gained him new political enemies. Tranwas, to repeat Iran specialist Kuross Samii's apt

metaphor, " an old ship swept away by a storm with no one on board capable of dealing

with the attendant frenzy.” 10

(U ) In fact, Khomeini's revolution was a reaction against secularism ,

modernization, and the Shah's misrule, not a push for a return to the National Front. The

streets of Tehran rang with shouts of fanatical support for Khomeini rather than nostalgic

calls for Mossadeq. The Ayatollah was not interested in Mossadeq or the things he stood

for. The last thing Khomeini wanted was a secular government with multi-party

participation . He would have called for fundamentalist revolution against any

government, including a National Front or Tudeh Government, that promoted

modernization , the emancipation of women , and secularization.

( U ) Edward Shirley, the former CIA DO employee whojourneyed through

revolutionary Tran , argues that the revisionist thesis also underestimates the role the

clerics played in TPAJAX . Without the support of Ayatollahs Kashani and Behbehani,

Shirley doubts the covert political action could have succeeded . What the ayatollahs did

in 1953 with American and British help , they might have been able to do later without

such help . Alternatively, given Mossadeq's growing political weakness and isolation

from Iranian society, the clerics may have defeated him and the National Front in general

elections.

( U ) In short, according to Shirley , the 1953 aborted -democracy theory is

appealing, but is "too convenient in its diabolization of the CIA and M16, and too Persian

in its determination to make someone else responsible for failure. "

[

] .

History of Iran, vol. 7 , From Nadir Shah to the Islamic Republic (New York Cambridge

University Press, 1991), p . 263 .

10 (U ) Kuross A. Samii, Involvement by Invitation :American Strategies of Containment in Iran

(University Park , PA : the Pennsylvania State University Press , 1987), p. 143.

11(U ) See Peter Wyden , Bay of Pigs: the Untold Story (New York : Simon and Schuster, 1979) .
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12 (U ) Peter Grose, Gentleman Spy: TheLife & Allen Dulles (Boston: Houghton Mifflin , 1994) ,

p. 384.

13(U ) Ibid.
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Postscript

( U ) The Shadow of the Pahlavis

L

3

(U) The average Iranian still believes that the British and Americans are

ominipotent and that if they removed Mossadeq, either or both somehow put the mullahs

in power. Edward Shirley's Know Thine Enemy: A Spy's Journey into Revolutionary

Iran recounts several conversations he had with Iranians while traveling through that

country. One asked Shirley for help :

(U ) ' Americans should help us. Your secretary of state was spit upon by

Khomeini. He calls Iran the most evil state in the world, but he does nothing.

thless you want Iranians thinking that you like the mollahs, you should bring

them down. The Britishput them in, and America should drive them out. The

young Shah, he is like his father, a coward. And the United States wastes money

on him . Iranians don't want to fight anymore. They need a sign from America .'

[

3
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Another told Shirley it did not matter what Iranians thought. “ It only matters what the

Americans and the Englisss think . They hold the power. The Englisss have always had

the clergy in their pockets.” 2

I

]

2
(U) Edward Shirley, Know ThineEnemy: A Spy's Journey into Revolutionary Iran (New York

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1997), pp. 75 , 106 .
3 ( U ) See Harold Bloom , TheLuciferPrinciple: A Scientific Expedition into the Forces of

History (New York The Atlantic Monthly Press, 1995), pp. 264-70. SAVAK's successor in the

Islamic Republic of Iran is the Vezarat - e Ettela'at va Aminate Keshvar (VAVAK ), known in the

West as the Ministry of Intelligence and Security (MOIS ). According to historianCarl Wege,

VAVAK " is noted primarily for assassinating Iraniandissidents abroad ” and has been doing so

since the revolution in 1979. Its first victim was the Shah's nephew Shahriar Shafiq ( in Paris,

December 1979 ), but is most famous victimwas formerprime minister Shapour Bakhtiar,

assassinated in August 1991. Carl AnthonyWege, “ Iranian Intelligence Organizations,”

International Journal of Intelligence and Counterintelligence 10 (Fall 1997) : 289 . Heritage

Foundation Senior Policy Analyst James Phillips writes that “ more than a dozen Iranian

dissidents have been assassinated in European cities since 1987.” VAVAK even struck in the
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United States, murdering Iranian political activist Ali A. Tabatabai, founder ofthe Iran Freedom

Foundation, in his Bethesda, Maryland home in July 1980. James Phillips, 'The Challenge of

Imn " Heritage Foundation Committee. Brief No. 24.29 March 1996 .

[ 3

' ( U ) “ Iran : Internal Security , VUDUD 141-2B , 1 May 1993. Ine nuuntauon In this report is

classified TOP SECRETUMBRA NOFORN ; the title is unclassified . The report. already five

years old , states that Iran's various tribes have not been a serious threat to Tehran's rule for

several years. No reporting since then bas warranted a qualification or change of that opinion.




